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Abstract 

The contemporary Western city is a space of capitalism, realized on a personal level 

through the lived realities of work and consumption. Elevation of these twin activities is 

contributing to ongoing social and environmental problems, both within the city and the 

larger interconnected world. As an alternative, play represents a way to de-emphasize 

the importance of work and consumption and their pervasive monetary components. 

Uncommodified, non-commercial play can open up more urban space and time for use 

value, above the exchange value that capitalism so efficiently emphasizes. Henri 

Lefebvre’s ideas about the ongoing production of social space, explicated in his spatial 

triad, alongside his ideas surrounding a resurgent and possibly revolutionary festival are 

used to explain how play can unsettle current capitalist norms. 

Urban exploration, an activity that sees people venture into all parts of the city, 

particularly those where one is not meant to go, is used as a form of play in support of 

this argument. This pastime interacts with the city in multiple spatial and temporal ways, 

helping to counteract some of the negative aspects of modern life. By entering various 

areas with unique perspectives, urban explorers recast working, consuming and 

forgotten spaces into sites of play and fun. Urban space itself becomes less alienated, 

more dynamic, and the possibilities within it evermore exciting. Exploration also reveals 

the uneven nature of contemporary urban space. By revealing certain problems urban 

exploration might act as a first step towards countering them, in turn encouraging 

different urban spaces and a diversified more livable city full of opportunities for use, self-

expression and growth. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The city represents opportunity for encounter and growth, both personal and social; 

something broadly considered the ‘use value' of urban space. The contemporary city, 

however, is a capitalist centre, more interested in maximizing exchange value than use 

value benefiting urbanites. Urban spaces are built around the ethos of work and 

consumption, elevating money’s perceived importance for a fully lived life and distracting 

from the social and environmental damage such an attitude generates. Using Henri 

Lefebvre’s ideas on the production of space to analyze the play of urban explorers has 

the capacity to generate new understandings of urban space. This thesis argues that 

emphasizing low-cost and inclusive forms of play in daily life represents an opportunity to 

subvert and transform capitalist urban space, renewing respect, reverence and 

connections between urbanites and between urbanites and urban space itself. Urban 

space can become more than space focused solely on work and consumption, instead 

becoming space in which human potential is the often realized focus. 
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1.2 The City 

In this thesis, ‘the city’ is taken to be ‘Western’, post-industrial cities of Europe, North 

America and Australia. They share form, history and technology, especially since the 

industrial revolution, and their spaces are inter-recognizable. Although recently built 

urban spaces of the Global South share some Western forms, their spatial, historic and 

economic similarities are not as extensive. Also, as the sources used in this thesis, both 

theoretical and primary, do not engage with southern cities to any significant degree, 

broader extrapolations should not be made. The city under discussion also refers to the 

built forms that make urban space undeniably present and concrete: buildings, bridges, 

tunnels, sewers, etc. Perhaps most densely layered and interwoven in city cores, these 

infrastructures of urban humanity extend into the countryside, as mines, dams and ghost 

towns, and these rural examples must be understood as part of the city’s structure. To 

do otherwise would only reinforce increasingly false binaries between the city and 

country, as well as certain abstractions and alienations that this project is intended to 

counter. Although ‘the city’ is being used as shorthand for urban centres with analogous 

spaces, the author recognizes the complex trials and transformations, as well as historic, 

economic, social and geographic factors that make cities highly diverse. 

1.3 Henri Lefebvre 

Henri Lefebvre is the primary spatial theorist used in this thesis. The French Marxist 

philosopher shows that space is not a blank slate, but is produced by its society. 

Lefebvre believes contemporary capitalist space lacks the use value people need for 

wholly enriched urban lives. In his spatial triad, consisting of three dialectical categories 

that between them encompass much of society and life, he reveals both space’s ongoing 

production and how changes in and to space might be effected. Additionally, his ideas 
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about the festival help valorize the often forgotten importance of fun in urban life. In this 

thesis, the triad is used to frame three research questions: 

(1) How do contemporary capitalist practices of work and consumption relate to the 
triad? 
(2) Does play have a place in the triad? 
(3) Can play, acting in space, counter some of the negative aspects associated 
with over-emphasis of work and consumption? 
 

1.4 Urban Exploration 

Urban exploration engages with urban structures and spaces and is the specific form of 

play around which Lefebvre’s spatial theories will be stretched and tested. The practice 

has been in existence since the first days of urban life, needing only unknown urban 

space to occur, but has only come into its current form and nomenclature in the past 

decades as cities achieved their particular post-industrial spatial arrangement and 

likeminded individuals, realizing the similarities of their activities, began to form 

communities. Simply put, urban exploration is about venturing into and exploring all city 

spaces, whether sewers, rooftops, private ballrooms or hotel pools.1  While it can involve 

open houses and tours, entering forbidden ground is an overriding component of the 

practice. Although, only a city with secluded spaces is needed for urban exploration, the 

self-aware, semi-organized exploration under discussion here is primarily centred in 

North America, Australia and Europe, extending to Moscow. By looking for fun, 

excitement and adventure in every urban space, even spaces of work and consumption, 

urban explorers transgress socio-spatial norms. Urban exploration is considered within 

the context of two main questions: 

 

 

1 Urban exploration is the most popular name for the practice but it is known by a number of other 
names as well: vadding, urban adventure, urban spelunking, urban hacking, infiltration, etc. 
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(4) How does urban exploration function as an example of play within Lefebvre’s 
triad? 
(5) How transgressive/transformative is urban exploration within the project of 
producing ‘better’ urban space? 

 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

Whether play can contribute to a project that encourages new production of urban space 

is developed in the main body of the thesis. Chapter 2 is a literature review that reveals 

the city as capitalist space, largely framed by two personally acted norms of capitalism, 

work and consumption. Engaging Lefebvre’s spatial triad, the chapter also defines play 

and discusses its relation to the festival, demonstrating play’s ability to unsettle capitalist 

norms and possibly bring about positive change. Chapter 3 outlines the methods used to 

collect primary and secondary data. A literature review, online participant observation, e-

mail interviews and content analysis of various urban explorer publications were used to 

generate information. Chapter 4 discusses urban exploration and how this unique form of 

play moves in and through urban space, bringing new perspectives and benefits to the 

city and its citizens. Chapter 5 continues with urban exploration, shifting the argument 

from benefits the practice provides, to how its inherently exclusive nature reveals the 

uneven reality of urban space. The final chapter summarizes the main arguments and 

links together the ideas developed within this thesis. It emphasizes that while no form of 

play can satisfy all individuals, play generally does present an opportunity for people to 

act in space and encourage the growth of a new and better city. 
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Chapter 2  

Work, Consumption and Play: 
Space’s Dialectical Production in the Contemporary City 

[By not] uncovering the social relationships…that are latent in 
spaces…we fall into the trap of treating space as space ‘in itself’, 
as space as such. We come to think in terms of spatiality, and so 
to fetishize space in a way reminiscent of the old fetishism of 
commodities, where the trap lay in exchange, and the error was 
to consider ‘things’ in isolation, as ‘things in themselves’. 

Henri Lefebvre (2003b: 90) 

2.1 Introduction 

The influential role the economy has in contemporary Western cities results in urban 

space prized for its capitalist exchange value instead of use value for people, a space 

Lefebvre terms abstract space (2003b; also Smith 2001). Work and consumption are 

now the two most common ways people interact with these capitalist urban spaces in 

daily life. Play is a non-economic alternative that can both de-emphasize commercial 

aspects of urban life, and reframe urban space, valuing people over money. 

Understanding how this is possible requires first, an understanding of how space is 
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produced. Henri Lefebvre’s spatial triad provides the means to this end. Discussing the 

evolution and current spaces of work, consumption and play within the city will be 

combined here with an analysis of Lefebvre’s spatial triad. Urban space’s current 

domination by capitalism will be demonstrated, while play will emerge as a possible 

means of unsettling the status quo. 

2.2 Work 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Although work is a complex idea that differs across cultures and circumstances, it can 

still be used as an encompassing term to explore how people interact with city space. To 

illustrate how contemporary urban space and work are mutually constitutive my first 

modest step will be to establish work’s meaning in North American contexts in terms of 

paid employment. Using both sociological and economic geography literatures, I will 

show exactly how work has become a defining feature of urban space for many 

residents. Neither of these literatures entirely encompasses what I am attempting. 

Sociology tends to lack spatial concern and economic geography often shows more 

interest in the world economy, modes of production and the plight of individual groups 

than work as a defining feature in the lives of individuals. Instead of dividing people along 

lines such as ‘race’, gender, class, ability, etc. I am focusing on work and the way it 

structures interaction with the spaces of the contemporary capitalist city, regardless of 

the differences in that experience. Combining the two literatures with a history of 

modern, waged work will make the interconnected development of space, work and the 

city more readily apparent. As some of Lefebvre’s ideas on space are incorporated, the 

first indications that reducing work’s prevalence would be beneficial to urban space will 

emerge before the discussion shifts to consumption. 
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2.2.2 Why Work?...and Not Employment? 

Work and its meanings are highly individualized, and what it means has differed from 

society to society and from time to time (Joyce 1987; Casey 1995). For this reason it is 

difficult and problematic to generalize too widely. Still, some aspects of urban life in the 

Western world are common and can be commented on but we need a clear definition to 

allow discussion to proceed effectively. Tilly and Tilly define work as “any human effort 

adding use value to goods and services” (1998: 22). Virtually everything people do falls 

under this definition, but within contemporary, Western society there is a bias that 

privileges paid work, putting it in a category above other effort (Joyce 1987; Tilly and Tilly 

1998). Gorz (1989), for example, sees paid work as constitutive of Western society. 

For the essential character of such work – which we ‘have’, ‘seek’ or ‘offer’ – is that 
it is an activity of the public sphere, demanded, defined and recognized as useful by 
other people and, consequently, as an activity they will pay for. It is by having paid 
work (more particularly work for a wage) that we belong to the public sphere, 
acquire a social existence and a social identity (that is a ‘profession’), and are part of 
a network of relations and exchanges in which we are measured against other people 
and are granted certain rights over them in exchange for the duties we have towards 
them. It is because work paid and determined socially is by far the most important 
factor of socialization – even for those who are seeking it, preparing for it or who 
lack it – that industrial society views itself as a ‘society of workers’ and distinguishes 
itself, on these grounds, from all earlier forms of society (Gorz 1989: 13-4). 

Work in this paper, then, refers to paid work. Getting a job, going to work and being paid 

for that work defines one as a meaningful, helpful member of society. This approach is 

not intended to dismiss other types of work or non-work, instead it simply reflects 

prevailing perceptions. 

Erikson (1990) and others consider definitions of work that include only paid work 

to be politically problematic. In his view distinguishing paid work from all other forms fails 

to recognize that identity is attached to all work, whether paid or unpaid (1990). Fixating 

on paid work also raises citizenship questions for those who do not participate, namely 

the retired, young, differently-abled and unemployed (McDowell 2003a). Another 
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significant and more specific critique of the way work is valued comes from feminist 

scholars who argue that current definitions exclude work done in the home without pay. 

Women still do the majority of this work, and not taking such work into consideration 

could be seen as regressive. Early feminist studies from the 1970s rightly criticized 

previous examinations of work as biased (Pahl 1988b). Masculine work, generally 

outside the home in the public sphere, received more attention, and some would say still 

does. In the last three decades, some scholars have tried to rectify the imbalance by 

quantifying women’s private, unpaid hours of home-work, and demanding payment in 

kind (Casey 1995). Such calls have gone generally unheeded and have the effect of 

reemphasizing the importance of payment in legitimizing work. 

Similarly, but from a specifically urban perspective, Castells argued in 1978 that 

were women to stop transporting, mending, feeding and doing all the other things they 

did for free “the whole urban structure as we know it would become completely incapable 

of maintaining its function” (1978: 178). Past decades have witnessed women leaving 

home-work to join the paid labour force without destroying the city, as technologies, 

social structures and the nature of certain jobs have changed to prevent the predicted 

catastrophe. Indeed, some of the tasks that women once performed unpaid are now 

commodified and in some cases, such as child care and various domestic labours, have 

become paid work in their own right (McDowell et al. 2006). Paid work repeatedly asserts 

its pre-eminence in contemporary society. 

Why not, then, use a term like employment instead of work, or any word that 

places more emphasis on monetary compensation. Some of the reasons for this are 

apparent. Work encompasses a wide variety of human activities. While it is being used 

here to discuss paid employment, other forms of work should not be excluded from 

consideration, and using the broader term helps keep larger issues in mind. In addition, 
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as part of my methodology involves engaging with the city on a personal level, work is 

once again the best choice. In our everyday lives we speak less of going to our place of 

employment than of going to work. People understand going to work, and with the word 

comes a host of personal connotations, from the commute, to the hours put in, to last 

minute requests from superiors before quitting time. Although jobs and workplaces are 

numerous and varied, each carrying unique experiences, the concept of work is strong 

enough to hold them together for the purposes of this discussion. Indeed, the title of this 

section is a take-off of a book’s title, Why Work? Arguments for a Leisure Society (1983). 

Although its stated goal was to find another way “of looking at the problem of 

employment,” work is in the title for its powerful resonance (Richards 1983: cover). The 

final reason to choose work lies in the aesthetics of where we are going: the city as a 

place of work contrasted to the city as a place of play sets up a fruitful and intriguing 

opposition. I trust the reader will accord me the grace of a little poetic license. 

Society “revolves” around paid work that serves as “both its chief means and its 

ultimate goal,” sometimes to the detriment of other equally valuable but unpaid labours, a 

reality that the focus on paid work in this thesis recognizes (Gorz 1989: 13). 

Furthermore, it is not only unpaid forms of work that receive short shrift in contemporary 

society but also work’s opposite, destructive forms of effort that reduce or fail to add 

material value (Tilly and Tilly 1998). An unfortunate reality given that “productive 

squandering of energy,” in various forms of play for instance, can contribute positively to 

society (Lefebvre 2003b: 179). Although because of social norms paid work receives the 

greatest attention here, this is to emphasize the importance of playful activities. 
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2.2.3 Economic Geography 

Most discussion of work in geography has taken place within economic geography. 

Unfortunately, in that literature work is not presented as a shared experience of the vast 

majority of urban residents. At a large scale, work tends to appear alongside labour as 

another factor of production. Production, however, is not the lens through which people 

perceive and understand the city’s places and spaces. People go to work, not to their 

site of production, and in an experience-based analysis this theoretical frame is 

distracting. On the other end of the spectrum, away from “the ‘hard world’ of production 

and things” (Hall 1988, 28), economic geographers have taken a significant interest in 

the cultures of economy in the past two decades, acknowledging that people’s culture 

shapes and is shaped, at least in part, by their experiences of work. To date, this 

approach has also been insufficiently developed. Cultural economic geographers 

typically separate classes, genders and organizational structures, and as a result largely 

fail to talk about a unified urban citizenry composed of all of these. When the city is 

carved into pieces something is lost, as cities are greater than the sum of their parts. 

Although nothing encompasses work, as I want to frame it, perfectly, discussing the 

various scales and perspectives of the economy will still help illuminate the capitalist 

preponderance within urban space. 

2.2.3.a Scale 

Discussions of production and the economy focus on multiple scales, from the macro 

global or national economic perspectives (Castells and Hall 1994; Storper 1997), to the 

much smaller micro scale studies of specific workplaces and regions (Clement 1997; 

Gough 2003). Any argument that does not explore how these tiers are mutually 

constructed is inevitably incomplete. Massey’s (1994) writing on place’s construction 
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over multiple physical and temporal scales is reflected in recent multi-scalar approaches 

to contemporary economies (Massey 1993; Swyngedouw 1997; Harvey 2000; Gough 

2003). These economic geographers acknowledge that an accurate picture only 

emerges when one considers all scales simultaneously; a certain perspective on the 

scalar world may be prioritized but others cannot be ignored entirely. 

2.2.3.a.i Large Scale 

It is impossible to understand the city as a place and space prioritized for work without 

recognizing its vital role within an increasingly ‘globalized’ economy. Although the 

concept of globalization is problematic, as the word “means precisely whatever the user 

says it means” (Barnet and Cavanagh 1994: 14), the degree to which it is used by both 

academics and in common parlance makes globalization unavoidable. Proponents of 

globalization hold that fewer international borders and restrictions would allow frictionless 

flows of capital and higher profits, as companies could maximize profit through location 

(Omhae 1995). They also argue that the friction of distance is reduced by ever improving 

communications technologies (Barnet and Cavanagh 1994; Cairncross 2001; Friedman 

2005). 

The idealized picture of globalization put forth under capitalism has not been 

achieved but cities and regions have gained importance in the new global economy over 

older economic units such as nations. Geographically smaller, with concentrated 

populations, cities have been able to adapt and take advantage of change where larger 

political structures have failed (Castells and Hall 1994). This success has resulted in 

efforts to categorize their nature and role in the global economy, despite the unique 

historical, political and geographical contexts of each. A variety of urban models, Post-

Fordist Cities, World Cities, Informational Cities, etc., have been proposed to elucidate 

economic processes (Storper 1997). While the models differ, all focus on how 
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globalization is changing cities, increasing the importance of both the service economy 

and consumption in urban life. Storper’s assessment of these categories is particularly 

interesting because he recognizes that all fail in some vital way when the focus shifts 

from theory to everyday life in urban space. His discussion remains firmly rooted in the 

economy but his perspective shares some traits with the one under development here. 

 For Storper the limitation of many current conceptions of the global city is their 

treatment of the urban unit as a machine that functions only according to the dictates of 

economic change (1997).2  Instead of framing the city as machine, Storper wants us to 

conceptualize cities as places where density and proximity allow increased interaction. 

Increased interaction may in turn result in improved quality of exchange (Storper and 

Walker 1989; Storper 1997). Storper feels the city’s importance in the globalized 

economy is mainly a result of providing the space for these relations to take place 

(1997). 

 Storper’s ideas are interesting because his analysis places importance on the 

relations that occur within the city on a daily basis. Urban citizens interact with other 

people but also with the architecture and infrastructure that are equally important 

components of the city. Although much of what he describes occurs at the scale of 

corporations and labour pools, Storper’s theory brings macro economic discussion closer 

to the ground where people are working, consuming and playing in city space. He has 

opened a gap to discuss how individuals interact and relate with their urban environment 

as they go about their “workaday existence” (Scott 1988: 2). The city as a site of 

 

 

2 Storper defines this city machine as “a geographically dense socio-economic system that 
functions according to the laws of a kind of urban-economic physics.”  Furthermore, changes 
which urbanists are concerned with are “viewed as a result of a change in the motive power of the 
machine, from national capitalism to global capitalism, and from manufacturing to service 
industries.”  These motives are then seen to “‘produce’ the cities” (1997: 222). 
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interaction, particularly one that is emphasizes human-infrastructure contact, holds 

relevance for the upcoming discussion on play, as it is these same infrastructures of 

work and consumption that frame some people’s urban play. 

2.2.3.a.ii Small Scale 

Smaller scale studies provide a different perspective on urban work. Some of the 

research that centres on “particular workplaces in particular places and times” (Gough 

2003: 25) maintains a broader economic focus despite drawing on personal interviews 

as source material. Workers are combined with consumers and firms to help define the 

economy as a “totality,” with all parts contributing to the definition of the whole (Ollman 

1993; Gough 2003: 27). Instead of exploring how people interact with the spaces of the 

city through their work, workers become an integral part of the economy, constituted by it 

and somehow incomplete without it. The rise of culture in economic geography since the 

mid-1980s has resulted in criticisms of this type of small-scale study, as well as of certain 

large-scale efforts. Both tend to reduce work to labour, making it a dehumanized 

component of production (Barnes 2003). Cultural-economic geographers feel reducing 

work to labour obscures an integral economic component, as working cultures constantly 

form and are formed by the economy (Ibid). 

 There is another group of recent, small-scale studies that are closer to what is 

relevant for this thesis (Pratt 1999; Reimer 1999; Drayse 2004; McDowell et al 2006; 

Ward et al 2007). By framing the lives of urbanites in capitalist urban spaces, even if 

parsing space’s production is not their explicit goal, these studies reveal current socio-

spatial interactions, a necessary opening to examining possible change. Concurrently, 

however, these researchers break the city’s population into subgroups by ‘race’, class, 

religion, ability, gender, etc., and to up-scale local experiences of work in space to larger 

economic theories and trends such as neo-liberalism, Marxism, globalization, etc. These 
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approaches then tend to minimize work as a shared urban experience, in contrast to the 

approach taken here. 

These studies are vital, as “different classes [‘races’, genders, etc.] construct their 

sense of territory and community in radically different ways,” and to argue all 

experiences of work are identical would be foolhardy and wrong (Harvey 1994: 370). I 

am not dismissing the variety of meanings work for different individuals and groups, what 

McDowell (2003a) calls “cultures of labour,” but I am setting them aside. By doing this I 

can put forth a broad and generalized argument without dealing with each group 

separately, for now. Paid work in its various forms can be used as an encompassing 

point of perception for many urban citizens. While urban populations are diverse and 

identity automatically affects individuals’ respective experiences of the city, work remains 

a primary mode through which the vast majority interacts with contemporary, capitalist 

urban spaces. 

2.2.4 Henri Lefebvre’s Space 

Henri Lefebvre (2003b) believes that nothing can affect the world unless it is realized in 

space, whether it continues or counters contemporary capitalist norms. This contention 

situates understanding how space was and is produced as vitally important if one wishes 

to effect change. To know “how and what space internalizes is to learn how to produce 

something better, is to learn how to produce another city” (Merrifield 2000: 173). 

Additionally, unlike Cartesian space, a space of absolutes, Lefebvre posits that space is 

constantly under construction and never static (2003b). The construction, however, is 

hidden from view, and one therefore needs to consider how capitalist processes have 

structured the space we live in today. 
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2.2.4.a Abstract Space 

Lefebvre, considers urbanization’s current spatial forms, which he calls abstract space, 

directly tied to and influenced by industrialization and capitalism, a contention agreed 

with by many others (Scott 1988; Harvey 1989a and 1989b; Storper and Walker 1989). 

Harvey, for instance, sees “urbanization as a ‘rational landscape’ within which the 

accumulation of capital can proceed” most effectively (1989b: 22). For urbanites the 

most important aspect of Lefebvre’s abstract space is that it elevates the monetary and 

exchange values of capitalism above use value in the city’s spaces (Merrifield 2000: 

176). 

According to Shields (2001; also Smith 2001) Lefebvre’s abstract space is 

homogenous and fragmented simultaneously. In a homogenous sense abstract space is; 

Formal and quantitative, it erases distinctions, as much those which derive from 
nature and (historical) time as those which originate in the body (age, sex, ethnicity). 
The signification of this ensemble refers back to a sort of super-signification which 
escapes meaning’s net: the functioning of capitalism, which contrives to be blatant 
and covert at one and the same time (Lefebvre 2003b: 49). 

Such traits disguise the fragmented reality of the space, which Lefebvre finds 

significantly in Haussmann’s city; “broken, fragmented and segregated (by 

[Haussmann’s] street works and boulevards) in order to produce a new unity, order and 

homogeneity (of state power)” (Shields 2001: 177). Le Corbusier’s work also captures 

abstract space in which “repetitively patterned space consumes and regulates the 

differences between places and people; it encapsulates a normalizing morality that 

seeks to reduce all differences to an economic order of the Same” (Smith 2001: 31). 

 In effect, Lefebvre’s abstract space does for space what Marx’s fetishism of 

commodities did for goods: “commodities assume a ‘thing-like’ character once they get 

exchanged at the marketplace” (Merrifield 2000: 171). For Marx when commodities are 

fetishized the social relations, activities and exploitations of the productive labour 
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process become masked at exchange. Similarly, Lefebvre believes conceiving things as 

simply in space denies realities behind the production of said space. Contemporary 

space “is the outcome of a process with many aspects and many contributing currents” 

(Lefebvre 2003b: 110), and it is difficult to trace today’s space back to its antecedent 

actors and events. “When construction is completed, the scaffolding is taken down; 

likewise the fate of the author’s rough draft is to be torn up and tossed away (Ibid: 113). 

2.2.4.b The Spatial Triad 

Lefebvre’s attempt to explain the hidden aspects of the production of space is found in 

his spatial triad, a dynamic framework designed to be applied to many real life situations 

(Merrifield 2000). The moments of the triad, spatial practice, representations of space, 

and representational space, are involved in a constant dialectical interaction to define 

space. Elucidating some of Lefebvre’s ideas on the production of space here will help 

clarify the role of work in the city. While I will try to maintain some separation between 

the different spaces, some mixing is inevitable as the triad itself is not finely delineated 

and all parts tend to feed into the discussion and definition of the others. 

2.2.4.b.i Representations of Space 

The first part, or moment, of the triad, representations of space, refers to the conceived 

space put forth by experts such as planners, architects and engineers. Representations 

of space is the “dominant space in any society” as it embodies society’s most valued 

knowledge full of the codes and symbols that reinforce and support preferred ideologies 

(Merrifield 2000: 174). In contemporary Western society it is “tied to the relations of 

production and to the ‘order’ which those relations impose” (Lefebvre 2003b: 33). In turn, 

it has a “substantial role and a specific influence in the production of space,” unsurprising 

given its concretized form when acted out in space (Ibid: 42). 
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If something must exist in space to have effect, contemporary society’s emphasis 

on work and consumption finds spatial form through representations of space and the 

resultant built infrastructure of the city. Skyscrapers dominate most cities today and are 

perhaps the most widely visible demonstration of the dominance of the city by capitalist 

work; their size and solidity leave little doubt of their importance (Gough 2003; Smith 

2001; Lefebvre 2003b). These buildings extend into the ground, connecting directly with 

a city’s arterial systems of transportation, communication and resource distribution. In 

this way, places of work are integrally tied into the core of a city. People flow into the 

buildings during the morning rush, and out at the end of the day, when they become 

work sites for cleaners and maintenance personnel who keep the buildings running and 

usable (Gough 2003). Even when skyscrapers were a new phenomena, architect 

Eustace Bird recognized their role in the world of work and the economy of cities. 

The higher the business buildings are built, so much the greater is the intensity of the 
central business development, so much the more rapid and easy is the meeting of 
businessmen, so much the more is commerce facilitated, and so much the more is our 
economic life served (in Holden 2007).  

The spaces that stretch away from the buildings also provide examples of society’s 

dominant ideologies. Sidewalks, underground malls, subways and roads are places of 

work for some and for the rest their passage through such areas is directly tied to work 

and consumption practices. 

Most current urban spaces are constructed according to the notions of 

productivity and accumulation significant in the conceived space of Western society 

(Lefebvre 2003b). Representations of space are evident, not just in a city’s concrete 

spaces, but also in signs telling people where they cannot enter and in cameras that 

encourage conformity and obedience. Smith has suggested that skyscrapers themselves 

have taken on a similar “panoptic function…to contain, control and direct unruly and 

disruptive elements” (2001: 34). All these examples subtly yet actively impose control 
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and espouse work and consumption as the normal experience of daily life through their 

influence on space’s production. Which activities are acceptable in specific places and at 

specific times becomes embedded within space itself, creating a city divided and set 

apart for exchange value over use value for citizens (Smith 2001; Lefebvre 2003b). 

When Haussmann redeveloped Paris part of his reason for widening avenues was to 

give soldiers uninterrupted lines of fire, facilitating crowd control (Lefebvre: 1996). 

According to Lefebvre, persuasion and control is visible in the streets and structures of 

contemporary cities, but bullets have been set aside and space itself is now used against 

urbanites (2003b). 

2.2.4.b.ii Spatial Practice 

In shaping what people consider to be acceptable action, society’s conceived space is 

sculpting urbanites’ spatial practices, the perceived space of the city formed by everyday 

action. Once created, these spaces “structure everyday reality and broader social and 

urban reality” (Merrifield 2000: 175). A person’s daily movements to and from work, 

actions on the job, and what they are doing in their time off all fall under the heading of 

spatial practice. Spatial practice is how someone moves through and uses the world, 

connecting the spaces set aside for work, leisure or play through networks and patterns 

of their own creation (Lefebvre 2003b; Merrifield 2000). It is important to realize that 

because of the triad’s dialectical nature, although a person’s spatial practice is of their 

own creation the conceived spaces of society discussed above have a profound 

influence on their decisions (Lefebvre 2003b). 

Perhaps the best example of spatial practice in terms of work is the commute. 

When carried out according to the conceived space of planners it will be predictable and 

relatively efficient (Smith 2001; 2002). Flows of people moving along established 

commuting routes, streets, tracks, etc., evoke spatial practice under the sway of 
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representations of space. Exclusively following those pathways encouraged by capitalist 

urban space means restricting what one sees and bypassing opportunities for play. As 

representations of space influence spatial practice the dialectical nature of the spatial 

triad begins to reveal itself. 

2.2.4.b.iii Representational Space 

Accepted work practices and the spaces in which they occur evolved together but now 

seem designed as a totality. The apparent fluidity and wholeness of this symbiotic 

relationship is unsettled by representational space. Representational space is lived 

space, a space where ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’ understand and interact with the physical 

world through symbols and images (Lefebvre 2003b). Lefebvre sees it as a realm of the 

imagination rather than the word, where people are unshackled from linguistic limitations. 

Because it exists outside formal knowledge, it may be “felt more than thought” (Merrifield 

2000: 174). Play, as an imaginative and felt activity outside ordinary life, can be 

considered a profoundly rich knowledge of this type of space. 

Representational space is elusive, “so elusive in fact that thought and conception 

usually seek to appropriate and dominate it. Lived space is the experiential realm that 

conceived and ordered space [representations of space] will try to intervene in, 

rationalize, and ultimately usurp” (Merrifield 2000: 174). If left to function alone 

representations of space, with obvious links to the power and authority necessary to alter 

physical form, will dominate spatial practice and lived representational space, turning the 

city from a space of life and society into one entirely focused on capitalism and money 

(Lefebvre 2003b). How might elevating representational space through play help counter 

this tendency and provide alternatives for living and experiencing the spaces and forms 

of the city? 
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2.2.5 How Did We Get Here? 

The city has not always been a space so heavily influenced by economic factors. Indeed, 

paid work has not always held the pre-eminent role amongst other forms of labour. A 

discussion of how and why Western notions of work have changed in the past few 

centuries will reveal how work has and continues to shape life and space in the city. A 

historical perspective is also helpful given the interest of many urban explorers in history. 

We begin with the rural because urban life has only recently become the majority 

experience (Williams 1973) and following industrialism’s progression from the country to 

the city will help illuminate the contention that the city’s current form flows from 

capitalism and industrialism (Harvey 1989a; Lefebvre 2003b). History also makes clear 

that our current situation is anomalous, demanding the active promotion and 

maintenance of its ‘normalcy’, and this is a source of hope for the possibility of future 

change.  

2.2.5.a The Countryside 

For much of the 20th century paid work was seen as the duty of a sole male breadwinner 

in a nuclear family (Pahl 1988a). The male-headed family, featuring one person bringing 

home resources, is a recent concept and it is already disappearing (Ibid). Working at a 

single job was not the norm in the pre-industrial period. Sustenance came from multiple 

sources; mainly paid work and the farming families did for themselves (Malcolmson 

1988). Common land had not succumbed to private ownership at this time, and its 

presence meant people who did not own land could nevertheless raise livestock and 

crops (Ibid). It is important to note that pre-industrial England was not an idyllic scene of 

self-sustained peasant farmers, as waged labour and working for an ‘employer’ was 

common practice centuries before capitalism and industrialization (Kumar 1988; 
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Middleton 1988; de Vries 1994). While the size of common lands and access to them 

varied from place to place, “wage-payment…existed virtually everywhere and was 

probably the single most important means of support for the majority of labouring 

families” (Malcolmson 1988: 51). Additionally, the household was the most important unit 

in the economic sphere, and all extended-family members contributed to the family’s well 

being (Kumar 1988; Malcolmson 1988; Grantham 1994). 

In England, at the start of the eighteenth century an urban bourgeois class was 

using capitalistic practices of production and consumption to build wealth and power 

(Philo and Kearns 1993). Although what was to become industrialization would need the 

city to survive, its early form took hold in rural areas, avoiding urban trade guilds that 

were able to drive up wages. Piecework was the most common early form of industry 

and rural workers easily incorporated it as one more way of getting by in their multi-

faceted lives (Malcolmson 1988). More intrusive work, in the form of factory work, was 

soon to appear, however, as capitalists tried to increase efficiency by centralizing 

operations near an inexpensive workforce and aquatic sources of power (Kumar 1988). 

Rural labour was cheap and flexible but came with certain complexities. Factories 

needed regularity and could not function on the unpredictable schedules people were 

accustomed to when engaged in piecework (Malcolmson 1988). People involved with 

agriculture had multiple responsibilities and could not subordinate them to rigid 

workplace time and space regulation. Early factories were sometimes forced to shut 

down for months at a time because their entire work force had moved out to the fields 

where they were harvesting their own produce or, as was sometimes the case, working 
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as better-paid agricultural labour (Malcolmson 1988; Postel-Vinay 1994).3 As factories 

sometimes closed due to sudden and unmanaged changes in supply or demand, 

workers remained wary of over-committing to one job. In addition, the modern 

preoccupation with working to make as much money as possible did not exist. Instead, 

people worked to survive and with survival assured they were more likely to disappear 

into leisurely pursuits than concern themselves with career advancement or pay-raises 

(Pahl 1988a; Gorz 1989). Wage labour existed “not so much to maximiz[e] income, as 

maximiz[e] the chances of obtaining or keeping a way of life” (Grantham 1994: 14). In 

fact, a number of early factory owners fell into bankruptcy due to work habits; pay too 

much and people would stop work to relax, and if pay was low people were likely to 

return to other household or agricultural pursuits (Thompson 1991; Grantham 1994; 

Postel-Vinay 1994). 

Industrialization needs a predictable and accessible workforce to maximize 

profits; workers following their own schedules would not suffice. The concentration of 

power and control in urban space made the urban environment ideal for harnessing 

labour, but while most people were living a rural existence this could not happen (Harvey 

1989b; Lefebvre 2003b). The enclosure movement and the increase of private property 

in rural areas helped change this by stimulating migration to the city (Middleton 1988; 

Thompson 1991; Tilly and Tilly 1998). Wealthy individuals began to claim common land 

and, more importantly, enforcement of their private property rights increased. 

Subsistence became impossible for the rural poor and regular, waged work that allowed 

them to purchase food and lodging became the only choice for many. 

 

 

3 Postel-Vinay’s examples are taken from France as recently as the early years of the twentieth 
century and although they are similar to what happened in England decades earlier, their 
temporal disjoint represents part of the difficulty in writing such a brief and broad history of work.  
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2.2.5.b Time 

Changes in social perceptions of time also featured significantly in the move to factory 

work during the early stages of industrialization. Thompson (1991) believes the main 

change was a shift from task orientation to clock-time. Clock-time prioritizes time thrift, 

time keeping, and time discipline and creates pressure not to waste time. Leisure and 

work are separate under clock-time, where before they coexisted. According to 

Thompson the changes took place over centuries, and were facilitated by changing 

technologies and methods of indoctrination. Over this period, personal watches and 

clocks grew in popularity and availability, in part due to industrialization’s ability to drive 

down prices while increasing production. Also, factory bells worked with the personal 

timepieces to remind workers where they were meant to be and when (Thompson 1991; 

Smith 1994). Controlling time and making it a focus meant it could be manipulated to 

increase efficiency and maximize profits. With the invention of standard time, time also 

helped spread capitalism’s reach around the world (Adam 1990; TenHouten 2005). 

 Questions have been raised about the significance Thompson ascribes to these 

changes. May and Thrift (2001) suggest Thompson ignores how time was organized 

before industrialization, with bells in churches and public buildings for instance. 

Thompson’s treatment of the social construction of time has also been a concern. He 

fails to note that societies have distinct perceptions of time and that time-sense also 

varies within societies depending on social standing (Adam 1995; TenHouten 2005). 

May and Thrift consider some of Thompson’s sources elitist (2001). The sources fail to 

reveal that these apparently momentous changes may have brought minimal change to 

most people’s daily lives. Ascribing change to the whole society in this way may be 

problematic (also Stein 2001). It seems reasonable to set aside disputes over matters of 

degree. Similar to paid work, measured clock-time is foundational in contemporary 
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Western society and while such status took years, even centuries, to build and may not 

exist universally even today (Adam 1995; Glennie and Thrift 1996), Thompson is 

fundamentally correct to point to time discipline as critical to urban capitalism (Ingold 

1995). 

 Regularized time helped to overcome seasonal and worker irregularities, and to 

ensure more efficient and profitable production. Once people’s lives were on the clock 

employers found it easier to enforce time discipline and judge a worker’s productiveness. 

Certain technological advances also became more useful once time became more 

predictable. Trains, for instance, became more effective once standard time was 

instituted throughout the rail system (Schivelbusch 1979; Stein 2001). A time-managed 

workforce combined with new technologies would eventually lead to the assembly line, 

“representing the culmination of industrial vision” (Casey 1995: 33). Normalized time 

continues to be reinforced today through education and in our everyday lives by way of 

schedules and timetables (Adam 1990, 1995; O’Malley 1992). 

2.2.5.c To The Cities 

As rural life became increasingly untenable entire families moved to urban centres for 

work. Whether the cities were old or emergent, all were growing rapidly as new factories 

drew in workers (Williams 1971; Berg 1987; Grantham 1994). Economic lives remained 

similar to what they had been prior to industrialization in the sense that new factories 

often employed whole families, sometimes over multiple generations (Hareven 1982). 

The household remained the primary unit of the economy and all wages flowed to it. 

Machines allowed women and children to remain in the workforce and complete tasks 

impossible without mechanical aids (Casey 1995). Tying non-adult male energy to 
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machines had the added benefit of minimizing a potentially problematic male workforce, 

which was more likely to cause unrest or return to working ‘just enough’ (Beder 2000). 

Despite an increased role for women and children in work, men were still heavily 

involved and over the ensuing decades their position became dominant, as the sole male 

breadwinner of a nuclear family replaced the household as the prime economic unit. 

Although some suggest tying men to utterly dependent families was a capitalist plot to 

prevent unrest, the more likely cause of the change was the morality legislation of the 

nineteenth century (Pahl 1988a). Its focus shaped the activities and hours of women and 

children far more than it did men (Humphries 1988), and it helped make public, waged 

work the supposedly exclusive realm of men, except during supposedly anomalous 

moments such as war or before a woman married (Hareven 1982; Pahl 1988a). Women 

were relegated to the private sphere, with responsibility for domestic and reproductive 

tasks, although different groups and individuals experienced this to varying degrees and 

the sole male breadwinner is sometimes seen as an ideal rather than an all-pervasive 

reality (Coser 1990). Once the industrial workforce had matured and reproduced itself 

over a number of generations, this previously anomalous situation became more normal 

(Grantham 1994). 

The masculine, manufacturing economy that took hold under these conditions, 

called Fordism, brought changes to both the physical and social structures of the city. 

Henry Ford’s production line was the first to fully use both machines and a labour pool 

made up of interchangeable workers, requiring minimal training (Storper and Walker 

1989; Casey 1995). Urban areas grew and changed according to work’s structures, as 

new residences and worksites in the manufacturing and commercial sectors emerged, 

giving form to the city (Harvey 1989a; Gorz 1999). Social structures of the urban 
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population also began to change alongside the physical manifestations of a new 

economic system. 

The growth of…cities…the increasing division and complexity of labour; the altered 
critical relations between and within social classes; in changes like these an 
assumption of knowable community – a whole community, wholly knowable – 
became harder and harder to sustain (Williams 1973: 165). 

As definitions of community changed, class and work became primary modes of identity 

(Casey 1995; Erikson 1990; Tilly and Tilly 1998). Work not only helped form Fordist cities 

but shaped the communities and identities therein. Such social structures, however, only 

succeeded while jobs were reliable and long term. 

2.2.5.d Work Ethic 

Work identity grew, and people became further ensconced in the new economic system 

in part because of the ‘work ethic’. Weber (1930) was the first to display the work ethic’s 

role in producing an ideal industrial worker: a God fearing Calvinist demonstrating 

devotion by working hard and accumulating goods (Dupré and Gagnier 1996). Casey 

(1995: 28) agrees, “the Protestant work ethic produced the disciplined workers required 

for the expansion of rational, methodical capitalist processes.” Work as a duty and an 

honour made employees easier to control. Although its promotion began in the pulpits of 

sixteenth century Europe, the work ethic was suited to encouraging people in new, 

industrial spaces to accept their lot and work harder (Beder 2000; 2001). Today, 

workplaces and education systems continue to espouse the values of working hard, 

making money, and being able to buy consumables (Beder 2000). 

2.2.5.d.i Staggered Progression 

Industrialization took place over two centuries but was never uniform, either between 

countries or within their regions. Agricultural work remained vital in a number of places to 
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supplement factory wages for decades after industrialism began (Postel-Vinay 1994; de 

Vries 1994). New practices were not always received openly and the indoctrination 

process detailed above often took generations. In America, even after it became a 

mature industrial society, new immigrants from non-industrialized areas required ongoing 

and renewed socialization (Gutman 1988). These examples demonstrate the difficulty in 

recounting the growth of industrialized cities with any precision. The world rarely exists in 

binaries as the history of work demonstrates. 

2.2.5.e Rise of The Service Economy 

After World War Two technological automation increased, and both work and the 

economy changed again (Erikson and Vallas 1990; Casey 1995). Increased automation 

meant increased production at reduced labour costs, but it also meant fewer jobs. 

Capital’s movement to cheaper international labour markets shrank or destroyed many 

Western industries, particularly manufacturing (Clark 1986; Hudson and Sadler 1986; 

Storper 1997). In fact, services supplanted manufacturing as the central segment of 

many economies in the post-industrial west (Casey 1995). The spaces of the city 

changed as thousands were cut adrift, vacating both workplaces and the 

neighbourhoods they had lived in. Areas, like mills and factories, that once meant 

employment, money and family well-being, became empty wastes of despair once work 

was removed. 

The service economy that replaced manufacturing is characterized by “economic 

activities that include the provision of human value in the form of labour…[and] are not 

directly associated with manufacturing of goods, mining or agriculture,” a broad definition 

that includes “labour, advice, managerial skill, training, entertainment, sale and 

distribution of goods, intermediation and the dissemination of information” (Acharya 
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2006: 77). The main difference between the industrial economy and its service 

successor is the declining importance of material production in the latter. Information 

flows facilitated by new technologies often receive more attention than the physical 

products of the old economy (Friedman 2005; Lipsey 2006). 

Declarations of the end of materiality sometimes accompany the service 

economy, assertions that are generally little more than a shell game. Supposed 

dematerialization is more a matter of moving infrastructure and jobs offshore while 

control functions remain in the West. Even then, thousands of kilometres of fibre optics, 

towering skyscrapers and regularly scrapped technology are undeniably material and 

spatial. Other arguments suggesting radically dematerialized work simply ignore the 

lower paid jobs of the service economy, such as servers, line cooks, etc., who rely on 

physical interactions. Work continues to be experienced in and through the tangible 

places, spaces and things of the city, despite arguments to the contrary. 

In terms of work, the service economy appears more unstable than the economic 

systems that preceded it. Companies trying to keep labour costs low are turning tasks, 

formerly completed ‘in house’, over to external consultants and companies (Bryce and 

Useem 1998; Bennett and Robson 1999). Businesses are also sending jobs offshore 

when they can find a satisfactory, less expensive work force (Carmel and Tjia 2005). 

Lifetime employment with one company is no longer the norm. People have responded 

by becoming more entrepreneurial, willing to change companies to get ahead or strike 

out on their own (Leonard 1999). The latter decision can mean working for large 

corporations as an outside consultant or changing professions entirely to provide needs 

based services like food, laundry, childcare, etc. (Gorz 1999). These jobs are 

increasingly needed as people work longer hours and must buy hours from others in the 

form of personal services to make up their temporal deficit (Ibid; Heisz and LaRochelle-
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Côté 2006). Work’s current state has led to concerns ranging from the psychological 

impacts of an unstable work life (Sennett 1998; Rinehart 2001), to the possibility that 

lower income earners are becoming a servile class for the wealthy (Gorz 1989). 

Today’s urban space reflects a number of current trends in work. The immediate 

space of work for many, the central business district, sits empty on weekends and 

evenings as people go elsewhere to find entertainment, but today’s representations of 

space are farther reaching than that. Modern technologies are now allowing work to 

encroach on personal and leisure space as well (Thornthwaite 2004). Computers and 

handheld devices let people work certain jobs from home, or even while on vacation or 

commuting, further enslaving these times and spaces to work’s demands. Although 

some see striking similarities between contemporary work and pre-industrial equivalents 

as jobs are numerous and sometimes without separation from the rest of life, work’s 

flexible and uncertain nature now dominates life, where before it was a part of it 

(McDowell 2003).  

Work has come to be regarded as an inherent feature of the human condition, as the 
only means of fulfilling all individual and social aspirations. [It] has come to 
dominate the entirety of individual social time and space, [and to be the] main 
vehicle for the formation of social relationships and self-fulfillment (Méda 1996: 
633). 

Certainly the city yields many experiences of work, some more positive than others 

and some more thoroughly covered in this sprint through history. It seems clear, 

however, that maintaining the prevailing focus on work, job title and income is bound to 

lead to social and environmental problems in the future (Zukin 1991; Beder 2001). While 

urban space seems designed for work, it need not be about work alone. Before 

suggesting some possible alternatives, it will be helpful to look at why people may feel 

the need to work as they do, namely consumption. 
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2.3 Consumption 

2.3.1 Introduction 

People work to earn money so they can consume both the necessary and the 

superfluous. Within the city, consumption takes two main forms, consumption of goods 

and services and the consumption of the city itself. Consuming goods and services is a 

complicated undertaking in contemporary society, as differentiating what is and is not a 

need has become increasingly difficult. Food may be a need, but as an item undergoes 

processing and packaging, its necessity can be lost under a layer of signs and symbols 

with meanings far more elaborate than ‘eat this in order to survive’ (Slater 2003). 

Similarly, consuming the city is not simply a matter of strolling through space and taking 

in sights and sounds, but generally demands participation in the cash economy. The 

following section will give a brief history of modern consumption and discuss its 

important role in the current service economy, highlighting its ties to city space. As cities 

market themselves to tourists and possible working residents, consumption is gaining 

importance in urban space, redefining it and raising issues around how space is 

presented and who is excluded. 

2.3.2 Emergence of Modern Consumption 

Modern consumption has been around for at least two centuries. McKendrick, Brewer 

and Plumb (1982) argue that industrialised mass production at the start of the eighteenth 

century provided the opportunity for mass consumption and the advent of an advertising 

industry provided the means to make it happen. Companies realized that people, 

recently integrated into a system of waged labour, had money left over after paying for 

necessities and went about trying to get it (Pahl 1988a; Harvey 1989b). The work ethic 
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also encouraged consumption, as the best way to show others your diligence at work 

was to buy things and put them on display (Beder 2000). Finally, the close proximity of 

people in the new urban space meant it was easier to see what others owned, increasing 

pressure to keep up appearances (McKendrick et al 1982). 

Glennie and Thrift (1992; 1993) believe mass consumption began one hundred 

years earlier, in the late seventeenth century. They feel increased urbanity was itself an 

important part of generating a consuming culture, one that placed greater value on status 

derived from possessions. Within their argument growing urban populations experienced 

social fragmentation and personal identity became something that could be manipulated 

through buying a specific cloak, broach or beaver pelt cap. Glennie and Thrift consider 

mass consumption a practical knowledge, not taught through advertising but instilled 

through participating in regular activities of urban life. Although industrial production 

eventually facilitated the exponential growth of consumption, artisan and proto-industrial 

modes of production initially supplied urban populations with enough novel, luxury goods 

for something akin to modern consumption to take hold (Axtell 1999). Whether Glennie 

and Thrift or McKendrick et al. are correct in how modern consumption began is not as 

important as recognizing the role that urban space had in its formation. Cities provided 

links between producers and sellers, the proximity that made large-scale emulation 

possible and allowed advertisers to reach large numbers before far-reaching 

communication technologies were available. 

2.3.3 Current Importance in Society 

Consumption has supplanted production as the prime indicator of current economic 

viability in recent years. Indeed, consumption’s importance is being felt throughout 

society as certain aspects of work are now changing and taking on facets that one would 
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have associated exclusively with consumption in the past (du Gay 1996). In addition, 

when a nation is facing challenges, whether economic, military or other, leaders now 

exhort the populace to maintain confidence and keep shopping (Goss 2004); a message 

vastly different from the ‘conserve and work harder’ of World War Two. This also speaks 

to Zukin’s (1991) contention that economic change has only been possible thanks to the 

significant cultural change that accompanied it. Today’s popular culture idealizes the 

consumer, possessing both happiness and perfect rationality (Lefebvre 1971). In 

contrast, those wanting to participate in activities not requiring a cost are sometimes 

seen as odd and transgressive (Ibid). 

Monetary consumption as a social norm raises problems of inclusion for people 

who cannot afford or simply do not want to pay for goods, services or activities like 

leisure and play (Mitchell 2003). Even for those who can buy goods and services, 

numerous pressures exist to upgrade to ever more exclusive, and often expensive, 

brands. The brands you buy and are seen with, a concern formerly reserved for the 

wealthy, is now a concern for most of the population (Harvey 1989b). Increasingly people 

seek to represent themselves and their beliefs through consumption (Baudrillard 1998). 

The signs and symbols attached to certain goods and services within our culture are 

receiving more attention, while interactions with other people are receiving less (Ibid). 

2.3.4 Consumption in City Space 

2.3.4.a Buying Spaces 

As mentioned, cities and mass consumption have been entwined for centuries. Today, 

one finds spaces of consumption prominent throughout the urban environment. Societal 

representations of space emerge in major malls, movie theatres and shopping districts, 

from the downtown core out to the suburbs. At the same time, consumptive spatial 
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practices are encouraged with public transit access or large parking lots for drive-in 

customers and the ‘buying is normal’ mentality. Buying goods and services in spaces 

throughout the city is only one part of the equation, as cities themselves are increasingly 

consumed in their own right. 

2.3.4.b Buying Space 

Promoting a city on the world scene currently means promoting consumption as a way to 

reveal the character of a place (Miles and Miles 2004). Some have argued that 

consumption will save cities economically (Eckardt and Hassenpflug 2003), while Florida 

(2002; 2005) proposes urban strategies that often place consumption foremost in 

development and recruitment plans. As consumption has surpassed production in the 

economy the change has been imprinted upon cities. Spaces, vacated with the collapse 

of industries like manufacturing, are being redeveloped into centres of consumption, 

where people can partake in an urban lifestyle, while buying goods (Harvey 1989a; Zukin 

1998). By promoting cafés, shopping promenades, museums and art galleries, urban 

governments hope to draw in a mobile public that might spend their money anywhere 

(Zukin 1998). Because of a sameness that exists between many leisure developments, 

city promotion can become repetitive and unpersuasive. Unique local culture and 

geography then, become vitally important to differentiate one city from the next (Whitson 

and Macinstosh 1996; Zukin 1998; Hiller 2000). 

 Gentrification is a practice relying explicitly on consuming a city’s aesthetics and 

culture. Whether the impetus for this type of property renewal comes about from 

developers, buyers or homeowners in an area, gentrification relies on the appeal of a 

certain era and area of housing stock (Warde 1991). Smith (2002) contends that while 

gentrification used to be restricted to small spaces within select cities it has now become 
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a worldwide phenomenon, tied into the rise of a globalized economy (also Hamnett 

2000). Gentrification reflects Baudrillard’s (1998) signs and symbols of a consumer 

society. By locating in areas of previous industry people can participate in notions of 

bohemian, artistic life (Zukin 1989) or by taking over a house in a run-down, ‘dangerous’ 

neighbourhood a person can partake in Western, frontier mythologies (Reid and Smith 

1993; Smith 1996). New houses are now being built with gentrified features, further 

alienating signs and symbols from real history that occurs in space. Gentrified housing is 

an example of consuming goods and services and consuming urban space in the same 

instant. With gentrification, people pay large amounts for physical upgrades and 

‘authentic’ goods in their homes but also for the space of the city itself, with all its layered 

meanings. 

2.3.4.c Problems 

 Cities as sites of consumption pose a number of interesting problems for their 

citizens. Participation is frequently contingent on a certain level of wealth, and this 

automatically makes access an issue (Mitchell 2003). People are becoming consumers 

of the city, instead of citizens, and those who cannot afford to consume the city are left 

out (Miles and Miles 2004). Public spaces, meant to allow access for all, are also 

increasingly sites of consumption, as businesses and associations are running parks and 

public squares prioritizing cleanliness and advertising over universal access (Zukin 1995; 

Kayden 2000; Amin 2006). A “moral conformity” may appear to develop but it only exists 

“by excluding those who are different, who refuse to comply with the roles set out for 

them” (Smith 2001: 34). 

Additionally, some see danger in the increasing prevalence of department stores 

and malls as representative of public space. Not-public public space risks increasing 
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controlled space in the city and limiting areas in which people can express themselves 

freely (Miles and Miles 2004). Ritzer (2005) sees elements of shopping malls emerging 

in formerly non-commercial spaces: universities, athletic facilities, hospitals, etc. He also 

draws on Baudrillard’s suggestion that spaces like Disneyland are presented as 

imaginary “in order to make us believe that the rest is real, when in fact all of Los 

Angeles and the America surrounding it are no longer real, but of the order of the 

hyperreal and of simulation” (1983: 25). Extending this notion, Ritzer contends that, 

“distinctions in the realm of consumption in general, and between the cathedrals of 

consumption and other types of settings, are growing increasingly blurred...to produce a 

world in which all settings are about consumption” (2005: 181-182). Most significantly for 

this discussion, play and leisure, with all their helpful transgressions, are being 

commodified through ticket prices and advertising. As a result, such activities are 

increasingly removed from people who are unwilling or unable to buy into them (Harvey 

1989a; Miles and Miles 2004).  

Even when consuming the city for free, looking at architecture for instance, 

people often follow planned tours and issues of presentation arise. If a city promotes its 

culture someone must decide what that culture is, and perhaps more importantly what it 

is not (Philo and Kearns 1993; Zukin 1995). Decisions about what is relevant and 

historically accurate can be biased and risk excluding a portion of the population. 

Consuming the city need not be confined to those spaces that require a ticket or the 

chance to buy something to take home. Cost-free consumption that ranges widely and 

witnesses more can help develop healthy, urban space inclusive of multiple 

perspectives. Capitalist consumption on the other hand can divide the city between 

haves and have-nots, touted culture and forgotten culture, while proliferating waste and 
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projecting environmentally unsustainable practices into the future (Beder 2000; Gandy 

2002). 

2.3.5 Work and Consumption Conclusions 

The city provides a unique space in which humans can live and interact with one another 

as well as the city. Cross (1993) suggests that in the 1920s when new technologies 

could have reduced workloads and brought about a leisure society, we instead chose an 

ethic of work and spend. Any mindset limiting urban space to working and buying 

guarantees a dearth of experience for citizens and limits the transgressive public spaces 

that the city still needs if its population is to thrive (Miles and Miles 2004). Transgressive 

space provides opportunities for experimentation and change and if it is lost part of the 

dynamism and excitement of the city may go with it. Work and consumption are clearly 

not evil forces to be done away with but they are experiences, intrinsic to capitalism’s 

abstract space, which receive too much contemporary valorization. If urban citizens allow 

themselves to actively subvert capitalist norms on a daily basis and find ways to eschew 

commodified work and consumption, the city may become a far more liveable and 

humane place. Play may accord such a degree of autonomy outside the strictures of 

capitalism. 

2.4 Play 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Perhaps precisely due to the pre-eminent role of work and consumption in contemporary 

Western cities, non-economic ventures, especially play and the festival, can help create 

a more fulfilling urban life. The term “play” is contested and under constant revision from 

various disciplinary perspectives. It captures a variety of meanings for adults, children, 
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biologists and psychologists, and associating it with cost can make it something else 

again. Although my goal is not to define play, providing an overview of Huizinga’s 

foundational role in defining the topic will be helpful and offer an entry into the literature. 

While Huizinga feels that since the Industrial Revolution play has lost its ability to shape 

culture, I will argue that certain forms of play, acted out within urban space, can still 

effect change. Moreover, as the modern urban environment is segmented between 

realms of leisure and work, and play is increasingly commercialized, re-establishing 

play’s independence, relevance and ubiquity becomes all the more vital. Using 

Lefebvre’s ideas around play and the festival and continuing to develop his spatial triad 

grounds my analysis of play’s ability to act in space and make a difference in urban life. 

2.4.2 Homo Ludens – Man the Player 

Play can be studied from multiple perspectives. Biologists and psychologists are 

interested in play’s capacity to develop survival skills. Sociologists and anthropologists 

are interested in the variety of forms play takes in different cultures. Some are interested 

in the play of children, while others focus on adults. These groups all have their own 

definition of play and the roles it fulfills in life and have developed, what Sutton-Smith 

calls distinct “rhetorics” in aid of their various debates (1997). The depth and variety of 

this research renders any definition of play as “not work” simplistic and ineffective, quite 

apart from the problem that people at work are often not working (Loizos 1980; Hareven 

1982). 

Defining play is not my goal, but it was one of Johan Huizinga’s in Homo Ludens 

(1955). Launching our discussion with Homo Ludens highlights the social importance of 

play and its ongoing relevance for many contemporary scholars (Levy 1978; Henricks 

2006). The title, roughly translated as “Man the Player,” is meant to complement the idea 
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of homo faber, or man the maker (Loizos 1980). Huizinga’s main thesis is that play, as 

he defines it, has been central to the development of modern society and culture (1955). 

While respected for its bold efforts to elevate play’s importance in the development of 

Western society (Levy 1978; Sutton-Smith 1997), some have criticized the book as 

naïvely romantic (Nagel 1998) and focused on elites while ignoring the majority’s daily 

lives (Henricks 2006). Despite a definite patrician focus and periodic gaps in his 

argument, I will use Huizinga to launch my argument because his terms and definitions 

still hold value. I will also unsettle some of Huizinga’s claims where his ideas seem less 

relevant in the context of contemporary urban space or are directly contradicted by 

Lefebvre and others. 

Huizinga considers play to have five characteristics: it is voluntary, not part of 

ordinary life, secluded and limited in time and place, creates order and is order, and 

surrounded with secrecy (Huizinga 1955: 7-13). 

Summing up the formal characteristics of play we might call it a free activity 
standing quite consciously outside “ordinary” life as being “not serious”, but at the 
same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with 
no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It proceeds within its own 
proper boundaries of time and space according to fixed rules and in an orderly 
manner. It promotes the formation of social groupings which tend to surround 
themselves with secrecy and to stress their difference from the common world by 
disguise or other means (Ibid: 13). 

Huizinga’s definition reveals his interest in the social aspects of play and its formative 

role in society. He argues that prior to the Industrial Revolution play was a source of 

cultural advancement as part of a larger “play-festival-rite” grouping within which religion, 

philosophy, law, etc. used to exist (1955: 31). Through play, the winner took the spoils 

and directed the future development of society; since then, however, culture has 

“captured and marginalized play” (Henricks 2006: 15). The economic and political forces 

accompanying the Industrial Revolution have lessened play’s role as the primary mover 

in society, with “Work and production [becoming] the ideal and…the idol of the age” 
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(Huizinga 1955: 192). Henricks concurs, prior to the Industrial Revolution “leisure was 

less an escape from work than a chartered opportunity for public expression” (2006: 19). 

2.4.2.a Adult Play 

There are a number of key points from Homo Ludens that need emphasizing; the first, 

the prioritized role accorded adult play. Adults receive ample attention in play studies, 

but when someone mentions play in common parlance most associate the concept with 

children. While children play, adults gamble and participate in recreation, pastimes or 

hobbies, as though play were an embarrassment (Sutton-Smith 1997: 4). The absence 

of ‘play’ is often taken to differentiate adults from children, lending an air of seriousness 

to their activities. In addition, such seriousness risks the loss of some of the more purely 

joyful and imaginative aspects of play, “childish enthusiasm” that adults tend to lose as 

they become “jaded” by the world around them (Leach 1999: 24). In sport for instance, 

although rules are generally the same for different age groups, the structures of leagues, 

statistics and point totals increase in importance with age, increasing seriousness and 

arguably decreasing both participation and fun (Arens 1980). Somewhat alarmingly, 

children’s play is developing a similar seriousness, as children are now driven to soccer 

games and karate classes where their performance is measured, rather than being 

allowed to wander and play at their leisure in the street or countryside (Gordon 2004). 

Prioritizing imaginative, spontaneous, uncommodified play amongst adults presents an 

opportunity to contravene norms, but this play must first become a vital part of daily life 

for all. 

2.4.2.b Industrial Revolution 

It is significant that Huizinga identifies the Industrial Revolution as key in the decline of 

the social role of play. We have seen that the Industrial Revolution signalled a change in 
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many aspects of society, including time keeping and work-life divisions. Similar to work, 

the Industrial Revolution marked the moment when play became a distinct and separable 

part of life. Eventually, as workers demanded and were given better working hours, 

leisure became conceived as outside of work. The idea developed that payment would 

improve one’s experience of play and work’s importance increased as people tried to 

earn enough to pay for leisure (Bell and Lyall 2002). People who are convinced that to 

afford play requires work risk falling into a cycle of work to earn leisure and leisure to get 

away from work, leaving little of value in daily life (Lefebvre 1991a). 

2.4.2.b.i Sport 

Sport, perhaps the most significant form of ‘play’ today, changed with the Industrial 

Revolution, becoming more structured and influenced by its capitalization. For the first 

time rules were written down and mass-produced while technologies and colonialism 

eventually allowed global dissemination of sport (Mandell 1984; Murray 1994). While a 

sport played professionally or for fun remains the same game, money undoubtedly 

changes the feel of the action. At the professional levels, winning and money generally 

receive more attention than the playing itself; in fact it can hardly be described as play for 

the participants, while the audience’s ‘playful’ participation is often stunted. Even 

amateur level sports are affected; those in charge try to make money, while players are 

increasingly treated as professionals (Tomlinson and Whannel 1984; Sack and 

Staurowsky 1998). Huizinga feels sport, although “nominally known as play” has been 

“raised to such a pitch of technical organization and scientific thoroughness [since the 

Industrial Revolution] that the real play-spirit [within it] is threatened with extinction” 

(1955: 199). Because of its current rigidity and compartmentalization in Western life sport 

is now a form of play on the sidelines of society, avoidable for those who are 
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uninterested and inaccessible for those without resources (Harvey 1989a).4 The 

playgrounds of sport were not always spatially removed in this sense. 

2.4.2.b.ii Playgrounds 

Huizinga’s work is also important because he pays some attention to the spatial aspect 

of play. For Huizinga “all play moves and has its being within a playground…All are 

temporary worlds within the ordinary world, dedicated to the performance of an act apart” 

(1955: 10). According to this definition, a playground has few restrictions, its shape, size 

and duration limited only by player and social agreement. Such a broad definition means 

Huizinga finds playgrounds everywhere in pre-industrial society, from running tracks to 

courts of law, each with a set of rules and rituals that sets it apart from the rest of society 

(Henricks 2006). Here we find one of the difficulties with moving Huizinga’s treatment of 

play into a contemporary setting unqualified. His interesting discussion on playgrounds is 

limited because the activities he counts as play are more numerous than what we do 

today; for instance, one would have a hard time convincing modern lawyers that they are 

at play and their courtroom is but a playground. For this reason tracing how playgrounds 

came to be isolated during the Industrial Revolution will be best served by focusing 

initially on organized sports; they are still considered play and have strict and limiting 

spatial requirements. 

One can find spaces reserved for particular sports long before the Industrial 

Revolution, Ancient Greece’s tracks and gymnasia, Rome’s hippodromes and 

amphitheatres, feudal jousts and stick and ball games that eventually developed into 
 

 

4 Inaccessibility refers to the high costs that restrict who can register for or attend many sporting 
events. Television accessibility is inadequate as it lacks the opportunity for urban encounter and 
experience that is the focus here. Additionally, as pay-per-view and subscription channels 
increase in number, even televised sport is increasingly inaccessible.  
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tennis provide a few examples (Mandell 1984). After the Industrial Revolution, sport as a 

moneymaking venture required that playgrounds be isolated, obliging those wanting to 

watch to pay for the privilege. Arenas, stadia, pitches and rinks became sites set apart, 

open only to those with a ticket. This separation has become more pronounced in recent 

centuries and soccer provides an excellent example of this process of isolation. 

Although forms of soccer, or football, have been played for centuries around the 

world using various rules and names, locating the discussion in England where modern 

rules were first codified will be most revealing. Beginning as something that took place 

on festival and holy days, soccer included entire local populations. In general, the male 

population divided into teams and, depending on the location of agreed upon goals, tried 

to drive the ball through the streets of town or across fields and streams, while those not 

playing the game took part in the festivities from the sidelines (Murray 1994). As early as 

the sixteenth century the enclosure movement began to restrict access to the fields used 

for soccer. As land was privatized and industrialism emerged, former playgrounds on the 

commons became sites of resistance and games became an excuse to gather a mob to 

destroy manifestations of the modernizing process: fences, ditches and buildings (Ibid). It 

was a losing battle and eventually industrialization and enclosure saw soccer 

increasingly urbanized, while codification and leagues increased the moneymaking 

opportunities. The codified versions of soccer “attracted a curious public who thought 

nothing of joining in the fun; but as the fun was taken more seriously, interested 

spectators had to be kept behind a painted line or a rope, and eventually a fence” (Ibid: 

26).5 Walls were erected, turnstiles installed and playing soccer became something very 

 

 

5 Given the bloodshed and intensity of the village games, “more seriously” should only be taken 
as reference to the increased money at stake in commodified soccer.  
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different from what it had been a few centuries before. Today athletic stadia are just one 

example of urban space that is “taking on the trappings of the shopping mall,” 

emphasizing buying over the game being played (Ritzer 2005: 181). 

It is not just sporting playgrounds that are affected by consumption, as many 

forms of contemporary play are now isolated behind walls; people are expected to pay 

for swimming, theatre, movies, etc. In some present-day spaces, consumption itself is 

presented as a form of play. Malls have become playgrounds where one can ride a roller 

coaster, ice skate and then shop (Crawford 1992), and buying is also part of the ‘fun’ at 

museums, universities, hospitals, etc. (Ritzer 2005). In isolating playgrounds in the city, 

work and consumption have taken pre-eminence of place. This is not to deny the spaces 

in the city where free play still exists. As with paid work, however, there is a suggestion 

in popular culture that paid leisure and play are integral to normalcy, while free forms are 

only a supplement (Lefebvre 1971). There may be ways to unsettle the pre-eminence of 

work and consumption if the whole city becomes a playground and all its citizens 

players. 

2.4.2.c Play Centred in Society 

Huizinga (1955) emphasizes how play was formerly central to social life and how its 

inclusion in everything from law to politics to war makes play responsible for the 

particular shape of many contemporary cultural and social institutions. Huizingan play, 

always characterized by playgrounds and rules and thus distinct from the rest of life, 

affected everything because it was inculcated in such a variety of activities. In Huizinga’s 

view social development emerged from the creativity and imagination of play, a social 

dynamism that was lost when play was marginalized and “stripped of its possibilities” 

(Henricks 2006: 15). Similarly, Lefebvre feels that “play is a part of every human activity. 
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In a sense life in its entirety is play: a risk, a game or match lost or won” (1991b: 193). 

He demonstrates his belief in play’s importance by linking it to need, labour and pleasure 

(1991b) or struggle, food, love and reproduction, and rest (2003). Lefebvre finds a depth 

and variety of meaning in play and asks, “Could play be the starting point from which we 

could envisage the metamorphosis of everyday life?” (Ibid: 139). In short, both Lefebvre 

and Huizinga find opportunity for change in play. Although this aspect of Huizinga’s 

argument is facilitated by his generous understanding of what constitutes play and a 

focus on the patrician class, popular play still holds opportunities for transformation in 

today’s urban space and society. Indeed, following Gandy’s ideas around popular urban 

politics, play that intermingles with the spaces of everyday life while involving many 

carries more transformative power than the play of elites (2002). Not all play, however, 

can assist socio-spatial change equally. 

2.4.3 Non-Play 

Not all acts considered play in society satisfy the understanding of play under 

development here: play that facilitates socio-spatial change. The best way to clarify the 

forms of play that suit this project is to consider which do not. Playful activities have a 

variety of levels of influence in affecting the production of space. Some only transgress 

urban spatial norms minimally, while other varieties actually support capitalism.  

2.4.3.a Park(ed) Play 

As Huizinga observes, play restricted in space is less likely to be transformative or 

socially creative and as a result play that is relegated to the sidelines of the 

contemporary city does less to encourage change. For instance, while the play that 

occurs in parks and recreation areas throughout urban space is important for many 

communities and families, these activities occur in pre-approved spaces and are 
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therefore not suitable here. Clearly park play is laudable as it involves imagination, social 

interaction and fun, however, given that the program being discussed in this thesis is 

designed to encourage significant spatial change, these set-aside spaces of play fall 

short. Parks are places people go to unwind away from work and as a result are part of 

the normalized work-play binary of contemporary life. Arguably, breaking down barriers 

that restrict play spatially, allowing it to invade urban spaces reserved for work and 

consumption has greater potential to improve urban life for individuals. Playing new 

public space into creation also counters some of the trends towards privatization that risk 

restricting how people play (Boyer 1993; Zukin 1995; Norvell 2003). 

2.4.3.b Spectacular Lack of Play 

Excluded from consideration here is another aspect of play, the spectacle, discovered in 

recent decades by urban governments as a way of promoting their cities. Such play 

takes many forms, whether permanent, a professional sports team or theatre district for 

instance, or periodic like an annual music festival or auto race. Either way, these forms 

of play are not truly public or transformative for a number of reasons. With many sporting 

events and artistic performances, tickets and walls are used to restrict them to a portion 

of the city’s population (Harvey 1989a; Miles and Miles 2004). Even if the messages 

presented in performance art counter cultural norms, their effect is limited to those who 

are able to attend. Events staged on the city streets are more open but commercial 

interests and sponsors’ are inescapable, and with investment comes concern about form 

and message. Recently developed leisure districts are similar. They are a popular mode 

of regeneration designed to present playful urban life in an easily consumed manner 

(Zukin 1991; Stevens and Dovey 2004), but the play present in these areas is generally 

dictated and has little to say about social change. If people enter these areas and play as 
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instructed any positive use value risks being subsumed by overriding commercial 

messages. In contravening norms and using the space for alternate, playful activities one 

can hope to move beyond simple commerce and instead focus on improving public life 

(Stevens and Dovey 2004). 

Guy Debord’s The Society of the Spectacle critiques this officially sanctioned 

form of play (1994). According to Debord, spectacles claim to be about real life, but 

instead present an image of the world according to whoever is organizing the event, 

creating the feeling of a lived moment in what is actually a “false sense of presence” 

(Shields 1999: 104). Debord feels that state or corporate sponsorship of spectacles 

results in a world framed in terms of the dominant mode of production (1994). A 

spectacle’s crowd is to be composed of passive observers, ingesting both the sponsors’ 

message and whatever particular social and cultural representations have been 

manufactured for display (Ibid; Zukin 1995). Paid consumption is also inherent in 

contemporary spectacles. If daily experience is restricted to what a sponsor or 

government decides is appropriate, the chance for a life fully lived is not advanced. 

2.4.3.c Non-Play Conclusion 

Whether because they skew perspectives on the world, are too heavily commercialized 

or simply do nothing to break down the work-leisure divisions predominant in the 

contemporary city, officially sanctioned forms of play fail to inspire social or cultural 

change. There is little sense in condemning such events, dismissing them entirely, nor 

calling for their end. They bring momentary vitality to cities even though they do not 

change urban space in any significant or sustained manner. Although a doughnut is a 

pleasant treat from time to time, it provides little sustaining nutrition. Similarly, a city and 
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its people need more than mass-produced and passive forms of play; they need self-

instigated play with depth and meaning. 

2.4.4 The Festival 

With roots in the cities of medieval Europe the festival represented “the eminent use of 

the city[‘s]…streets and squares, edifices and monuments” (Lefebvre 1996: 66). It was “a 

celebration which consume[d] unproductively, without other advantages but pleasure and 

prestige and enormous riches in money and objects” (Ibid). In comparison, contemporary 

capitalist festivals are likely to meld aspects of exploitation with whatever joy they add to 

urban life (Lefebvre 1971). The contemporary festival contrasts the out-of-the-ordinary 

with the everyday (Lefebvre 2003b), and although it is relegated to smaller, infrequent 

instances Lefebvre feels were the festival renewed, it would still be a significant source 

for social change (1971). 

According to Lefebvre, the opportunity for transformation through festival lies in 

the parallels between festival and Marxian revolution.6 He describes past revolutions as 

festivals, admittedly at times wild and violent, but also full of the fun and joy that results 

from acting with minimal consequence, or at least simply not caring (Lefebvre 1971). The 

festival has been called a ‘Joyous Revolution’ where people can throw off the restrictions 

of capitalism and take back the city as a place of human interaction that elevates use 

value above exchange (Shields 1999: 31). Festivals are “moments of total engagement 

in social life, moments when the husk of alienation [is] shed, displaced by the ripeness of 

mirth and the fruits of collective activity” (Ibid: 32).  

 

 

6 Guy Debord and the Situationists claim Lefebvre plagiarized this idea from them (Trebitsch 
1991). Because I am not capable of assessing the validity of the various claims and I use 
Lefebvre at multiple points throughout this paper I am using his ideas surrounding the festival. 
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Given current socio-economic conditions and class structures in the Western 

world, it is not clear how successful a revolution would be, regardless of its nature or the 

degree of violence involved. Although not all revolutions are violent, most of the time 

most people in the West would defend the status quo and seek to avoid sudden and 

significant change.7 While sudden and revolutionary change may not be possible or 

desirable in contemporary Western society, Lefebvre is correct in viewing revolution and 

the festival as similar sources of possible social change through the disruption of the 

everyday. While spontaneous, creative play is only one aspect of the festival, it is also 

fundamental to it, and through play there is an opportunity for gradual and sustained 

social change (Lefebvre 1971; 1996). Play provides access to some of the festival’s 

revolutionary forces but in a form more likely to engage most people. 

2.4.5 Play 

What then is the play that can help bring about socio-spatial change? Given that different 

people enjoy different types and intensities of play, it would be counterproductive to 

advocate for a particular form. Similarly, people’s thresholds vary when it comes to 

contravening social rules and situating play as an overt, revolutionary act would exclude 

many. Considering the above discussion, play must avoid commodification that imposes 

signs and symbols, restricts or directs it, or risks enveloping it within the status quo. Play 

that becomes too commercial is also at risk of being the exclusive preserve of the 

wealthy. At times, play must also confront capitalist norms, meaning it must happen 

outside the areas normally assigned to it and ideally contain a festivilian component that 

disregards some norms entirely. Finally, play must involve many urbanites who act it out 

 

 

7 Lefebvre realized this and his ideas on revolution changed over his lifetime (Trebitsch 1991). 
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as a vital part of life, possible at any moment. Therefore, play as it is used here suggests 

a state of mind for urbanites. In broad terms, play conveys a sense of imaginative, 

spontaneous action, just below the surface of everyday existence, from whence it can 

bubble forth anywhere and at anytime. 

2.4.5.a Anywhere Anytime 

To clarify this idea further, contrasting our play with more of Huizinga’s notions on play 

will be helpful. Huizinga (1955) considers play limited in time and place, insofar as each 

form of play is distinct, both from other play and from other parts of life. Discussing play 

in this way still recognizes that Huizinga’s various types of play held vital, formative 

positions in the society he was describing, particularly as he focused on elites who could 

socially widen the results of their play. In contemporary terms, however, delineating play 

structurally and spatially restricts its transformative power. 

2.4.5.a.i Anywhere 

Instead of the linear progression Huizinga sees play driving in the past, our play needs to 

result in change, shifting the ‘line’s’ direction for the future. Different play types, each 

affixed to a playground, are easily discerned and consequently risk being swallowed by 

capitalist norms. Indeterminate play, on the other hand, less concerned with exacting 

form or location is an uncertain entity. Play’s spaces, its playgrounds, need not be limited 

in time and place nor should the possibility of large-scale playgrounds be dismissed: why 

cannot an urban playground comprise the entire city? Lefebvre considers play borderless 

in the city, unless capitalist processes create and subtly enforce such borders. “There is 

no guard to give the order, ‘Play stops here, the serious starts here.’ The borderlines of 

moments depend on the moments and on men. Anything can be played at and become 
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a game” (Lefebvre 2003a: 167). If one considers city space from this perspective then 

the entire urban environment is remade as a space where play can occur. 

2.4.5.a.ii Anytime 

As transformative play can happen anywhere in the city, ordinary life that can become 

play at anytime encourages individuals to indulge in spontaneity. Deciding to play does 

not require vast disjoints in time, nor is play prohibitively difficult to initiate. For Lefebvre, 

spontaneous action unsettles life, making it less predictable and more open to change. 

Spontaneity is not necessary, but “when it is lacking, ‘something’ fundamental is missing; 

there is a gap, like a sterile little vacuum in the tissue of life” (Lefebvre 1991b: 218). 

While not every spontaneous action meets with success, its strength lies in the fact 

something is happening and people are acting out in the space of the lived world 

(Lefebvre 1991b). Such spontaneous actions also tend to correspond with some other 

parts of the play we are developing. Spontaneity encourages play at a moment’s notice, 

regardless of planning or what a person might have with them. While premeditated play 

is important, play that can happen with minimal equipment and infrastructure requires 

less money and can be more inclusive and easier to incorporate into life. Also, because it 

is unpredictable, spontaneous play is difficult to control, limiting possible commercial 

manipulation, something that has dogged other forms of play. 

2.4.5.a.iii A & A Conclusion 

Play, infused with some of the revolutionary senses of the festival, provides a new 

perspective on the city, accessible to any who dare to explore it. Of course, one form of 

play for all is impossible as ideas of fun and excitement vary between individuals and 

urban space is not equally accessible to all. If play is unlimited by time or place, has 

minimal economic and social restrictions and has few strictures on duration or form it 
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should maximize participation. Additionally, considering the whole city as fair game for 

play opens spaces of work and consumption to different interpretations and realities. 

Perhaps, thereby, work and consumption will lose their overriding primacy in 

contemporary urban space, allowing use value to regain a foothold. To see what effects 

play framed in this way might have we must return to Lefebvre’s triad to spatialize the 

problem.  

2.4.6 Representational Space 

Lefebvre would argue this discussion is for naught unless it can be brought to action in 

space, as it is “events [in space that] overturn theories and cause us to rethink our ideas” 

(Shields 1999: 1). Lefebvre’s efforts to understand space resulted in his spatial triad, 

representational space, lived space, being the final part to be discussed in depth. This is 

the realm of the imagination, sometimes linked “to underground and clandestine sides of 

social life” (Merrifield 2000: 174). It is also considered “space as it might be, fully lived 

space…derived from both historical sediments within the everyday environment and from 

utopian elements that shock one into a new conception of the spatialisation of social life” 

(Shields 1999: 161, italics in original). If thoughts and theories about play are going to 

solidify in space, then this is undoubtedly where it will happen. Arguably, play is a form of 

knowledge of this type of space, roughly equivalent to what planning, engineering, 

architecture, etc. provide as knowledge in representations of space. 

The spatial triad functions as an ongoing discursive project in which the three 

categories define one another and the entirety that is space without ever achieving 

absolute definition. With this in mind, giving play primacy of place is not about excluding 

work or other capitalist pursuits from the city but about restoring some balance; in the 

past “the city was a space occupied…at one and the same time by productive 
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labour…and by festivities” (Lefebvre 1996: 168). Lefebvre argues that this balance has 

left the modern city and without it the city’s use value for people risks being sacrificed to 

the exchange value of work and consumption. It will therefore be helpful to look at some 

of the ways play can affect representations of space and spatial practices through 

representational space. 

2.4.6.a Representations of Space 

Contemporary society’s abstract space and its spatial production are underwritten by 

capitalist representations of space, conceived space that is reflective of society’s 

dominant order (Lefebvre 2003b). A regular and predictable space with known 

coordinates provides the best situation for capital accumulation, as the efficiency that 

comes with predictability increases profits (Smith 2001; 2002). Every space has its 

purpose within representations of space and to contravene these disrupts its ordered 

nature. For instance, the construction site for a store is a space of work and then of 

consumption, once complete. Representations of space leave no room for play here, 

except perhaps for the small viewing holes cut in the walls where people can marvel at 

modern society’s ability to move rock and earth. A city that consists only of spaces with 

set norms of behaviour and meaning loses some of its dynamism and cachet as a site of 

encounter, becoming instead a predictable machine promoting the hegemony of the 

capitalist system. If this conception of space goes unchallenged, urban space risks 

losing its reality and becoming known through signs and symbols in the same way goods 

and services are within the current consumer society (Baudrillard 1998). 

Representations of space are not likely to undergo significant physical change, 

no matter how much play takes place in the city. The triad does not alter space in a 

direct way, instead it changes the relative strengths and emphases of the three triadic 
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moments within society to bring about a new perspective on space. Over time this might 

result in the development of new conceived spaces, but initially it is more about creating 

new uses and attitudes for what we have now. For instance, play does provide an 

opportunity to escape some of the alienation of modern life associated with 

representations of space. As a realm that functions in terms of fun and imagination 

outside the ordinary, play can allow individuals to interact with the urban environment in 

a way that makes both the space and the society less alienating (North 1990). 

Skyscrapers, factories and other artefacts of modern life exist with all their layers of 

domination, intimidation and repression embedded (Lefebvre 2003b). Once a person 

starts to play, however, social connotations fall away and the player gains more control 

in assigning meaning to the things and spaces that surround them; a locked door 

becomes an intriguing mystery and a fence can provide fun and exercise, not 

obstruction.  

2.4.6.b Spatial Practice 

Representations of space affect spatial practice, funnelling people into accepted places 

for work, leisure and consumption, their actions prescribed by the relations of production 

and order embedded within spatial structures (Merrifield 2000). Increased emphasis on 

play and representational space can also affect spatial practices within the triad to a 

significant degree. Spatial practices “include routes and networks and patterns of 

interaction that link places set aside for work, play and leisure” (Merrifield 2000: 175). 

They are how people perceive and interact with daily urban space (Lefebvre 2003b), and 

as a result they “structure everyday reality and broader social and urban reality” 

(Merrifield 2000: 175). By changing these patterns and attitudes, play can influence 

approaches to urban space. Play in a space intended for work, consumption or one that 
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forbids entry entirely removes the absolutes that conceived space instils. Meanings 

become flexible, new patterns of work, play and leisure emerge and much of the city’s 

current work and consume ethos can be subverted. 

Lefebvre’s spatial practices have temporal dimensions alongside their spatial 

aspects, which are also open to change provided people recognize the opportunity. One 

is the same person on Monday or Saturday but contemporary society dictates a unique 

set of acceptable actions in acceptable spaces on each day for most people (Lefebvre 

1991a). While Saturday in the park might include a rousing game of hide-and-seek, 

Monday’s corporate spaces preclude the same game amongst the cubicles and a worker 

who wants to remain employed will act accordingly. Understanding that play is available 

in both these spaces also leads to the realization that it can be present at both times; it is 

simply a matter of choosing to play and ridding oneself of “excess seriousness” 

(Lefebvre 1991b: 204). If play can help disrupt so-called regular life perhaps a subverting 

recognition of the significantly socio-spatially dictated nature of their actions is also 

possible.  

2.5 Conclusion 

Play is an essential aspect of urban space and life. Lefebvre has described all urban 

existence as play. “Already, to city people the urban centre is movement, the 

unpredictable, the possible and encounters. For them it is either ‘spontaneous theatre’ or 

nothing” (1996: 172). To lose this theatre and opportunity for encounter renders urban 

life meaningless. It becomes more about what exchange value can be earned, than how 

use value can improve individual lives. A new emphasis on play will not bring an end to 

over-work or excessive consumption but it does provide the opportunity to reduce some 

of their more extreme environmental and social impacts. Urban exploration as one form 
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of adult play creates opportunities for urban citizens to reconnect with their urban 

environment historically, physically and emotionally. Perhaps more importantly urban 

exploration has the capacity to reveal different experiences available in the city, because 

“a new space cannot be born (produced) unless it accentuates differences” (Lefebvre 

2003b: 52). If we are to remain urban creatures, such connection will be vital and with it 

“to inhabit [will find] again its place over habitat” in the city (Lefebvre 1996: 172, italics in 

original). 
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Chapter 3  

Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

Subjecting urban exploration and its participants to a multi-faceted, qualitative study has 

provided insight into how explorers play and whether they can have any influence on 

spatial production. This study combines academic writing with the writings of many 

explorers from cities across the world, whether from books, zines or online sources, 

alongside e-mail interviews. I have also used my own personal connection to exploration 

to assess the sources and to provide a more complete picture. The analysis suggests 

that although urban exploration is not for everyone, and may even be exclusionary, it has 

the potential to challenge the hegemonic production of urban space. 

3.2 Personal Involvement 

Personal participation in urban exploration makes absolute objectivity on this project 

impossible, although my self-identification as an ‘urban explorer’ is a relatively recent 

development. While I have long been interested in the restricted urban spaces in which 
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explorers play, my own engagement with the urban exploration community largely began 

with the initiation of this project. This timing has undoubtedly helped me maintain a 

degree of academic detachment. Previously my association with urban exploration 

involved periodic excursions into off-limits areas, which became more involved and 

thought out as I began to read exploration books and to participate in an online forum. 

My rising interest in the practice also coincided with academic work around place and 

space, notably through engaging Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space for the first 

time. The combination helped me to approach urban space from a new perspective, 

considering alternatives for direction and movement and questioning what might be 

found behind various doors and under steam-spewing manhole covers. 

The confluence of explorer and Lefebvrian ideas encouraged me to consider my 

own daily playful actions as a form of praxis. Taking Wakefield’s definition, praxis is “the 

melding of theory/reflection and practice/action as part of a conscious struggle to 

transform the world” (2007: 331). Not entirely confined to urban exploration, my personal 

praxis means I attempt to engage urban space imaginatively and playfully in various 

ways. While searching for interesting sights in basements or balancing along a curb 

instead of walking on the sidewalk, I consider my actions mildly political. Although 

leaping over a garbage can on the sidewalk is not going to bring about sudden social 

change, imbuing my movement with cost free play helps with a personal de-emphasis on 

work and consumption and may suggest to others the fun available in everyday life in 

urban space. 

 While personal involvement with urban exploration means care must be taken to 

maintain perspective on the practice, it also allows me to engage its knowledge and 

learning bodily. In recent years the body’s social construction has been identified as vital 

to individual understandings of space (Longhurst 2001; Lorimer 2005). Within the 
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academic community the body is now recognized as a largely understudied instrument of 

research; a reality that is moving academic discussions of the body beyond using it as a 

way to define a researcher’s social position (Crang 2003; Bain and Nash 2006). Spry, for 

instance, writes that the body needs to be accepted as a “site of scholarly awareness 

and corporeal literacy” in the academic community (2001: 727; also Bain and Nash 

2006). Practicing exploration allows me to better engage with the “haptic knowledges” 

contained within the practice, in turn participating in the sensory experiences of urban 

space that certain explorers consider so vital to their practice (Crang 2002; 2003). 

Furthermore, body self-awareness becomes increasingly essential as the argument 

progresses towards urban exploration’s exclusive nature in the latter chapters of this 

project. My body, and that of many explorers, as white, male and able-bodied, allows a 

degree of mobility within urban space that is not afforded to all urbanites equally. 

3.3 Text 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Henri Lefebvre’s ideas surrounding the ongoing production of space are the key 

structuring ideas in this thesis. In Lefebvre we find a theorist who, while developing 

grand ideas, is respectful of individual action in space. He believes that theoretical 

understandings have no effect until they are enacted in space. Ideas expressed in urban 

exploration and Lefebvrian writing contain parallels and, although it is doubtful any 

explorers have read Lefebvre, these parallels make uniting the two literatures exciting. 

Both bodies of writing demonstrate a concern that the city is being lost as a site of 

interaction and use value to the alienating exchange value of capitalism. Lefebvre also 

considers the lived and everyday important in confronting alienation, something inherent 

in what explorers are doing. These parallels represent the why for uniting these 
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apparently disparate literatures and the how is simply a matter of extensive reading and 

thought. Reading multiple Lefebvrian treatises on space, along with commentaries on his 

work, provides a solid basis from which to interpret explorer information collected 

through the methods developed below. 

3.3.2 Text on Paper 

A number of explorers are prolific writers and as a result the pastime yields a literature 

with which to engage. The two main types of explorer-written works used in this thesis 

are self-published zines and books. A third written source on exploration comes from 

newspaper and magazine articles. Sometimes written by explorers, but more often by 

journalists, these pieces often feature explorer perspectives and provide insight into 

popular views of the practice. 

3.3.2.a Zines 

Zines are a significant mode of expression for urban explorers and provide information 

for a variety of non-mainstream perspectives. “Short for magazine or fanzine, zines are 

self-publications, motivated by a desire for self-expression, not for profit” (Zine Librarian 

2007). Zines are a valuable resource because they often provide a perspective not 

normally published. Barnard College, associated with Columbia University and home to a 

growing zine library, presents the value of zines through the writing of a Portland zine 

author: 

I'm not even trying to be dramatic, but to the world at large, I am a freak. My voice is 
downplayed, ignored and/or made into a joke in the mass of verbal and physical 
disapproval that bombards me every day when I leave the safety of my house or 
make the stupid decision to read a newspaper, magazine or turn the television 
on…As long as myself and others are disrespected, invalidated, unsafe and ignored 
by the masses, my experiences, ideas and opinions need to be heard and I will keep 
on talking this shit and it is not going to be pretty. Besides, how else are these stories 
going to be documented? With the exception of the gay rights movement, these 
stories will most likely not be found in any future history books, and if they are, they 
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will most likely be totally inaccurate. Now I know that this zine will not go much 
beyond the zine reading community, but this is where I have chosen to start and it's 
something which is always better than nothing (Jenny San Diego 2005 in Zine 
Librarian 2007). 

Taking their contemporary form in the 1960s with the rise of photocopying technology 

and counter-cultural opinions without an outlet, prior to the internet’s rise in popularity, 

zines were a vital mode of self-publication. From a research point of view they can be 

considered roughly of equivalent value to diaries and letters (Kitchin and Tate 2000). 

They are a valuable primary source, particularly for research into phenomena such as 

urban exploration where zine making is geographically and temporally extensive. 

Urban exploration zines are much more than personal diaries in the sense that 

zine authors/publishers encourage others to help with content. This makes them an 

important venue for articles, pictures and stories by multiple explorers and helps to form 

explorer communities. Consequently, zines can give researchers a window into the 

internal dynamics of explorer interaction and some insight into explorer worldviews. 

Exploration zines are available through the internet, whether via affiliated websites or 

contacts through web forums. Entire back catalogues of certain zines can be purchased, 

while other titles have never been collected and are extremely challenging to find. At 

times zine content is posted online but this practice is irregular and, as it results in a 

different format, I have tried to use content in its original, paper form.  

Exploration zines have been published in different, far-flung locations. The 

Australian Cave Clan’s Il Draino represents one of the earliest examples. Il Draino began 

in 1989 as a newsletter and ran for almost 80 issues into the early 2000s. This particular 

zine, composed for both its own community and public consumption, features personal 

stories and in-jokes and served as an important resource for anyone interested in 

learning about urban exploration in Australia. Il Draino was complemented and 

eventually replaced by various other Australian zines; Urbex, Gretel, Darkies, which 
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became The Explorers’ Digest after the first issue, and The Cave Clan Magazine. All are 

sources used in this thesis. Canadian zines Infiltration: The Zine About Going Places 

You’re Not Supposed To Go and 5100: An Urban Explorer’s Magazine are also 

important sources alongside the British zine Section 61. All zines consulted for this thesis 

are listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 — Urban Exploration Zines Used For Research  

 
Zine title Issues used/years 

published 
Publishing location 

The Cave Clan Magazine Issues #1-4 (Autumn 2004 - 
Spring 2006) 

Australia (greater 
Melbourne area) 

The Explorer’s Digest (first 
issue was titled 
Darkies…The Zine Below 
the Gutter 

Issues #1-5 (Winter 2005-
Winter 2006) 

Australia 

Favero Special compilation of Cave 
Clan member Favero’s 
artwork. 

Australia (greater 
Melbourne area) 

Gretel Issues #1-2 (Spring 2000-
Summer 2001) 

Australia 

Il Draino Issues #41, 72-74 (February 
1998, Winter 2004-2005) 

Australia (greater 
Melbourne area) 

Infiltration: The Zine About 
Going Places You’re Not 
Supposed To Go 

Issues #1-25 (complete run) 
1996-2005 

Toronto, Ontario 

Section 61 Issue #2 2006 Great Britain (England) 
Urbex: Urban Exploration Issues #1-3 August 1999-

May 2000 
Sydney, Australia 

5100: An Urban Explorer’s 
Magazine 

Issues #1-5 (complete run 
thus far) January 2005-Fall 
2006 

Edmonton, Alberta 

 

3.3.2.b Books 

Books written by explorers are another important source of information on urban 

exploration. Ninjalicious’ Access All Areas: A User’s Guide to the Art of Urban 

Exploration and Invisible Frontier: Exploring the Tunnels, Ruins, and Rooftops of Hidden 
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New York by L.B. Deyo and David Leibowitz are the two principal books consulted, both 

of which are widely available through the internet and various brick and mortar stores. 

Access All Areas seeks to educate the broader public about the wonders of urban 

exploration. Invisible Frontier is not as explicitly promotional but does encourage 

urbanites to consider their day-to-day space in a different light. Through their structure 

and content both books provide examples of how explorers see the world. Alan S. 

North’s book The Urban Adventure Handbook is not really an explorers’ book, as it 

discusses urban exploration only as one of many forms of play in the urban environment. 

Nevertheless, it does offer important information on the practice and is cited in Access 

All Areas. 

3.3.2.c Ninjalicious 

I have used Ninjalicious (Jeff Chapman) extensively in this thesis and that needs some 

explanation. He has published a great deal, often with the expressed purpose of 

exposing and promoting urban exploration to the uninitiated. Ninjalicious is one of the 

most widely known explorers and his book Access All Areas and the zine Infiltration are 

still reference points for many in the practice. Indeed, during the interview component of 

this study, a number of interviewees referred to Ninjalicious and his definitions. As Jeff 

Chapman, he thought about and wrote on issues of urban space beyond exploration, 

making his writing that much more interesting. While his views are significant, they are 

one person’s opinions, and many other perspectives are used to develop a more 

complete understanding of urban exploration. 

3.3.2.d Non-Explorer Press 

Media articles, whether newspapers, magazines or the alternative press are also 

sources of major importance for this thesis, usually used in paper format but sometimes 
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accessed online. Amongst other things, these sources indicate trends in popular 

awareness of the practice. The focus of media in the Toronto area, for instance, has 

changed over time. In the late 1990s the media focused on the danger of urban 

exploration but became increasingly respectful of the practice’s use of urban space and 

Ninjalicious’ promotion of urban fun by the time of his death in 2005. Media articles are 

also helpful in providing additional explorer voices, which is doubly valuable as they can 

generally be authenticated through cross-referencing with online forums. 

These articles were collected in a number of ways. As urban explorers are 

sometimes sensitive to press coverage of their practice and sometimes proud to be 

quoted, newspaper or magazine articles are often discussed on forums shortly after they 

are published. Although not exhaustive, combining a review of online forums with my 

own keyword searches of newspaper archives was an efficient way to find articles that 

touched upon urban exploration and its implications. Additionally, Australia’s Cave Clan 

has compiled The Cave Clan’s Print Media Almanac, a collection of media articles 

covering the group’s history from the mid-1980s to 2006. Although the collection is 

incomplete - the editor Doug acknowledges missing a few articles - it provides 

researchers with two decades of public opinion on the practice of urban exploration in 

Australia. Positive and negative views are represented, while there are also pieces 

written by explorers and articles with less substantial content, such as underground 

photo shoots involving the Cave Clan. As an urban explorer compiled this resource and 

many of its articles proved difficult to obtain or verify independently, it has been listed in 

the primary resources section of the bibliography, along with other explorer literature. 
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3.3.3 Text on Screen 

A large number of urban explorers communicate online, either through personal 

websites, featuring diaries and photo albums of past explorations, or on online forums 

where explorers meet digitally to organize, discuss and at times brag. Forums provide a 

centralized and more efficient way of viewing the community’s dynamics and ongoing 

discussions than would a review of individual explorer websites, although I consulted 

websites as well. Internet forums and websites facilitate the geographic breadth of 

explorers cited, allowing me to hear views mainly from Canada and Australia but also 

including the United States, European and Russia. The related technologies of private 

message systems and e-mail are also exploited by explorers and proved valuable in 

facilitating direct communication and interviews with them. 

3.3.3.a Forums 

Although I became a member of one urban exploration forum, Urban Exploration 

Resource (UER), shortly before undertaking this project, I subsequently joined two 

others, Wraiths and DegGi5. UER is the largest exploration forum online and I joined 

principally because it was the first one I encountered, although as will be discussed later 

size is not always considered a positive trait. I joined the Wraiths forum because it was 

based in British Columbia where I lived for a period of unrelated employment. When one 

of the explorers I had met through Wraiths became a moderator in the higher privacy 

DegGi5 forum, I was invited to that forum and became a member there as well.8 Over 

 

 

8 DegGi5 is a more private forum in that nothing except its registration screen is visible to the 
internet. All discussion threads are only visible upon sign in and membership is solely by referral. 
Other forums generally allow non-members to view at least some of the discussion threads, while 
only members are able to post messages. 
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the course of the study Wraiths was absorbed within a new forum, JustUE, and DegGi5 

became involved in an internal debate on membership that saw multiple accounts, 

including my own, shutdown. The shutdown had nothing to do with my research. 

Beginning with personal online conflicts between explorers, it mushroomed into a debate 

over how much substance individuals should be expected to contribute to the site and 

those deemed to have failed in meeting this benchmark had their accounts closed. 

As I did not explore with self-identified urban explorers during my research, most 

of my observations of the community were confined to online forums. As with other forms 

of observation, my forum participation meant the “voices and actions” of explorers 

influenced my research (Bennett 2000: 139; also Kitchin and Tate 2000). Forums provide 

a multi-faceted view of community discussions, which often varies between sites. As a 

result, being a member of multiple forums enabled me to gain a better understanding of 

the practice and its internal dynamics. I joined the first forum prior to initiating academic 

research on urban exploration, but when I registered for subsequent forums, I always 

mentioned both my academic interest in urban exploration and that I was involved in a 

research project on the practice. Later, when it became apparent that forums could 

function as an active site of research, I sought and obtained ethics approval for their use. 

The ethical dilemmas I encountered as part of the ethics process altered my planned use 

of the forums significantly. This is discussed in the section on ethical internet research 

below.  

3.3.3.b E-mail Interviews 

Interviews were identified early as an excellent source of information, but for a number of 

reasons I conducted them all electronically. Financial costs associated with e-mail 

interviews are generally less than those associated with traditional, face-to-face 
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interviews, particularly when subjects are widely dispersed geographically (Mann and 

Stewart 2000; Opdenakker 2006). Similarly, e-mail interviews have fewer time and 

scheduling constraints as there is no need for meetings and interviewees can respond at 

their leisure (Bampton and Cowton 2002). When my attempts to recruit ‘local’ explorers 

for standard interviews failed, I was forced to rely on subjects from further afield and e-

mail interviews became the best option. Using this technology also seemed appropriate 

given the importance of online communication in its various forms to urban explorers. In 

this study there was no difficulty in identifying participants with enough technical 

knowledge to participate in online studies (Mann and Stewart 2000; Bampton and 

Cowton 2002; James and Busher 2006). 

 E-mail interviews require as much forethought as any other interviewing 

technique; participants must be representative of the group under study, and the 

answers they give must be credible and trustworthy (Mann and Stewart 2000). I chose to 

interview people with whom I had already interacted ‘professionally’ as an explorer, 

whether online or in person, notably during an exploration in Vancouver in the summer of 

2006. During the Vancouver meeting, although I did not yet know the direction my 

research would take, I mentioned my project and was greeted with encouragement and 

good-natured doubt; many urban explorers make plans to use the practice as the basis 

for professional and personal projects though few follow through. Two people, Gabriel 

and Team Leader were recruited in this context.9 Two more, CopySix and Kubla Khan 

from Barrie and Victoria respectively, were recruited directly from the forums based on 

ongoing interactions that confirmed their status as long-term, knowledgeable explorers. 

 

 

9 Hypnotoad, another explorer I met at this time, was unable to participate in the interview process 
but granted permission for some of his forum entries to be used. 
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The fifth interviewee, and sole female interviewed, was Nancy Drew, originally from 

Edmonton and one of the explorers behind the zine 5100. She volunteered as an 

interview candidate when I was buying zines for my research, having noticed my 

university e-mail account. 

 Interviewing people I had already met or had communicated with extensively 

online also allowed me to set aside a number of other e-mail interview dilemmas. First, it 

increased trust and eased reading intention that naturally develops in face-to-face 

settings (Mann and Stewart 2000; James and Busher 2006). I was also comfortable with 

the depth of engagement with urban exploration possessed by each of the interviewees. 

There was no doubt that they were representative of urban explorers more broadly, 

although perhaps more thoughtful and active online than others (Hamilton and Bowers 

2006; James and Busher 2006). 

 Successful interviews must be less interrogation than a discussion that draws out 

an interviewee’s experiences, feelings and opinions (Kitchin and Tate 2000; Bennett 

2002). E-mail interviews lack the spontaneity and dynamism of face-to-face encounters, 

and as a result significant effort is required to make the discussion lively (Bampton and 

Cowton 2002). As I was learning this technique, my initial attempt was more of an in-

depth and lengthy questionnaire than the first step in a conversation. Subsequent 

attempts, however, benefited from e-mail’s particular format that allows the interviewer 

and interviewee greater time to formulate questions and answers, leading to more 

thoughtful communication (Mann and Stewart 2000; Opdenakker 2006). Like James and 

Busher, I found that as I developed a more “naturalistic” form of interviewing, the 

“richness of the narrative” increased (2006: 415). This also gave participants more 

influence in the direction of the interviews as they chose which questions to answer most 

fully and thereby influenced what I asked. At times there were frustrating delays between 
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communications. Overall, however, the quality of answers was high, and increased as 

participants focused on their particular areas of expertise and answered questions as 

they had enough time to give them thought (Bampton and Cowton 2002). 

3.4 Internet Ethics 

To develop any qualitative study using the internet one must acknowledge the unique 

and emergent ethical concerns that surround the technology. Most online ethical 

dilemmas revolve around questions of what is public and private (Cavanagh 1999; 

Elgesem 2002; Jones 2004). I had planned to mine online forums for direct quotations 

that would reveal urban explorer opinions on various topics. Those mentioned as 

interviewees were to have their answers supplemented with their comments from the 

forums. Additionally, I planned to contact other individuals to request the use of some of 

their forum content. 

I chose to minimize direct use of the forum because it was not always clear to me 

what had been intended as public and private information (Elgesem 2002). While 

contacted individuals might feel comfortable having their forum statements used, I had 

no way of knowing who else on the forum might be of the same opinion. To resolve 

some of these concerns I made the rule that any direct forum use would require the 

permission of site administrators. That made the research feasible but it did not entirely 

eliminate the ethical dilemma, as forum administrators cannot be said to represent forum 

membership and some members might consider their conversation threads private. 

When the DegGi5 forum, the most private of the online communities I joined, restricted 

its membership, I decided it would be simpler and more ethical to minimize direct 

quotation from forums. Instead, forums became a place to ‘take the pulse’ of the 

community and provide direction for my questioning and research, not a resource to be 
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mined for the words of explorers. On the rare occasion that I do quote material from 

forums, these omit a sufficient amount of information to prevent identification. 

 I have also pledged to keep the identification of those who agreed to participate 

safe, both during and after research. I offered anonymity to all participants but most 

urban explorers are identified in their written correspondence, online and otherwise, 

through self-chosen pseudonyms (Barnes 2004; James and Busher 2006). During the 

consent process all participants were informed of how data would be used and stored 

and they were invited to choose their own identifier, with all but one choosing to use their 

pre-established pseudonym. As interview questions were an extension of what the 

participants were already discussing online and as nothing they were saying was 

incriminating, this is unsurprising. I was also careful to avoid sending group e-mails 

during the interview process and all data, once collected, was stored under password 

protection to further increase privacy (Hamilton and Bowers 2006; James and Busher 

2006). In sum, to maintain ethical research, permission was asked before anything was 

used in this project and attribution was based on participant desires. 

3.5 Conclusion 

Conducting a study on urban explorers, a geographically extensive group whose 

members have numerous reasons for being involved in the practice, presents a number 

of challenges. Using a variety of methods and data sources has proven helpful in both 

the development and completion of this project. I believe that my personal involvement 

with the practice, my acknowledgement of that involvement and the consequent 

discussion have resulted in a more thorough and ethical study. In addition, my efforts to 

develop an ethical approach to internet-based research have better served the 

researcher, any readers of the study, and the participants. Finally, while I would not claim 
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that everyone with whom I communicated or all those I read would agree with everything 

I have to say about urban exploration, that I have used many sources has strengthened 

the picture presented here. Although the study of urban exploration is challenging, the 

possibilities it offers to affect the production of urban space makes it a rewarding 

challenge. 
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Chapter 4  

A Productive Squandering of Energy: 
Urban Exploration as Play and as a Source for Change 

A productive squandering of energy is not a contradiction in 
terms: an expenditure of energy may be deemed ‘productive’ so 
long as some change, no matter how small, is thereby effected in 
the world.  

Henri Lefebvre (2003b: 179) 

4.1 Introduction 

Urban exploration is a form of play that actively engages with urban space and has the 

potential to promote interaction and use value amongst participants throughout the city. 

Arguably, as urban explorers move through the city they are actively subverting the work 

and consumption that dominates contemporary urban life. As is clear from interviews, 

zines, online forums and books in which they write about their pastime, some of their 

transgression is explicit and intentional. Other aspects of urban exploration that might be 

considered subversive are not directly discussed in these works but are discernible in the 

practice itself. The following chapter will discuss the forms of play typical of urban 
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exploration, the role of such play within Lefebvre’s spatial triad and the various ways in 

which urban exploration engages with and unsettles contemporary urban space. 

4.2 Urban Exploration as Play 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Lefebvre and Huizinga believe play in the city can improve life for urbanites and their 

connection to their surroundings. Similarly, Jeff Chapman, who wrote about urban 

exploration as Ninjalicious before his death, suggests his own connection to the city was 

strengthened by having played throughout Toronto, attaching memories to different 

places. Widely respected in the urban exploration community for both his passion and 

his writing, he considers urban exploration a 

thrilling, mind-expanding hobby that encourages our natural instincts to explore and 
play in our own environment. [It] inspires people to create their own adventures, like 
when they were kids, instead of buying pre-packaged adventures too many of us 
settle for. And it nurtures a sense of wonder in the everyday spaces we inhabit… 
(Ninjalicious 2005: 3). 

Ninjalicious’ passion for the practice led him to promote urban exploration as an ideal 

means to transform the city. One must ask how valid is this suggestion and how well can 

urban exploration fulfill the role assigned to play within Lefebvre’s spatial triad? 

4.2.2 Anywhere Anytime 

Due to its multi-faceted nature, urban exploration can take place in a wide variety of 

spaces and satisfies the anywhere requirements for play proposed in the previous 

chapter. Whether it is looking up from drains, down from rooftops or seeing the street 

level from a different perspective, urban explorers as a group interact with the whole city. 

Deyo and Leibowitz’s Invisible Frontier (2003) is structured to reflect this, moving from 

‘The Deep Places’ to ‘The Hive’ and then ‘Into the Heavens’, while North also inculcates 
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multiple urban perspectives in his writing (1990). Their actions and writing subject all city 

space to the possibility of play. 

More specifically, although abandoned buildings receive a great deal of attention 

one can also find explorers in construction sites, traversing the city underground through 

a variety of tunnels or accessing live buildings from the inside or outside. Ninjalicious 

considers urban exploration “the investigation of manmade structures not designed for 

public consumption…” (2005: 226), but given other explorer activities this seems 

simplistic. The practice also involves spaces that were once publicly consumed and are 

now closed, an abandoned ski lodge for instance (Nancy Drew 2006) or active sites that 

are simply closed for the day. Vancouver area explorers visit a mining museum regularly, 

but always after hours. It is perhaps more accurate to suggest that urban exploration is 

more simply the investigation of manmade structures as there are few such areas that 

explorers have not attempted to enter. With this definition the entire city can be seen as 

a playground, limited only by imagination and desire to see or determination to surmount 

an obstacle. 

 Urban exploration is inherently spontaneous, lending itself to play’s ‘anywhere 

and anytime’ nature. Deyo suggests, “the city is too fluid for prepared itineraries” and 

without spontaneity an explorer risks missing a great deal (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 

111). As urban explorers tend to enter dark spaces, Ninjalicious recommends that they 

“keep at least one flashlight…on [them] at all times, just in case the opportunity arises 

unexpectedly, which is generally how opportunities work” (2005: 52). On their way to and 

from work, or while taking part in some other aspect of daily life, if confronted by a 

partially demolished building, explorers often seize the chance to look inside to avoid the 

risk of finding the opportunity gone when they return (Reduxzero 2006b). Similarly, 

access to a location may be only momentary; “an open door is a beautiful thing, 
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particularly when the door should be closed and locked” (Ninjalicious 2005: 126, italics in 

original). While security personnel or further locks may block some spontaneous acts, 

Ninjalicious feels spontaneous exploration is worth attempting, as it is 

“sometimes…necessary, or at least fun, to fly by the seat of your pants” (Ibid: 32). 

Many explorers also plan their activities, and are then able to seek opportunities 

for spontaneity within the planned framework. Those who hunt for drains and tunnels in 

Victoria BC spend hours pouring over archival sources, which in turn gives them a better 

chance of finding something when there may be sufficient time to look into only one 

manhole (Tanuki 2006). Kubla Khan, also from Victoria, is willing to engage in extensive 

research before entering some sites, investigating archives, geology, tides, water levels, 

etc., but still undertakes regular, spontaneous exploration (e-mail interview). By 

presenting urban exploration’s playful strategies as possible anywhere and anytime in 

urban space, urban explorers advocate for prioritized play and the notion of city space as 

a playground in contemporary urban life. 

4.2.3 Fun and Festival 

Alongside the ‘anywhere and anytime’ aspects of play, previous chapters identified a 

number of other dimensions of play necessary to influence the production of space. Fun 

and the festival were two such dimensions and although there are many fun aspects to 

the festival, as it allows a great degree of personal freedom, it is important to distinguish 

fun and festival to demonstrate the attitude of relaxed fun that prevails in urban 

exploration. While fun is not essential to unsettle the current production of space, play 

without fun is not play. 

While most urban exploration zines recount missions, some like the Cave Clan’s 

Il Draino, Darkies...The Zine Below the Gutter and later The Explorer’s Digest, also act 
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as group newsletters, recounting the amusing (mis)adventures and social lives of various 

explorers. These longstanding zines, produced by an Australian group of explorers, 

include jokes, quotations, photographs, crosswords and word searches, all designed to 

entertain. To that end a regular comic strip about Adolescent Radioactive Blackbelt Alf 

was periodically included in Il Draino. Similarly, the comic Adventures of Andie the 

Exploring Dog are found today in each new issue of 5100: An Urban Explorer’s 

Magazine. Explorers from Australia to Edmonton to New York are also playful in their 

use of clothing, dressing in suits and cocktail dresses while on some missions, perhaps 

looking to James Bond for inspiration. Doug commented on an expedition, or expo, that 

involved members of the Cave Clan wearing suits emerging onto a beach in 36-degree 

heat; “Most expos have less exploring and more fun” (Hendrie 2006: 16). At other times 

more shocking dress is the norm, such as Elfen’s brief “nudie run” out one tunnel and 

into another at two in the afternoon (Clark 2006: 110). 

Some of these exploits begin to enter the realm of Lefebvrian festival in which 

cares are set aside. The Cave Clan’s annual Clannie awards have been described as 

“Bacchanalian” and a “carnivalesque celebration” (Sparrow and Sparrow 2006). Photos 

of people in various costumes, reveling in their underground liberty leave little doubt that 

fun is an important part of such events. When asked about his lack of success at 

previous Clannie awards, Fil laughs and explains “if you think you deserve to win…or 

worry about it then you are taking it far too seriously” (Ninjalicious 1998: 20). After 

suggesting “the whole purpose of UE is fun,” Team Leader from Vancouver talks about 

exploration in a way that echoes Lefebvre’s festival; “getting into a new place…it’s a 

mixture of hysteria and exctasy [sic].” Finally, fun’s place within urban exploration is 

confirmed in the second issue of Section 61; a British zine, which after a serious and 

lengthy descriptions of hospitals and asylums, ends a list of ethical considerations with a 
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simple command; “fun! – don’t forget, it’s fun…oh yeh! fun! happy exploring…!” (Sam 

and Jondoe 2006: 29). 

4.2.4 Cost and Consumerism 

Play that is cheap, that is inclusive and avoids commercialism, has greater potential for 

the creative production of space. For Ninjalicious (2005), most urban exploration 

expeditions require only a flashlight, camera and moist towelette, and are therefore 

affordable. Online forums typically provide instructions on making expensive gear at a 

fraction of the cost, for example, how a modified $10 flashlight can replace a $95 model. 

Allen, a self taught and self-equipped explorer from Toronto, says he rappels off the 

city’s Bloor viaduct because “You don't have to spend money to get a rush…I call it a 

free fix” (Cheney 2006). Ninjalicious agrees, reminding people that something requiring 

admission and “labelled an ‘experience’ is pretty much guaranteed to be exactly the 

opposite (2004c: 27).” He prefers to find his own adventure. 

While minimal cost can encourage participation, uncommercialized play allows 

individuals greater freedom in shaping their own play and therefore gives them greater 

opportunity for influence within Lefebvre’s spatial triad. North (1990), a proponent of 

urban adventure, argues that play functions better with fewer commercial influences, 

both because commercialization often results in economic exclusion and because 

commercial sponsors have an aversion to overt transgression. Unsurprisingly, urban 

exploration has not attracted many sponsors. “Due to the fact that what [the Cave Clan 

does] contravenes certain by-laws (and occasionally state and federal laws) as well as 

the fact that the Clan does not have a cool image [we] haven’t been asked by Nike to do 

an ad yet” (Doug 2004). 
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Urban exploration can also represent an opportunity to escape pervasive public 

advertising. “You just walk through [drains] for kilometres and there’s no advertising, no 

announcements, no interruptions” (Barrett 2006: 30). Team Leader is unequivocal on this 

topic; “I truly hate advertising, I can’t stand to be assailed at every turn. I feel our urban 

space has been taken over by commercial interests.” Miss Tequila, another member of 

the Cave Clan, seems all too aware of the battle for identity in a heavily commercialized 

consumer society. 

Some may hold terrible images of the Cave Clan being like a bad skate ad, with a 
bunch of cool anarchist kids in this week’s sunglasses screaming up and down the 
tunnels on their fucking Bam boards, with some nu-metal dogshit band pounding 
their goddamn sausage songs over it all. Hell no. The Cave Clan was founded by a 
bunch of blokes in footy shorts with Melbourne Bitter for blood and now has 
members who are fifty and members who say ‘megabyte’ and ‘RAM’ way too often, 
but no one presentable enough to advertise anything. We’re happy with it that way 
(Miss Tequila 2006: 41). 

Miss Tequila clearly wants to frame urban exploration as inclusive and, because it is not 

fully enmeshed in commercial culture, more easily shaped by the individual. All these 

explorers also seem to be combating Lefebvre’s abstract space (2003b), “space 

represented by elite social groups as homogenous, instrumental and ahistorical in order 

to facilitate the exercise of state power and the free flow of capital” (McCann 1999). 

Urban explorers and Lefebvre both seem to be searching for unmediated urban space 

from which they can draw their own meanings, outside capitalist dictates. Discussing the 

spatial triad in greater depth should clarify this further. 

4.3 Henri Lefebvre 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The practice of urban exploration means that urban space and its ongoing production are 

encountered repeatedly. Although, unsurprisingly, there are no recorded discussions of 
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Lefebvre within the community, groups that Lefebvre was involved with, notably the 

Dadaists and the Situationist International, are mentioned as significant in an urban 

exploration timeline presented in Ninjalicious’ book, Access All Areas (2005: 229). If 

explorers do not generally cite Lefebvre, they nevertheless do discuss many concepts 

and ideas that coincide with his. 

4.3.2 Spatial Triad 

Explorers share Lefebvre’s belief that change can only happen through action in space. 

New York explorer L.B. Deyo argues for the need to move beyond “speculation” by 

inspecting the spaces created by structures directly, in this case the row houses he used 

to pass in “hermetic commuter trains” (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 101). Michael Cook, a 

Toronto area explorer, laments the tendency in archaeology to ignore ones’ own actions, 

while digging and investigating spaces, in order to maintain objectivity (Cook 2006). He 

feels valuing data over lives lived in space only succeeds in alienating the numerous 

people, forms and uses a site might hold in its history (Ibid). For some explorers space is 

where emotion and experience combine to expose the real city. “In the diamond clarity of 

fear we find the difference between speculations and experience, between philosophy 

and science. It’s the difference between reading about the George Washington Bridge 

and climbing it” (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 211). 

4.3.2.a Representations of Space 

Society’s dominant abstract space, the space conceived and implemented by planners 

and engineers and termed representations of space in the triad, is where urban explorers 

conduct most of their play. While this type of urban space might be full of opportunities to 

explore and have fun, explorers are aware that it is designed to facilitate work and 

consumption and that the ethos of such spaces can offer significant obstruction to play. 
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Indeed, some find the effort required to get out and explore taxing when “work takes so 

much out of you that most days you don’t consider anything but heading home to relax” 

(Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 210). Nevertheless, in their play explorers transgress 

established spatial meanings and according to Lefebvre, active reinterpretation of space 

can decrease the importance of exchange value in contemporary society. 

 Alternate perspectives on abstract space emerge repeatedly in the urban 

exploration literature. One member of the largely Australian Cave Clan finds that moving 

through drains under the city has helped reveal the constructed nature of urban space.  

Looking up, you see the surface from a totally novel and bizarre perspective. 
Eventually you start to get a strange feeling of power, a feeling that you are ‘beating 
the system’ by ignoring the cartesian [sic] grid of streets and arbitrary property 
boundaries that confine and channel the unknowing ‘civilians’ upstairs (Paisley 
2006: 7). 

Here the explorer recognizes the planned space of the city as Cartesian, predictable and 

important in establishing and reinforcing private property. There is also recognition that 

societal norms espoused through representations of space influence not just urban 

space but time as well. 

The government has all the land ‘L.J. Hookered’ to the back teeth, and they map the 
day out with clocks, but they don’t control this land. It’s funny – you can start at one 
end and it’ll be the middle of the day and come out the other end and it’ll be night 
time but you don’t notice the time passing (Paisley 2006: 7). 

In both these examples explorers seem to see contemporary urban space as planned for 

work (production) and consumption, and suggest that their actions undercut such norms. 

Others within the UE community have more overtly argued against private control of 

urban space, describing their exploration as a mode of resistance. 

Urban exploration revives an old and long-out-of-favour legal concept called 
usufruct, which basically means that someone has the right to use and enjoy the 
property of another, provided it is not changed or damaged in any way. Back in the 
day, before all property on earth came under the control of corporations, usufruct was 
a legal privilege that could be awarded or withdrawn by the powers that were. Today, 
urban explorers see nothing unreasonable or disrespectful about claiming the same 
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privilege for themselves and applying it to their utterly benign explorations of other 
people’s property (Ninjalicious 2005: 69-70). 

This declaration is reminiscent of Lefebvre’s practice of détournement, according to 

which once an existing space has outlived its original purpose, “which determine[d] its 

forms, functions, and structures…it…in a sense become[s] vacant, and susceptible [to] 

being diverted, reappropriated and put to a use quite different from its initial one” (2003b: 

167). Because private property and its maintenance are implicit and vital within capitalist 

representations of space, some unused spaces full of possible use value for urban 

explorers and others, sit empty and untouched. 

 Lefebvre also suggests contemporary buildings are designed with utilitarian 

capitalist functions in mind, setting aside individual use to maximize exchange value. 

Interestingly, the space conceived and implemented by planners, architects and 

engineers is also criticized by urban explorers for aesthetic reasons. Deyo feels “Today’s 

urban planners, impatient with growth and infatuated by theories, impose the limits of 

their own imaginations” (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 6) resulting in postmodern 

architecture deemed “busier, but no less ugly, than their monolithic [modernist] 

forebears” (Ibid: 75). Where before the beautiful and the useful might have worked 

together, today beauty is sacrificed to convenience in places like subway stations (Ibid: 

45). Ninjalicious makes his concern with institutions, planners and architects known 

when he asks why they do not “strive to create buildings that inspire the people who use 

them every day to stop in the middle of what they’re doing and exclaim their amazement 

at the beauty of their surroundings?” (2003: 11). In another issue of the zine Infiltration 

Ninjalicious becomes nostalgic about churches, not for any particular religious reason 

but because they are “reminders of a past when people built monuments to something 

other than commerce” (2002c: 30). 
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Another level of aesthetic concern is tied more explicitly to economic function, 

namely corporate sponsorship of buildings. Today, venues for sport often carry a 

corporate moniker illuminating this form of play’s monetary component. Ninjalicious 

criticizes the Air Canada Centre in Toronto for existing “in accordance with an unwritten 

law that all new buildings must begin with the name of a corporation and end with the 

word centre” (1999a: 2). He is also displeased with its “cookie-cutter design,” chosen for 

cost and efficiency, which fails to replicate the “spirit and legend” of the building it 

replaced, Maple Leaf Gardens. Sponsorship of older stadiums still in use is seen just as 

negatively, though explorers often express their views with humour. As another Toronto 

arena, the Coliseum, was undergoing renovations 

members of a corporate gang called “Ricoh” repeatedly entered and defaced the 
Coliseum by scrawling the gang’s garish red tag all over the historic 82-year-old 
building, even audaciously climbing atop the roof to erect a new sign claiming the 
building was called the “Ricoh Coliseum”. (Apparently Ricoh paid someone off, 
because they’ve never faced any charges for these outrageous acts of vandalism 
against a heritage building.) (Ninjalicious 2004b: 6). 

Contemporary abstract space is too often built around economic considerations, 

dispensing with both aesthetic and historical concerns. Although aesthetic appreciation is 

to some extent personal, the concerns about the subordination of urban space and use 

value to corporate interests as expressed by explorers echo those of many others (Boyer 

1993; Zukin 1995). 

 Explorers also address other aspects of the city that reveal the influence of 

representations of space. Signs are often used to reinforce the way space is to be used, 

prohibiting entry, signaling which doors are alarmed and generally controlling movement, 

they proclaim who and what dominates the spaces of urban society. When such signs 

are obeyed, places of work and consumption are restricted to those activities alone and 

economic exchange remains the focus. Ninjalicious demonstrates an alternate explorer 

perspective on signs, indicating that many are just for show (1997a; 2005). Nevertheless, 
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they are obeyed because representations of space heavily influence movement through 

space. When signs alone are not enough, camera systems are installed to further restrict 

actions in space. That many of these cameras are capped, unplugged or feeding to 

banks of unwatched monitors is irrelevant, as they have probably served their purpose 

(Ninjalicious 1997b). Generally, ‘rules’ are followed without question, but for explorers 

“‘Employees Only’ and ‘Staff Only’ areas really only exclude the unemployed; if you have 

any sort of job at all, even just the occasional bit of babysitting, you can enter these 

areas with a clear conscience” (Ninjalicious 1997a: 20). By recognizing and playfully 

engaging certain aspects of contemporary representations of space, urban explorers 

reveal both a concern for the production of space and an opportunity to alter it through 

their play. 

4.3.2.b Spatial Practices 

Clearly, signs in the city influence how people move through space, their spatial practice. 

This is the perceived space of the triad, featuring the patterns individuals trace as they 

make their rounds from home to work to leisure. Explorer thought approaches spatial 

practice from a number of perspectives, the commute being a pertinent example. An 

entire issue of the zine Infiltration focuses on the Toronto subway system and the 

opportunities it presents for play. Play happens in the system’s tunnels, used to access 

hidden rooms and abandoned stations, usually passed-by because they are no longer 

part of the ‘useful’ commute (Cygnals 1997; Ninjalicious 1997c). This play demonstrates 

how the drive to work limits individual spatial practice, leaving most on the train and only 

a few looking for play within the same spaces. Docent, a Muscovite explorer, also notes 

how work influences and restricts spatial practice saying, “Most of my friends have 

boring jobs. They are managers or office workers. Their lives are routine. The typical 
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bustle of home-office-home. They go out on weekends sometimes to the forest, the river 

or the disco” (Casablanca 2006: 42, emphasis added). 

The distinctive spatial practices of urban explorers are highlighted by their own 

observations of the contrast between their activities and those of ‘normal’ people. 

Emerging from a night exploring Paris’ underground, Murray Battle experiences spatial 

disorientation associated with contrasting spatial practices within a realm most consider 

suitable only for commuting. “In front of me now early morning commuters. I know I’ve 

surfaced but as the subway train accelerates I remember where we really are. It’s just a 

different crowd and we’re still underground” (Battle 1998: 22). Dave, an explorer from 

Australia, was astounded the first time he discovered how far drains could take him 

below the surface and came to see his use of them as “like having [my] own private 

subway” (Ferguson 2006). Similarly, a comic strip that ran in the Cave Clan’s Il Draino 

unsettles the commute, featuring the main protagonist, Adolescent Radioactive Blackbelt 

Alf, riding a surfboard through a drain, “This sure beats catching the tram to work…” 

(Favero). This sense of practicing two different ways of life is perhaps best captured by a 

non-explorer. After being taken on a tour of drains by the Cave Clan, Doug Hendrie, a 

reporter with the University of Melbourne’s student newspaper Farrago, wonders “if the 

cars driving along Alexandria Parade know that just metres beneath them there are tales 

being told and beers being drunk in Melbourne’s hard concrete underbelly” (Hendrie 

2006: 17). 

Other accepted spatial practices, such as consumption, are often subverted 

within exploration activities. Ninjalicious considers that carrying a shopping bag, 

“preferably from an upscale store, will work [well as a disguise] in many situations, since 

a bag marks you as a moneyed customer and therefore harmless” (2005: 38). 

Conversely, participating in spatial practices that fall outside regular life and do not 
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involve payment confuses some, including police in Australia. After Siologen emerged 

from a drain and police decided that he had not been vandalizing or stealing, a 

seemingly incredulous officer asked, “Mate, why don’t you just go and get pissed at the 

pub or something?” (Dapin 2006: 88). Additionally, explorers who show films in an 

underground drain or project The Poseidon Adventure onto the inside of a ship’s hull 

have subverted the spatial practice of viewing movies (The Cave Clan Magazine #2; Il 

Draino #72). 

Spatial practice that unimaginatively conforms to capitalist work-and-consume 

urban life is sometimes discussed with disapproval in the urban exploration literature. 

Their own practices are framed as something that avoids the daily grind at minimal cost 

or, as Dougo puts it, gets “away from it all” in a way others can only achieve with 

expensive vacations (Connolly 2006: 61-62). They argue that even relegating one’s free 

play to spaces approved by society can result in an unfulfilled and unengaged life. 

According to Reduxzero, amongst other explorers, while swimming in an overstocked 

public pool might be an appropriate activity on a hot day, it achieves little more than 

getting wet. With some effort there are many private, urban hotel pools waiting to be 

infiltrated and used more equitably (Reduxzero 2006d). Ninjalicious is concerned that 

those who do not actively engage with urban space outside the consumptive norms risk 

having their  

alertness…atrophy[y] due to the lack of any real adventures in their lives, and their 
senses…dull…to help them cope with the cacophony of noise and meaningless 
spectacle that surrounds them. It’s no wonder people feel unfulfilled and uninvolved 
as they are corralled through the maze of velvet ropes on their way through the gift 
shop (Ninjalicious 2005: 3). 

Team Leader seems to find a degree of liberation in bending the norms of contemporary 

spatial practice; “the moment [I am] crossing the ‘No trespassing’ line, [I am] rejecting 

societal norms and achieving a higher morality.” Many explorers are aware of what 
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normal spatial practice is and feel that by choosing different routes their perceived space 

yields greater benefits for themselves, and I would suggest for urban space generally as 

well. 

4.3.2.c Representational Space 

Lefebvre considers representational space the lived “space of ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’,” 

where imagination can seek to change and appropriate space; a difficult task given that 

this space is dominated in our society and “hence passively experienced” (2003b: 39). 

Imaginative aspects of play regularly emerge within urban exploration literature and 

thought. Alan S. North, accepted as the first to use the term ‘urban adventure’, considers 

imagination important to realizing the possibilities of urban space (1990). Gabriel, from 

Vancouver, believes his childhood daydreams of skyscrapers as symbols of “excess and 

exclusivity” where the super rich had their clubs and parties, encourage the roof-topping 

he enjoys today (e-mail interview). New York’s Julia Solis believes, “Adventures are 

great stimulants of the imagination,” and plays games to aid her fiction writing (Deyo). 

Urban explorers further reveal their imaginative geographies in their practice of naming 

the sites they visit, changing underground drains into Gargantua, Eternity, Your Taxes 

and Beer and affixing personal meanings to the spaces. As Michael Cook says, “naming 

is one of the things [explorers] do to capture and communicate something of the magic of 

wading for three hours through a watery, feature-poor concrete tunnel underground” 

(Manaugh 2007). Imagination is also implicit when explorers reconfigure urban space to 

be more desirable. A drain can become Myth’s “adult playground” (2005) and for Nancy 

Drew the locked area on top of a parkade is no longer desolate but a place for soccer 

games and friends. 
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 Representational space is also associated with the “clandestine or underground 

side of social life” (2003b). Taking ‘underground’ literally, namely the sewers, drains and 

tunnels that honeycomb cities, emphasizes the appropriateness of urban exploration’s 

inclusion under this moment in the production of space. Less literally, as representations 

of space hold society’s dominant ideologies, representational space contains possibilities 

for change, whether revolutionary, utopian or less absolute. Cook celebrates “the 

counter-hegemonic quality inherent in the existence of [abandoned] spaces…and [urban 

explorers’] temporary presence within them” (2006, italics in original). Overt, political 

counter-hegemony is also found within the urban exploration community and literature. 

Woody, a founder of the Cave Clan for example, was involved with socialism and Marxist 

study groups in the 1980s (Sparrow and Sparrow 2006). Predator, who died in 2004, 

was a committed anarchist who actively broke or ignored laws “which needlessly restrict 

liberty and self-expression” (Doug 2006: 93). The Sydney Cave Clan’s website from the 

1990s makes the personal, social and political nature of the activity clear. 

This info is for those who feel hemmed in and hen-pecked by the rules and 
restrictions of our over-protective, authoritarian Western society. It is for everyone 
who wants to break out, thumb their nose at authority and fart in the general direction 
of governments, corporations and convention. Not to mention police, security guards, 
safety officers and inspectors. If the signs ‘Danger – Keep Out’, ‘No Trespassing’ 
and ‘Confined Space – No Entry Without Permit’ make you want nothing more than 
go see for yourself, then welcome. In fact, you are in the august company of the Cave 
Clan (Sparrow and Sparrow 2006: 5). 

The intent is more clearly expressed on a Cave Clan sticker that reads, “Question 

authority – GO IN DRAINS” (Doug 2004). Whatever the political bent of a given explorer, 

for all explorers there seems to be a shared tendency to subvert capitalist social and 

legal structures and Ninjalicious makes this clear. While gaining access to a location with 

permission is still urban exploration, doing it without permission will always be more fun 

because laws are being broken or at least bent (1999c: 2). 
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4.3.3 Dialectic 

The dialectical nature of Lefebvre’s spatial triad means space is never settled and is 

undergoing constant definition and production, something that also emerges in urban 

exploration. An excellent example of this dialectic comes out in a dialogue related by 

Ninjalicious in issue 16 of his zine, Infiltration (2000b: 23-24). A security guard 

approached the author as he sat on a low wall outside the building in which he works. 

After expressing his employer’s concern “about the way [Ninjalicious] was sitting,” the 

guard was unable to explain how such sitting might be an offence. “My boss likes to keep 

things really neat and tidy out here,” only confused the situation further as no reason was 

provided for considering one way of sitting neater or tidier than another. After a 

protracted debate Ninjalicious left, only to find upon returning to work the following 

Monday that barriers had been installed on the wall “as a deterrent for anyone wishing to 

get too friendly with the masonry.” Spatial practice is obviously being limited by 

conceived representations of space here, first as espoused by an individual and later 

and more effectively through changes to the space itself. Furthermore, Ninjalicious later 

connects the entire episode to broader concerns as he waits for a friend in a “cushy-

couched” hotel lobby. 

I found myself nodding off. When I tried to keep awake, I realized that it wasn’t 
because I wanted to keep awake that I was doing that, but rather because I knew that 
it would not be okay to look ‘too comfortable’, even in a waiting area specifically 
designed for comfort. That this is a hidden caveat of our society’s ‘public’ areas is 
startling to say the least. It is unfortunate that one arouses more suspicion by 
appearing contented and relaxed than one does by looking busy and annoyed 
(Ninjalicious 2000b: 23-34). 

Ninjalicious also seems to recognize that the actions of urban explorers involve 

them in the dialectic. In his view the only obstacle to play is the “restrained mindset” that 

prevents people from “realizing that many of [their] boundaries are self imposed, 

voluntary and, ultimately, illusory” (Ninjalicious 2005: 75). 
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Many people think [urban exploration] is about bravely or foolishly defying “do not 
enter” and “no trespassing” signs, but in actuality most of the signs that keep people 
away from interesting places are much more subtle – a door that just looks like it’s 
for employees only, for example, or a hole that you’re probably not supposed to 
climb down into. A lot of people equate the absence of a sign saying “sale” or 
“admission prices” with the presence of a sign saying “keep out”. But these aren’t 
real barricades – they’re just air bubbles. (Incidentally, this is an important lesson in 
perception that you can take from urban exploration and apply to all of your 
everyday affairs: you set your own boundaries, and can expand them as you see fit.) 
(Ibid: 75-76, italics in original). 

By exposing the nature of spatial norms and encouraging people to move beyond them, 

Ninjalicious places urban exploration directly within the triad’s ongoing dialectic. He 

supports the idea of the city as a playground, available regardless of the day or situation. 

Ninjalicious, in fact, describes the city as a playground in an article he wrote in an issue 

of Spacing magazine under his real name, Jeff Chapman (Chapman 2005). Part of the 

article details how playing in one’s city deepens personal connection to urban space, and 

how individual and urban life would be better if more urbanites played. By providing 

imaginative, lived perspectives on the city, urban explorers act within the triad providing 

opportunities to alter conceived and perceived spaces. 

4.4 Depth of Knowledge and Connection 

4.4.1 Introduction 

That urban exploration’s play is present in all three aspects of Lefebvre’s triad is made 

most clear through details of explorers’ play and interactions with the city. Play is not just 

a counterbalance to capitalism in the spatial triad; indeed, reducing urban exploration in 

this manner risks obscuring some of its deeper and more meaningful interactions with 

the city. Urban exploration is a special form of play that allows explorers to interact with 

people, places and spaces in the urban environment in a personal manner. This partly 

results from an attitude of discovery that helps explorers to see more of the city. Through 
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their exploration, getting into buildings, clambering through drains and revisiting sites, 

explorers build up physical and emotional attachments to urban spaces, developing 

personal meanings and memories. 

4.4.2 History 

A city and its spaces exist beyond the here and now. Massey established the importance 

of including multiple temporal and physical scales when assessing a place and its role in 

the broader world (Massey 1994). Urban explorer, Michael Cook has suggested a similar 

multi-scaled perspective is necessary if urban explorers are to take full advantage of 

their practice, saying in part that explorers share “an organic appreciation of the city’s 

stacked and interwoven spaces and times,” as can be seen in the attention explorers pay 

to history during their expeditions (Cook 2006). The fact many of the spaces urban 

explorers enter are ‘old’ indicates to CopySix, from Barrie, Ontario, that many members 

of the community share an interest in urban history (e-mail interview). More specifically, 

issue 3 of The Cave Clan Magazine is devoted to a discussion of the history of the drain 

systems in Melbourne, presenting researched information, archival photographs and 

pictures detailing recent changes in the drain layouts. Cave Clan members make use of 

‘traditional’ sources of knowledge to which they add their own hands-on experience. One 

member, Fil, says his personal interest in urban history, alongside a desire to see what 

others do not, motivates him to venture into drains and other out of the way locations 

(Ninjalicious 1998). 

Urban explorers typically have an ongoing interest in structures, even after they 

have been abandoned and deemed unworthy of further attention by most. As a result 

sometimes only they document a structure’s final years. Reduxzero’s account of his 

visits to the Edmonton stockyards just before a massive fire consumed it represents this 
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well (2006e). His photos and essays give life to a structure that had not been used as a 

stockyard in years and was therefore ignored by most of the city. While merely exploring 

some sites and providing a continuing record of them, other sites with broader historical, 

political or economic resonance point to larger themes for explorers. Military leftovers 

from the Cold War, missile silos and bunkers, for instance, act as signifiers of a much 

larger moment in world history, as “souvenir[s] of a political climate – a physical record of 

a troubled time, a glimpse at what might have been” (Ninjalicious and Liz 2005: 2). 

Like buildings, the streetscape of a city changes over time and while archived 

maps may reveal this, urban exploration beneath the streets can uncover this history in 

space more fully. St. Paul, Minnesota has a surviving underground tunnel network, 

complete with street signs designed to help maintenance workers move beneath the city 

that now indicate patterns no longer present in the streets above (Hollison 2003). 

Another citywide tunnel research project is underway in Victoria. Explorers are using 

archives, history books, memoirs and interviews, and their own exploration to determine 

whether a rumoured network of tunnels exists or if layers of history and narrative are 

confusing things (Tanuki 2006). Many urban explorers both research and write about 

history. As a result of accessing the primary source archive that is the city itself explorers 

contribute their unique perspective to ongoing historic dialogues. 

4.4.3 Incomplete Culture 

Zukin’s (1995) concern with how urban culture and history is presented also finds an 

echo in urban exploration. Whenever a city uses its culture or history to promote itself 

decisions have been made about whose culture is to be presented. Michael Cook has 

questioned the façade of history that emerges at the expense of a space’s many uses 

over time. 
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The life of a site—at least, the portion of its history the committee or architect or 
financers deem valuable and relevant—is ground up and run through water to 
produce a pleasantly innocuous and easily-digested heritage theme, within which 
commerce can proceed untrammeled (Cook 2006). 

Such destructive production and consumption of history excludes many of the voices of 

urban residents whose lives have been deemed less important or marketable. Such 

broad concerns point to the need to continue the development of multiple historical 

perspectives, social history, women’s history, etc., beyond the ‘Great Man’ history that 

has been predominant for so long; a project in which urban exploration can partake. 

 Some hidden or forgotten cultural and historical aspects of the city are less the 

result of cultural selection and exclusion than they are accessible only to those willing to 

venture off the beaten path. New York’s art galleries contain art available for public 

viewing but do not, and possibly cannot, present the less commercial and more 

transgressive art that exists beneath the galleries on the walls of the Freedom Tunnel. 

Named after Freedom Chris, one of the artists who painted there, murals on the tunnel 

walls “will never be sold in SoHo galleries…never be sold to chai-sipping professional art 

collectors in black berets. These writers painted their murals in the most wretched of 

places, where few will ever see them” (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 41). Sunlit gallery 

pieces receive attention while Freedom Tunnel art remains in darkness, although these 

artists did their work as “purposefully [and] with full intent and commitment” (Ibid). The 

fact that few people see this art is not a consequence of active censorship; however, “the 

existence of graffiti in New York’s public spaces hint[s] at the possibility of a less 

authoritarian public space more reflective of polyvocal points of view” (Cresswell 1996: 

166). Bringing the creations of marginalized people to the attention of a greater portion of 

society, urban explorers can perhaps facilitate more voices in the discourse on the 

production of space. 
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4.4.4 Incomplete Science 

Urban exploration also sometimes provides alternate scientific insight. A commentary on 

Reduxzero and Nancy Drew’s walk up Still Creek in Burnaby, BC reveals how these 

might be important. According to the explorers, “There have been many papers and 

studies done, discussing the watershed, flooding, water quality, vegetation, wildlife and 

fish habitat, and other subjects – but…nothing describing the sections of Still Creek that 

lie underground,” beneath the city (Reduxzero 2006c). Most maps tend to mark the 

beginning of the creek at an outfall in a park, as if the water suddenly materializes there 

and does not come through a brick-lined sewer. Although studies of the creek inevitably 

include the strange liquids and human fecal matter witnessed by the explorers in the 

sewer, more knowledge of this darkened portion would clearly add to a comprehensive 

understanding of Still Creek. Similarly, members of Jinx suggest that the information 

generated by urban exploration should be accepted as valuable empirical data by 

broader society (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003). Many urban explorers consider the 

information they generate relevant and important. Through first-hand observation of 

urban components, typically obscured because they are deemed unmarketable or 

marginal, the practice can contribute to a more balanced discourse on the city. 

4.4.5 Connection and Counter-Alienation 

According to Lefebvre (1971) and Baudrillard (1998), citizens are increasingly alienated 

from what they buy and the spaces in which they reside. As physical and social 

manufacturing processes increasingly mediate people’s connections to spaces and 

objects, making something or ensuring direct experience can be seen as a personal 

tactic to counter some of these trends. Urban exploration is a practice that can contribute 

to this. Many urban explorers seek to establish a more personal bond with a place, hard 
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not to do “once you’ve seen it naked” and revisited it numerous times (Ninjalicious 

2002a: 2). Regularly observing and entering construction sites to identify interesting 

spaces in the completed structure are common explorer practices that allow an individual 

to understand what is going on inside a building, regardless of what the completed 

surface obscures (Reduxzero 2005). Alternatively, the Wraiths, a group from Vancouver, 

and Curious George from Winnipeg have taken advantage of the reverse, deconstruction 

opportunities. When security cameras were removed at a decommissioned brewery the 

Wraiths entered to learn its secrets and similarly Curious George was able to sneak past 

minimal security to explore a “pristine” paper mill before equipment was sold for scrap 

(2006).  

Gaining access alone does not provide the deep connections with the urban 

environment and particular buildings to which many explorers refer. Instead, these 

connections seem to arise with repeated visits that allow meditation on both the site and 

those who passed through it in the past. Jono captures this sense of attachment and 

lived history; it “is not simply an aesthetic beauty, but something you feel throughout your 

entire body, something which penetrates deep within your soul. Who were the people 

who worked here? What did they do? Why are they no longer here?” (Jono 2004: 4). 

CopySix also considers other people’s lived experiences the main impetus for his 

explorations and connection to sites, as a result choosing to focus his exploration on 

institutional abandonments, such as hospitals and schools (e-mail interview). He 

elaborates on his emotions, particularly anger when shortsighted politicians fail to save 

historically significant structures or sorrow when exploring a failed business that is a 

testament to individual effort and loss. Liz’s description of the emotion of sports stadia is 

particularly gripping. 

To me, the magic of a sports team is almost always inextricably tied with the venue 
at which it plays. That special feeling a particular building can give you is something 
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urban explorers…[and] sports fans have [long] known about… Their paint-stencilled 
walls and worn cement are tarnished not just with sloshed beer and ground-in peanut 
shells but with the spiritual highs and lows of hundreds of thousands of people. They 
are living monuments to both architecture and humanity… (Liz 2004: 2).  

Emotion felt by explorers about previous inhabitants of space seems to counter some of 

the alienation mentioned above but it is only part of what explorers experience. 

 Some of the meaning and connection people ascribe to the places in which they 

live and through which they move comes from paying attention to the sensory 

experiences of their bodies (Merleau-Ponty 1962). Lefebvre considers play “a wonderful 

provider of presence and presences” (1991b: 203). In play, individuals can experience 

reality through their body and mind, encountering the world as people, less mediated by 

the signs, symbols and alienating structures that normally surround them in 

contemporary life. Urban exploration’s specific form of play seems to bear this out. 

Nancy Drew wrote of her excitement upon entering the murky underworld of her first 

drain and members of the New York based Jinx group note the adrenaline they feel 

when they find a new location or complete a particularly arduous climb (Deyo and 

Leibowitz 2003; Nancy Drew 2005). When moving through a corrugated pipe Reduxzero 

has the time to note how sound travels in the space and how angles and ridges in the 

metal affect his mobility, while Michael Cook explores sonic variation underground by 

humming and singing (Reduxzero 2006a; Manaugh 2007). Finally, before being chased 

by university security Alan Forsyth was able to enjoy “the intoxicating stale smell” of the 

underground tunnels he was exploring (2006: 24). As Ninjalicious says, while some are 

happy with a peek at a construction project, others “need to touch it, climb it, smell it and 

examine every minute detail in depth and figure out how everything works before the 

commerce-friendly plastic skin is stretched into place” (1999b: 2). Play provides the 

chance to sense the world, and urban exploration extends this opportunity to much of 

urban space. 
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The complexity of modern cities has made them alienating to many. The 

professional knowledges of engineers, planners, architects, etc., Lefebvre’s 

representations of space, can be daunting when considered one-by-one. Once such 

knowledges are woven into cities, urban space becomes undecipherable to most. Urban 

explorers have noticed this pattern, saying “Our cities have become so complex, so 

overwrought with layer after layer of complexity, that there is really no one person who 

understands how all the layers work together” (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 153). Even 

professional knowledges cannot encompass all space. A good thing according to 

Michael Cook who revels in the incomplete  

built environment of the city…Despite the visions of futurists, the work of our 
planners and cement-layers thankfully remains a fractured and discontinuous whole, 
an urban field riven with internal margins, pockmarked by decay, underlaid with 
secret waterways (Cook 2007). 

Kaika and Swyngedouw argue alienation and this unknown underbelly of cities result 

from the burial and fetishization of the modern city’s technological networks, those 

spaces where nature is turned into city (2000). They claim that when water began to be 

piped into homes, elites and semi-elites were able to withdraw from the public realm, 

thereby splitting the city’s population. When systems of water, electricity, etc. available to 

all first emerged, they “embodied the promise and the dream of a good society” and 

rendered the city’s infrastructure a thing of beauty (Kaika and Swyngedouw 2000: 130). 

This was reflected in Haussmann-era boat trips along Paris’ newly constructed sewers, 

the ‘temples’ built to house waterworks and electrical plants during the Victorian era and 

dam visits, popular into the 1960s (Ibid; Gandy 1999). During the Haussmann era of 

urban modernization, a healthy city was likened to a healthy human body, with organs 

and circulating fluids sustaining life and beauty. 

Ultimately, through the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries, “circulatory 

dynamics of economic exchange” overcame the organic conceptions of urban life in 
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which the well-being of citizens was central (Gandy 1999: 24). The infrastructure 

surrounding technological networks that once held hope for a good society, having failed 

to bring equality and universal welfare, were placed underground as “the material 

embodiments of the failure of the emancipating project of modernity” (Kaika and 

Swyngedouw 2000: 132). Dark places, where these systems are concealed, have 

become ‘bad places’ to go and as a result urban explorers who go there represent a 

counter-hegemonic force. Whether through the physical acts of observing and infiltrating 

a site, considering the lives of people who formerly occupied a space or embracing the 

physical sensations and emotions that one can experience in urban space, urban 

explorers’ actions seem to counter some of the alienation of contemporary life in which 

vital infrastructure is hidden and denied. 

4.5 People 

Although most urban exploration activities focus on the structures of a city, its citizens 

also receive some attention. Deyo suggests urban exploration’s weakness is that its  

only interaction with people is in avoiding them. [Urban explorers] slip in and out 
like thieves, [they] cling to the shadows and avert [their] eyes, and so we study a city 
of buildings, a city of bridges and tunnels, but not a city of human beings. Millions 
live and work here, but the New York we explore is as empty as this building. We 
ourselves are the ghosts (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 105). 

Other explorers would disagree, as observing the traces of human behaviour and 

interacting with others is central to their activities. Ninjalicious is aware that exploring 

active sites will inevitably result in human interaction at some point and encourages 

explorers to be “polite, friendly and helpful” whenever they can (2005: 35). He makes this 

recommendation because explorers sometimes need access or information and 

politeness tends to help more than sullen and evasive behaviour. Although Deyo and 
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Leibowitz use these tactics, even at their most charming they failed to gain access to the 

United Nations’ New York headquarters (2003). 

While explorers of active sites regularly encounter today’s urban citizens, those 

who visit minimally or disused buildings experience connections resulting from the lives 

that were lived there. Given their size and at times intricate layouts it is perhaps 

unsurprising that some of the most commonly visited exploration sites are former mental 

institutions and hospitals, which often housed thousands of lonely, unhappy people. 

Spaces containing evidence of the treatments once deemed acceptable, such as 

isolation and electroshock, help explorers engage with past lives. Perhaps as a result, as 

many of these buildings are torn down, converted into condominiums or ignored, 

explorers are amongst those calling for proper memorials to those who lived and often 

died in these spaces. Mike Dijital, an explorer from the American North-East, was a 

driving force behind Operation Tip Toe, which saw two hundred tulip bulbs planted on 

the un-named graves at Danver State Hospital in Massachusetts. The Woodlands 

Hospital in BC that once kept hundreds of children locked up has been largely converted 

to condominiums, desecrating many of the former residents’ graves in the process. Local 

explorers like Team Leader and Hypnotoad, amongst others, are aware of this and take 

part in ongoing discussions of how to properly memorialize the site, beyond a stone that 

says ‘respect’, deemed a “fucking joke” by Hypnotoad because those who placed the 

‘memorial’ “ DESTROYED THE GRAVESITE!!!!!” (online forum). 

 As urban exploration tends to occur on the fringes of society, the people 

explorers encounter are often marginalized. Ninjalicious encourages explorers to treat 

those they meet while exploring with respect. This etiquette is supported elsewhere by 

North, “If you meet homeless people living in the underworld, treat them courteously and 

with respect. You are passing through their house” (1990: 120). Many explorers recount 
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squats they have come across in obscure urban spaces and even if their owners are not 

there explorer stories seem to indicate the sites are left untouched. As many of the 

marginalized are unable to participate in the property ownership deemed normal by 

society they “transgress the grid…[and] can experience legal violence—often in the 

name of property—in very direct ways” (Blomley 2003: 135). 

Certain urban explorers seem aware and concerned with the reality of violence 

for many who live in the areas they explore. Ninjalicious says explorers and the 

homeless “occupy roughly the same grey area” and Cook suggests that the explorer-

homeless relationship might be one of the positive outcomes of the practice (Ninjalicious 

2005: 92; Cook 2006). Kubla Khan regularly speaks with the homeless and drug addicts 

he encounters while searching for the rumoured tunnels of Victoria. He treats their 

information with respect, returning food or coffee as thanks and generally trying to treat 

the people that are forced to live in the marginal spaces he explores as respected 

authorities (e-mail interview). Kaika and Swyngedouw suggest that the contemporary city 

attempts to hide and ignore its “grittiness” by burying and ignoring anything or anyone 

that fails to represent the messages of modernity and affluence dominant urban space 

tries to present (2000: 135). By moving through what are ignored spaces featuring 

ignored people, urban explorers can help re-locate the homeless and their city into 

broader urban discourse on at least some level. 

4.6 Environment 

A practice largely situated in the physical leavings of the modern economy might not 

seem to hold a positive message about the environment. Michael Cook seems to reject 

the link outright, saying he does not want to turn his exploration and photography of 

water management and the city into an “activist exercise” (2007). On the other hand, 
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CopySix provides an example of environmental action directly related to urban 

exploration. His photographic internet exposure of a polluted site resulted in its cleaning 

(e-mail interview). Ignored spaces are often allowed to degrade and, depending on their 

past use, they can become significant environmental hazards no less dangerous for 

being relatively invisible. 

From another perspective, urban exploration can be considered an environmentally 

friendly activity in the city. Urban explorers often espouse public transit as the best 

access to exploration, in part for the adventures public transit itself offers. In addition, 

Ninjalicious and others suggest that a popularized urban exploration could lessen the 

need to drive or fly to a vacation and might be a way to diminish fuel consumption and 

environmental damage (2005). Ninjalicious feels that in his city, Toronto, there is enough 

to explore for a lifetime of adventures. “I don’t think I can even hope to explore all of 

downtown Toronto with the proper meticulousness—I’m not even sure I’ll ever see every 

interesting bit of the Royal York Hotel, and I’ve written about that building in four issues 

of this zine. (Five, now.)” (Ninjalicious 2000a: 2). The practice also provides a unique 

perspective on the disposable nature of contemporary goods, including buildings.  

We must stop designing flimsy, temporary structures that are engineered for 
obsolescence. We must return to the practice of making buildings that will outlast us 
by centuries and get firmly woven into the DNA of our urban environments…We 
should not be repeatedly wasting money, energy and materials building office towers 
designed to fall apart after 30 years. If every generation left behind useful, sturdy 
structures for the generations to come, there’d probably be no housing shortage 
today, and many people would probably feel a greater connection to their 
environment (Ninjalicious 2004: 2). 

Ninjalicious’ call for long-lasting structures and the promotion of public transit and close 

to home play are environmentally friendly concerns integral to the practice of urban 

exploration. 
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4.7 Conclusion 

Urban exploration can shape the ongoing creation of urban space. Perhaps better than 

most forms of play, urban exploration both interacts with all the aspects in Lefebvre’s 

triad and demonstrates an understanding of the overarching dialectic that is at its base. 

The triad’s components, representations of space, spatial practice and representational 

space, are all encountered and in some cases subverted within the play of urban 

explorers. Arguably, by its nature, this form of play promotes a vital bond, both physical 

and emotional, between its players and the city in which they play. Urban exploration’s 

multifaceted approach to urban space seems to qualify it as an example of Lefebvre’s 

“productive squandering of energy.” The bureaucratic and political authoritarianism and 

repression that Lefebvre sees in conceptualized, abstract space loses some of its 

strength and power once people have seen the city’s inner workings. Perhaps then, play 

that accesses the hidden parts of cities promotes a more democratic space, open to 

more people and to more interpretations of the possibilities such space might hold. 
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Chapter 5  

The Dystopian Underbelly: 
Troubling Urban Exploration and Contemporary Urban Space 

What we seem to have, then, is an apparent subject, an 
impersonal pseudo-subject, the abstract ‘one’ of modern social 
space, and – hidden within it, concealed by its illusory 
transparency – the real ‘subject’, namely state (political) power. 
Within this space, and on the subject of this space, everything is 
openly declared: everything is said or written. Save for the fact 
that there is very little to be said – and even less to be ‘lived’, for 
lived experience is crushed, vanquished by what is ‘conceived 
of’. History is experienced as nostalgia, and nature as regret – as 
a horizon fast disappearing behind us. 

 

Henri Lefebvre (2003b: 51) 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter details the ways urban exploration excludes many and whether this affects 

its ability to influence the production of space. For a variety of reasons urban exploration 

is inherently exclusive and not a form of play all can enjoy; some urbanites will never 

choose to take up exploring while others cannot because of the uneven nature of 
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contemporary urban space. Urban exploration’s specific modes of play and 

transgression and its capacity to affect lives in space are constrained by law and 

property. The unevenness of urban space is reflected in urban exploration but urban 

exploration also reveals and challenges taken for granted inequality through 

transgressive play. 

5.1.1 One For All? Hardly 

Although this thesis is focused on the transformative power of urban exploration it is not 

an appropriate form of play for all urbanites. Simply put, one type of play cannot be all 

things to all people. While a culture or society may produce and accept many forms of 

play, individuals will make their own participatory choices. Some enjoy dangerous, 

adrenaline stimulating pursuits, while others prefer low risk, low impact activities. This 

represents one reason no single form of play can satisfy this argument entirely and the 

way urban exploration interacts with urban space reveals a number of others. 

5.2 Transgression 

That urban exploration is practiced outside the boundaries of accepted behaviour in 

contemporary space is a large part of what makes it transgressive. If we consider the 

practice’s predominantly white, male participants to be privileged members of society 

then arguably their actions have limited transgressive potential and urban exploration is 

little more than ‘(white) boys being (white) boys’. 

Transgression’s efficacy lies in the power of the established boundaries and spaces 
that it so heretically subverts. [Transgression] is also limited by this established 
geography; it is always in reaction to topographies of power (Cresswell 1996: 175). 

Cresswell’s hegemonic topographies of power echo Lefebvre’s contemporary abstract 

space, which in turn finds evocation in the representations of space within his triad. For 

any form of play to affect the triadic production of urban space it must transgress the 
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topographies of power, abstract space, or society’s dominant spatial norms. By deciding 

to ignore certain spatial laws and playing in spaces normally reserved for working and 

consuming, urban explorers broadly achieve this. Not all transgressions are equivalent 

and given the predominantly white, male and able-bodied nature of urban explorers, the 

degree to which their transgression can influence space’s production is worthy of careful 

consideration. 

5.3 Law and Space 

5.3.1 Introduction 

Law is both political and social, acting in space to support hegemony (Blomley 1994; 

2003b). Collins and Kearns (2001) write that law discursively relates to space and can be 

deployed as an instrument of socio-spatial control, as in the case of youth curfews. 

Similarly, Mitchell (1997) argues that law is used to criminalize homelessness by 

‘annihilating’ the spaces in which they live. In the sense that law supports hegemony it is 

entwined with Lefebvre’s abstract space, arguably another knowledge alongside those of 

planners, engineers, etc., that functions within the triad’s representations of space. As a 

result, any suggestion that play, as a multi-faceted knowledge of the imaginative 

representational spaces, should contravene representations of space must acknowledge 

the possibility of broken laws. Intuitively, it also seems that the more significant the 

attempt to use space differently, the greater the chance of a legal response. Consider 

the repercussions of playing tag in an office tower’s ‘public’ square and playing it atop 

the tower’s roof as an extreme example. 
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5.3.2 Duty to Obey 

Law contains implicit messages of obedience but whether or not one has a duty to obey 

the law is part of a long-running practical debate within philosophy (Edmundson 2004). 

The debate is wide-ranging and unresolved but in recent years a general consensus has 

formed amongst legal and moral philosophers that the various contexts in which a law 

applies must take precedent over the idea of law as a ‘seamless web’ (Tunick 2002; 

Holder and Harrison 2003). Given that law is evolving and never applied in a vacuum, 

the idea of law as an absolute cannot stand. One’s duty to obey a law is, then, based on 

moral reasoning for varied situations, although more so for the privileged than the 

marginalized. Blomley’s connections between space and law indicate that one’s place in 

space plays an essential role in one’s moral and legal decisions. 

 Tunick (2002) acknowledges that the degree to which a law must be obeyed is 

fairly obvious for serious crimes such as murder. As a result when discussing the duty to 

obey he focuses his argument around the more morally grey case of trespass. He does 

not contend that trespass laws are wrong but suggests that sometimes it is morally 

acceptable to trespass, even if it transgresses the law. Furthermore, the moral 

justification need not be life or death but can result from personal satisfaction that comes 

at minimal cost to others. The specific details of any situation of trespass are essential to 

making a moral judgment and there is no absolute measure of the justifiability of 

transgression. Different people will have different feelings about the reasonableness of 

certain actions in certain situations. Law’s role as a socio-spatial control might be viewed 

positively by some as a way to ensure safe park space or negatively by others as 

depriving people of a place to congregate and sleep (Mitchell 1997). Distinct opinions 

emerge from those for whom and at whom the law is aimed. Such debates and individual 

conceptions of reasonableness do not displace laws, however, as 
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...we need laws that generalize, even though generalizations (such as that it is wrong 
to trespass) lead to injustices in particular cases...The purpose of law is not to expose 
and punish all rule violators, but to promote the well-being of everyone in society 
(Tunick 2002: 480). 

Like urban explorers (Ninjalicious 2005), Tunick believes that feeling morally satisfied 

with disobeying a law should not translate into an expectation of no social sanction. It 

can be moral to ignore a law but there are consequences for such action and many will 

regard transgression as mischief or worse. 

5.3.3 Explorer Attitudes 

Much of urban exploration involves choosing to transgress boundaries, whether self or 

socially imposed. Personal improvement that moves beyond self-imposed limitations is 

usually laudable but socially imposed boundaries on movement, particularly legal and 

property boundaries, present a more troubling challenge. As they frequently test limits it 

is no surprise that explorers are aware of many constraints in urban space that others 

might not notice. Victoria’s Kubla Khan encapsulates the attitude explorers typically 

embrace as they seek to move beyond daily life; most boundaries, whether physical or 

psychological are there “to be crossed” (e-mail interview). CopySix argues that explorers 

and the broader population should pay attention to barriers, understand why they are 

where they are and consider whether crossing them might be good or necessary, 

although he set out no specific criteria for making such decisions (e-mail interview). 

Explorers also parse and understand space in a way that reflects their experience of 

barriers in the city. Reduxzero considers fences that surround construction sites 

“restrictive safety” (2005: 21), while Team Leader sees advertising, condominium 

development and general commercial interests all as obstructions to community 

formation in urban space (e-mail interview). 
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 Urban explorers are well aware that some of the boundaries they cross are legal 

ones but feel their actions are mostly legally innocuous and morally justified.10 

Ninjalicious (2005) considers that using another’s property for exploration and play is 

permissible, providing no damage is done in the process. Alan S. North justifies his 

actions of urban adventure, whether ‘spelunking’ in drains or climbing buildings, in the 

context of North American society that is “protective” and “litigious” beyond what is 

necessary (1990: 14). North contends it is acceptable to ignore laws for the purposes of 

adventure as “injury and damage will result from these transgressions only when you are 

careless,” an assertion we will test in a later discussion on danger (Ibid). New York’s Jinx 

group claims exploring skill and their desire to know urban space more deeply than 

others as cause enough to ignore laws, saying laws are “for public safety, for the 

protection of the general population,”  but not for them (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003: 175). 

In certain situations the police seem to share the view that urban exploration is a 

minimally troubling infraction. The Cave Clan’s Dougo, for instance, knows the 

Melbourne police are aware of his group’s activities but as long as they stay away from 

the central business district and sensitive communication tunnels they are left alone 

(Connolly 2006). Favero, through one of his comics, expresses the common explorer 

view that their actions represent minor infractions. Set in prison, a convicted murderer 

lists his horrible crimes then asks a sweating explorer “Wot are you in for, Alf?” who 

responds with a nervous “Er...exploring drains” (Favero). Even without written 

 

 

10 I do not equate urban exploration solely with trespassing, both because there are ways to explore without 
trespassing and there are other ‘criminal’ aspects of exploration that require moral reasoning. Decisions to 
force the door on a building slated for demolition or to remove an item which will otherwise be destroyed 
also need to be considered situationally. To simplify the conversation and because many within the 
community espouse a take nothing but pictures, leave nothing but footprints view, I focus on the issue of 
trespass, the practice’s most common and accepted transgression. 
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rationalization, by making the decision to cross the invisible or visible boundaries of 

property and law in urban space, explorers have decided either their actions are moral 

and justified or that their personal satisfaction overrides the law. 

5.4 Property and Violence 

5.4.1 Property 

Property, the site and space of many transgressions, carries a variety of social 

meanings, particularly pertaining to ownership, which must be understood to further trace 

urban exploration’s exclusive nature. Property as discussed here is land and built 

structures and expresses wealth in the city in obvious and physical ways. Historically, 

there was also once a physical connection between property and ownership. This view, 

generally traced to John Locke (1988[1690]), claims ownership can only be granted 

when a person uses their own labour to increase the value of something beyond its 

natural state. Once such value has been added, ownership allows exclusive use or the 

right to sell to another (also Rose 1985). Although he failed to explore important themes 

like how much labour entitles one to what degree of right and ownership, Locke’s ideas 

have resonated for centuries (Rose 1985; Waldron 1988). Waldron (1988) contends this 

model, or indeed any argument suggesting some have a right to property that leaves 

others with nothing, is unconscionable. More importantly for this discussion, Locke’s 

ownership through labour model is too simple for many contemporary property theorists. 

 Rose (1994) and Seed (1995) consider property an act of doing, both similar and 

beyond Locke’s definition. ‘Doing’ might mean physically improving the land in some way 

but where Locke saw an increase in value Rose sees ongoing persuasion. Sometimes 

this takes the form of inhabiting a space, building a fence or landscaping the earth, but 

these act as part of larger narrative strategies used to enforce property, effectively 
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saying ‘This is mine, keep out!’ In contemporary Western society the right to private 

property is the most powerful of these narratives, constraining government to act in 

defence of individual interests and imbuing property with violence that will be discussed 

below (Waldron 1988). Within this narrative people do not need to continually improve 

their property to maintain ownership and are able to amass private property beyond their 

ability to use it, often leaving others with less than they need. In effect, contemporary 

narratives render property abstract; reliant on legal and social rules surrounding its 

accepted use and ownership rather than utilitarian concerns about who benefits more 

from its use, whether this is in terms of fun or survival. 

5.4.2 Violence 

Violence and property have long been associated, although property’s perceived role as 

a solution to violence or a source of violence has evolved over time. Jeremy Bentham 

([1843] 1978) argued that property and security coexist, suggesting property’s 

emergence in society signaled an end to the violent, unregulated wilderness that 

preceded it. “Rising cities are built upon regular planes; roads are constructed to 

communicate between them; everything announces that men, seeking the means of 

intercourse, have ceased to fear and to murder each other” (Bentham 1843 in Blomley 

2003b). Here, Bentham ignores the reality that not everyone has equal opportunity to 

property in his utopian city and without property some are inevitably disadvantaged. 

Those who do not own property in a city composed of private property face great 

difficulty as, 

Everything that is done has to be done somewhere. No one is free to perform an 
action unless there is somewhere he is free to perform it...One of the functions of 
property rules...is to provide a basis for determining who is allowed to be 
where...The rules of property give us a way of determining in the case of each place, 
who is allowed to be in that place and who is not (Waldron 1990: 296). 
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Property owners concerned with dangers to their (in)vested interests are sometimes 

eager to remove those deemed out of place. In these interests, the narratives and 

practices that surround property can be used to deprive the poor, women and various 

racialized groups of their own urban space (Blomley 2004). Squatters or homeless 

people, for instance, face violence as newly enacted laws restrict their movements and 

spaces (Waldron 1990; Mitchell 1997; 2003; Uitermark 2004). This violence sometimes 

results from living in marginal space, where marginalized people are forced to compete 

for survival. Other forms of control and exclusion are supported by practices; the way 

police protect some and exclude others from property, siding with deed holders over 

‘illegal’ users, for instance. It is this latter context, in which the state seems to enforce 

property rights to ensure socio-spatial norms of private property are maintained, that 

Lefebvre’s sense of the state is persuasive: “every state is born of violence, and...state 

power endures only by virtue of violence directed towards a space” (2003b: 280). 

 Blomley (2003b) has explored how this violence functions through the frontier, 

the survey and the grid. The frontier situates property in terms similar to Bentham’s, 

making violently enforced property acceptable in so far as it keeps the ‘savage 

wilderness’, or the savage, away. The survey, with its tendency to quantify land and 

exclude those already there, found its violence writ large in space during struggles over 

the commons in sixteenth through eighteenth century England. Similar techniques of 

survey were used to quantify, delineate and control during the colonial settlement that 

dispossessed previous inhabitants (also Seed 1995). The processes of survey and 

mapmaking also assist in alienating land, making it abstract and more conducive to 

capital markets; through them “space in general, and property in particular, [are] 

disembedded from lived relations and social relations” (Blomley 2003b: 127). Blomley’s 

final example, the grid, is perhaps the most obviously related to Lefebvre’s conceptions 
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of abstract space, particularly his representations of space and its internal knowledges 

embodied in planning, engineering and architecture that rely on Cartesian space. 

The grid...is a pervasive form of disciplinary rule, backed by sovereign power. As we 
make sense of and navigate the grid on a daily basis, we internalize and reproduce 
the “self-restraint” associated with property...[Furthermore,] [t]he grid clearly has an 
instrumental importance to the second nature of property, making possible a 
capitalist market in parcels of land and facilitating the creation of boundaries that are 
so vital to the liberal regime (Blomley 2003b: 131, also Harris 1997). 

Violence supports the ongoing creation of abstract property, a process that is so easily 

manipulated largely because the property is abstract. That abstraction is well reflected by 

the grid system associated with locating parcels of land in space, a construction divorced 

from the meaning of place. Furthermore, the embedded violence allows contemporary 

narratives of private property to become normalized, validating the violent exclusion of 

others. 

5.4.3 Self-Constraint 

The self-restraint mentioned by Blomley is similar to the concept of “self-constraint” used 

by Norbert Elias (1998). He contends that individuals follow social rules in part because 

“a continuous, uniform pressure is exerted on [them] by the physical violence stored 

behind the scenes of everyday life...” (Elias 1998: 57). To disobey the law is to invite 

violence upon oneself. As a result people tend to overcome their “momentary affective 

impulses” to do whatever they want and maintain social norms (Ibid: 59). When urban 

citizens unconsciously accept self-constraint, signs and symbolic barriers are sufficient to 

keep people in place and maintain order. People understand that they expose 

themselves to the violence of the law if they choose to move beyond a barrier. As a 

result armed soldiers are not needed on every corner. 
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5.4.4 Explorer Attitudes 

Explorers are aware of the threat of legal violence when they choose to transgress 

various laws, but generally, only seem concerned about its most basic form: arrest and 

prosecution. Ninjalicious (2005) opens his book Access All Areas with a warning about 

the importance of knowing the laws in your area before exploring. Although he has made 

the decision that exploration is morally justified, he knows legal violence varies spatially 

and knowledge of the possible consequences should inform decisions to explore. 

Interestingly, the concern he expresses is focused on the geographic differentiation of 

legal violence. How different individuals are affected by legal violence is not mentioned 

until later. Similar awareness is evident in the three issues of the zine Infiltration that 

focus on ‘caught stories’ and the commonplace legal discussions on internet forums. In 

the ‘caught stories’ particularly, there is a note of defiance, as many explorers, who admit 

to trespassing and accept that they were rightly charged, still feel their activities were 

harmless and should incur little or no punishment. 

5.4.5 Spatio-Legal Conclusions 

If concerns around property and legal violence limit urban exploration, how effective can 

the practice be in transforming urban space? Self-constraint will always prevent some 

from choosing urban exploration as a form of play. It is simply too transgressive and the 

possibility of legal violence is too high. More importantly, does the fact that participants 

are mainly white and male play a role in their attitude towards the risk of arrest, possible 

charges and sentencing? If explorers are only able to set aside legal concerns thanks to 

their relative privilege in society, then it risks being a boy’s club with a slight edge. If only 

white males can engage in urban exploration, transformative transgression is an illusion. 
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5.5 Danger 

5.5.1 Introduction 

Danger, the possibility of pain (McCarthy and Hagan 2005), exists throughout urban 

space and while some dangers are material, others are socially constructed but 

individually and spatially specific. Some of the physical dangers in urban space, assault 

or accident for instance, are immediately apparent and are encountered by urban 

explorers throughout their play. At times, explorations require equipment that implicitly 

acknowledges the dangers encountered. The Garden City Gardeners of Victoria, for 

instance, bring a gas detector when moving through the dark spaces beneath their city 

over concern about bad air that might prove fatal if unexpectedly encountered (Tanuki 

2006). Advice about bringing a cell phone and never exploring alone is also explicit 

recognition of physical danger. Explorer stories that capture the danger of their activities 

circulate widely. While the Cave Clan’s Rogue and Drac were exploring an abandoned 

amusement park Rogue fell, seriously hurting himself (Drac 2005). When self-extraction 

became unrealistic, an emergency call was placed and ambulance, fire-rescue and 

police arrived. Also, Michael Cook “was very lucky to come away from [a slip and slide of 

200 vertical feet in an underground drain] with just a few friction burns and a sprained 

thumb” (Manaugh 2007). Statements of ‘retirement’ from urban exploration also cite the 

practice’s danger, as people with family and career responsibilities choose to avoid 

accident or arrest. 

5.5.2 Social Construction 

The risks are not as straightforward as they might appear as they are as constructed as 

any danger (Simpson 1996). It has been suggested that dirt is matter out of place, a 
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determination made in part through ongoing political and social narratives (Douglas 

1970). We know that this out of placeness has been dealt with through hygiene, which 

has constructed germs and bacteria as deadly dangers requiring hand washing, 

sterilization and the construction of narratives to reinforce the need for such actions. In 

the same way behaviour that is considered out of place is “couched in the imagery of 

danger and pollution...depicted as a threat to the moral fabric of society or even a form of 

social contamination” (Dixon, Levine and McAuley 2006: 189; also Sibley 1995; 

Cresswell 1996). Moving through underground, urban spaces, such as sewers and 

catacombs, is a pertinent example of this narrative construction, imbuing this form of 

urban exploration with dangerous and subversive meaning (Gandy 1999; Kaika and 

Swyngedouw 2000). While hegemonic social narratives may influence the production of 

‘dirt’, it is also true that individual taste, where one is located within the social hierarchy, 

and a variety of other factors affect the degree to which and by what a person feels 

threatened. 

 A particular form of narrative, moral panic, has proven an effective tool for the 

maintenance of the status quo in today’s media saturated culture and directly relates to 

danger in urban space. McRobbie (1994), who has written on the popular effects of 

media driven moral panics, feels that as a general rule moral panic reinforces the 

hegemony of the propertied classes and ‘right wing’ politics more broadly. The fear moral 

panics generate tends to increase conformity and the acceptance of more policing and 

tighter laws, generally making the citizenry easier to control (Glassner 1999). Moral 

panics are frequently used to reinforce the group identity of those ‘under threat’, 

supplying a rallying point against which a deviant ‘other’ is constructed (Sibley 1995; 

Cresswell 1996; Glassner 1999). Aware of the attention sensational stories tend to 

attract, the media makes editorial decisions that emphasize some risks in the public 
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discourse over others, a prioritization that does not necessarily reflect real risks and 

dangers (Stallings 1990). Through danger and fear, overblown moral panics tend to 

support abstract space and encourage property systems and legal violence. 

 Explorers feel that much of the media coverage of urban exploration is 

sensationalism akin to moral panic (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003). Some explorers have 

shown significant media literacy in their attempts to counteract negative perceptions. 

New York’s Jinx group took media representatives on exploration trips in the hope of 

creating a more accurate and sympathetic view of their practice. Australia’s Cave Clan 

took advantage of television’s thirst for viewers to create a brief moral panic of their own. 

With nothing more than a few staged photographs, featuring people ‘living’ in drains or 

taking food from garbage bins, they convinced two Australian tabloid shows that an 

underground Dole Army of those forced to live on the edges of society was massing 

under city streets (Sparrow and Sparrow 2006). Less flamboyantly, the Cave Clan’s Print 

Media Almanac, offers a collection of news coverage from the group’s two decades of 

exploration, with many examples of clan members taking the press on tours or providing 

backdrops for photo spreads. These explorers demonstrate both media literacy and 

confidence in addressing established social institutions. Although explorers sometimes 

mask their identity, such confidence leads one to question whether they truly consider 

their activities transgressive and legally edgy. 

5.5.3 Explorer Attitudes 

Urban explorers respond to the dangers of their pastime and urban space in a variety of 

ways. Ninjalicious, a self-avowed promoter of the practice, seeks to contextualize 

dangers and suggests they can be controlled. 

In life, there are needless risks and acceptable risks. If practiced carefully, urban 
exploration need only involve acceptable risks...The hobby isn’t about stunts, and 
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something doesn’t become more worthwhile simply because it’s more 
dangerous...[D]on’t try to climb over razor wire fence and run past a pack of hungry 
dogs unless you’re confident that they’re guarding something pretty incredible, 
because you’re going to be really annoyed if you lose a foot just so you can stare at a 
nondescript electrical closet. While it’s true that danger isn’t the ultimate evil, this 
hobby isn’t about the quest for danger so much as the willingness to accept certain 
levels of danger in the course of the quest to discover and document forgotten and 
neglected realms (Ninjalicious 2005: 7). 

Michael Cook also minimizes the risks he faces; “obviously, there are disease risks in 

[exploring underground drains], though they’re not as extensive as one might want to 

imagine” (Manaugh 2007). Adages like ‘When it rains no drains’ and safety discussions 

on forums indicate a belief that urban danger, even the elevated kind to which explorers 

subject themselves, can be managed and controlled and that even new explorers can be 

brought up to speed safely. The Cave Clan encourages participation through new 

explorer expos that take the inexperienced on a guided tour of an easy location (Trioxide 

2000; Zoltar 2000), and Ninjalicious believes that harder challenges should be left to 

experienced explorers (2005). 

5.5.4 Externalities 

Most explorers seem to feel that because they are only risking their own well-being the 

rest of society has little say in their activities. Alan S. North believes that “injury and 

damage will result from these transgressions only when you are careless,” but does not 

comment on what happens when an undeniably thin line between safety and injury is 

crossed (1990: 14). Similarly, a Toronto urban rappeller named Allen believes that as his 

actions do no damage to his surroundings, he is “the only person that’s going to be 

inconvenienced” by an accident. This is an obvious fallacy, as police, fire and ambulance 

personnel are regularly involved in serious accidents in obscure space. These added 

social costs of urban exploration are known as externalities: 
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...an event which confers an appreciable benefit (inflicts an appreciable damage) on 
some person or persons who were not fully consenting parties in reaching the 
decision or decisions which led directly or indirectly to the event in question” 
(Meade 1973 in Cornes and Sandler 1996: 39). 

Externalities seem to pass, often without consideration by many, though not all, 

explorers. 

5.5.4.a September 11, 2001 

The response of explorers to the events of September 11, 2001 reveals the varied 

opinions and awareness within the community of externalities. Given Gandy’s suggestion 

that the underground infrastructure of sewers and tunnels have “long been used as 

metaphors for the hidden world of crime, poverty and political insurrection” (1999: 24, 

emphasis added), and that explorers play amidst essential urban infrastructure, it is no 

surprise that explorer activities came under increased scrutiny immediately following the 

attacks. Ninjalicious considers that 9/11 began a “two-year dark age of urban 

exploration” (2005: 235) and Miss Tequila (2006) completed a published piece on urban 

exploration with “Ps. We’re not terrorists,” in obvious response to broader social 

insinuations. 

Relevant to the discussion on social costs and externalities, however, are the 

specific responses to September 11. At the start of their book, which focuses primarily on 

New York, Deyo and Leibowitz wrote: 

Jinx has ceased its unlawful trespassing activities for the duration of the present 
period of war and heightened alert in the United States; though neither odious nor 
evil, the activities of urban exploration create the hazard of false alarms and could 
potentially divert police resources from serious matters. Obedience of just laws is not 
a private matter. Every crime undermines our safety by making the staggering task of 
law enforcement harder in this period of terrorism and war (Deyo and Leibowitz 
2003: vii). 

Although in another part of their book they claim that laws for general public safety do 

not apply to them, they seem sincerely concerned that their actions might cause 
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additional strain on police services. Some explorers, however, express an almost exact 

opposite opinion: 

Allowing the darkening threat of future terrorist attack or indeed of our increasingly 
scarce civil rights to deter our curiosity or intimidate us away from expressing our 
deep appreciation for the hidden and neglected bits of our urban landscapes would be 
the greatest crime of all. Continuing to support considerate exploration and 
questioning authority in productive, benevolent, and visible ways will allow us to 
represent ourselves as what we really are: people who love our cities, not those who 
wish to destroy them (Liz and Ninjalicious 2003: 2). 

The externalities surrounding danger, and September 11 specifically, are evocative of 

two related themes. First, transgression is not a unitary phenomenon but has different 

degrees and aspects. People can directly confront socially accepted violence by 

instigating police action for instance, or if they feel this is counterproductive, their actions 

can become more nuanced and subtle. The other theme to be drawn from externalities 

and 9/11 relates to danger and its constructed nature. Aware individuals decide whether 

they consider a danger, and its attendant externalities, as real, constructed or overblown 

and these decisions influence how they move through and act in urban space. Some 

might decide their transgressive acts do more harm than good and they minimize or end 

them accordingly, while another group may feel their transgression is more important 

than ever and continue. As in any other part of society, urban explorers demonstrate a 

variety of opinions on danger’s construction. 

5.5.5 Dangerous Conclusion 

As with the discussion around property and violence, danger restricts urban exploration’s 

ability to engage in broadly based action that can bring about change in urban space. 

Again, dangers, whether realistic or constructed through social and political narratives, 

will prevent some from ever considering the possibility of urban exploration as a form of 

play they might take part in (McCarthy and Hagan 2005). There is more to the issue than 
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this, however, as the choice is not just a matter of personal bravery. Explorers’ 

confidence, and at times dismissiveness, in confronting danger must be considered in 

terms of their identity as predominantly white, able-bodied males. Narratives of danger 

affect people differently. If explorers are able to confront dangers because they are ‘in 

place’ and not in as much danger as women, differently-abled and racialized people, 

their ability to transgress, and furthermore to influence a different spatial production, is 

limited. 

5.6 Exclusive 

5.6.1 Introduction 

Although urban exploration encourages urbanites to actively engage with urban space, it 

seems to be able to do so in large part because urban explorers are for the most part 

able-bodied, white males. Continuing the argument that different people take interest in 

different forms of play, some of this homogeneity may result from cultural factors 

affecting what individuals find fun. Although valid, this suggestion fails to confront the 

reality that contemporary urban space is not an even space for all. Some of the previous 

discussion suggests the willingness to break laws or confront danger is a sufficient 

explanation of the composition. But this is clearly an incomplete explanation as “The 

violences of law are socially selective. People are subjected to differentiated violences 

largely as a function of the ways they are racially and socially marked” (Blomley 1997: 

133; also MacKinnon 1993). Investigating some of these ‘markings’ can reveal not just 

why participation in urban exploration is limited, but that who is playing is just as 

important as what is being played in the context of the ongoing production of urban 

space. 
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5.6.2 Accessibility For All? 

Not all urban space is equally accessible to all urban residents. Beyond the obvious 

need to discuss restrictions on differently abled people, racial and gendered markings 

can affect a person’s spatial experience. Gender and ‘race’ are increasingly understood 

as social constructions masquerading as biological absolutes, embedded with social and 

political meanings that too often go unrecognized. (Kobayashi 1994; Kobayashi and 

Peake 1994; Haraway 2004). Of course, measures of ability and categories of ‘race’ and 

gender are inadequate descriptors as they encompass individuals with varied and often 

unique experiences of urban space. Further, most people claim multiple identities. The 

categories of difference I use in my headings are necessary for brevity and to assist in 

framing my own limited knowledge of such debates. Unfortunately, they also reflect the 

dualistic nature, man-woman, white-black, self-other, of the labels used in contemporary 

urban space. 

5.6.2.a Ability 

Because urban exploration is largely about moving through and experiencing urban 

spaces issues of mobility and ability are relevant. “Ableism refers to ideas, practices, 

institutions, and social relations that presume able-bodiedness, and by so doing, 

construct persons with disabilities as marginalized, oppressed, and largely invisible 

‘others’” (Chouinard 1997: 380). Recent research around new geographical 

understandings of disablement (Gleeson 2001) and studying ways of measuring urban 

accessibility (Church and Marston 2003) are raising awareness of these issues. Urban 

exploration provides an example of how ableist concerns can be, and largely are, 

unrepresented in the discourse on the production of space. 
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 The promotion of urban exploration by Ninjalicious, amongst others, as a way to 

move through and interact with the city in a thoroughly physical way, climbing stairs, 

jumping fences, etc., evokes the ableist structure of the city.11 Explorers often move 

through spaces not meant for the general public, let alone those whose mobility is 

restricted in some way, and the practice is therefore exclusionary. Those who cannot 

engage in such actions are made to understand that they have less ability to interact and 

appreciate the urban environment. Although some aspects of urban exploration, like 

archival research and visits to accessible locations, would allow people of varying ability 

to become involved, many other aspects demand movement impossible for many. The 

contention sometimes expressed in the practice’s promotion, that the only thing stopping 

a person from exploring is attitude, is not valid. 

5.6.2.b Gender 

Women are undeniably outnumbered by men in urban exploration. Although practice-

wide numbers are not available, Doug estimates the female membership of the Cave 

Clan normally fluctuates between 5 and 10 percent (2004). When asked about the 

relatively small number of female explorers, male explorers have some basic ideas. 

CopySix wonders if women have a greater aversion to breaking laws (e-mail interview). 

Gabriel thinks that women are not drawn to the type of activity involved in urban 

exploration and that that reflects participation patterns in other, similar activities (e-mail 

interview). Team leader suggests that women may be reluctant to join an already largely 

 

 

11 Using Ninjalicious’ words to demonstrate ableism also reveals the amorphous boundaries of 
terms such as ableism, ‘race’, etc. His passion for urban exploration emerged despite his lifelong 
struggles with liver disease, which at times saw him confined to hospital for weeks, and cancer 
that resulted in his death in 2005 (Whyte 2005). 
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male group but that “there are many females involved who are very accomplished and 

respected” (e-mail interview). 

Being rare within the practice, accomplished women are often well known. Nancy 

Drew, who actively explores Western Canada and is involved with the zine 5100, is 

reasonably well known, particularly within Canada, due to her published work. She has 

given a great deal of thought to why she is more often amongst men while exploring. 

Similar to Gabriel’s suggestion about social norms she feels it is “because society says 

so...girls are supposed to play with barbie [sic] dolls, hate getting dirty, be scared of 

everything and so on” (e-mail interview). Julia Solis from New York is perhaps the most 

widely known female explorer, a status that results from her extensive exploring 

experience but also her mainstream exposure. Alongside her photographic work and 

publications, most significantly New York Underground: The Anatomy of a City (2004), 

she is involved with Ars Subterranea: The Society for Creative Preservation and Dark 

Passage, a group committed to discovering obscure urban playgrounds and ‘forensic 

archaeology’. “I’d like to hear someone say that to me…” is Julia Solis’ challenge to 

anyone who considers exploration and adventure ‘men’s worlds’ (Deyo).  

 Arguably, female participation in urban exploration is limited by their significantly 

different experience of urban space (McDowell 1983). Contemporary public spaces still 

constrain the actions of women more than they do those of men (Wilson 1991; 1995; 

McCann 1999). Nineteenth-century urban life saw a loosening of patriarchal controls and 

‘respectable’ women began to explore the city through the arcades, galleries and 

museums of a new consuming culture. Their movements were still highly constrained as 

moving beyond these approved spaces, or being out past certain hours without a 

chaperone, resulted in threats of physical, social and psychological violence (Walkowitz 

1992; Wilson 1995). Additionally, women’s relatively increased freedom, as limited as it 
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was, coincided with massive social change associated with the Industrial Revolution. For 

those confused or alarmed by the change, women’s increased visibility in the city 

represented the onslaught of potentially corrupting urban mass culture (Huyssen 1986). 

Women were conceived as ‘out of place’ in public space and today this out of placeness 

remains (Douglas 1970; Cresswell 1996) in terms of: sexual street harassment (Kissling 

1991), the need for women to request special transit stops at night (Brent 1991), or the 

coverage that tends to surround a female playing a hyper-masculine sport like football 

(Grossman 2002). 

 More broadly women’s restricted access to urban space emerges in concerns 

surrounding safety. “Almost every survey of fear of crime finds that women report being 

more fearful of crime than men,” which feminists consider a manifestation of gender 

oppression and “a damaging form of control in women’s lives...” (Pain 2001: 903). While 

there is concern about over-conceptualizing women as victims, these studies do 

demonstrate that perceptions of danger or fear are not things that can be ignored or 

overcome easily (Koskela 1997). Female spatial practices are undeniably restricted in 

urban space and thus in the predominantly masculine practice of urban exploration. This 

is largely unsurprising. Lefebvre’s abstract space is a “repressive male space which finds 

its representation in the ‘phallic erectility’ of towers and skyscrapers, symbols of force, of 

male fertility, and of course masculine violence” (Merrifield 2000: 176; also Lefebvre 

2003b). Male urban explorers need not confront these layered narratives as they move 

about the city. 

Urban explorers demonstrate some awareness of the challenges faced by 

women, though without much demonstrated understanding of the systematic nature of 

the problem. “Creeps are more likely to be creepy when they encounter a woman (or a 

group of women) without male accompaniment. It’s tough to say exactly why this is, 
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though it probably has something to do with sexism and cowardice” (Ninjalicious 2005: 

17). Julia Solis, who often explores New York’s underground realms, says  

As a woman, [she] ha[s] to be concerned with self-protection...weigh the possible 
risks of the site against the protection afforded by my companion and my own means 
of defense. On one occasion I was left alone on a subway tunnel, face to face with a 
mole person. He was gracious enough to scurry off. But I prefer not to rely on luck 
(Deyo). 

Interestingly, Ninjalicious advocates taking advantage of gendered preconceptions to 

enhance movement through urban space;  

...it’s a well documented fact that girls are made of sugar and spice and everything 
nice. Who would risk getting mud on that? For most people, the idea of a woman 
deliberately going somewhere she’s not supposed to be just doesn’t make sense. 
Capitalize on this ignorance! (Ninjalicious 2005 16-17). 

Although explorers might want women to be involved, the context in which urban 

exploration interacts with urban space makes the practice exclusionary for most of them. 

Even accomplished female explorers must maintain heightened awareness of the risks 

they are facing. Much urban space is unfriendly or downright fearful for women, both as 

a result of dangers in the space and social expectations of appropriate action. 

Suggesting that women enter and engage with places restricted to most men does not 

seem likely to succeed given the number and variety of spaces they ought to be able to 

occupy that are still threatening to them. 

5.6.2.c ‘Race’ 

Too frequently appearance and socially constructed ideas such as ‘race’ affect how 

people are treated in the city. Assumptions about who is out of place are often absolute 

and violent when it comes to skin colour (Haymes 1995; Cresswell 1996; Davis 2006) 

and Kobayashi and Peake suggest that, “Racialization is part of the normal, and 

normalized, landscape and needs to be analyzed as such” (2000: 392). Although their 

study is focused on the United States, Kobayashi and Peake’s ideas hold for Canada 
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and Europe to a large degree. People who are racialized face unique challenges and 

dangers in urban space. 

The effects of racialization appear in different aspects of people’s lives, whether it 

is relatively longer commuting times for African Americans (McLafferty and Preston 

1997), lower paid work (Oliver and Shapiro 2006) or arrest rates and police violence 

(McCann 1999; Bates and Fasenfest 2005). Race is directly connected to a person’s 

susceptibility to property’s violence in urban space. Because white people own 

disproportionately more property and property embodies, as part of its contemporary 

narrative, protection of the owners’ investment, it is perhaps unsurprising that those who 

are taken to represent the uninvested feel the sharpest edge of the institution’s implicit 

violence (Oliver and Shapiro 2006). In specific reference to the United States, Walcott 

claims  

The ‘legal’ is just another way of keeping black people in their place—subordinated. 
The ‘legal’ is not a neutral category where objectivity orders how one is dealt with, 
rather the legal is culturally constituted, racially defined and enacted (Walcott 1998: 
179). 

It is also significant that white people’s fears, or moral panics, “frequently focus on ethnic 

groups...” and media coverage “...disproportionately reflects images of people of colour 

as criminals” (Pain 2001; also Haymes 1995). 

The fact is that certain people are suspected of transgression simply because of 

their appearance. While predominantly white explorers are able to open doors and look 

into rooms in an active building without raising alarm, most racialized people cannot 

(Harris 2002; Bates and Fasenfest 2005). Since September 11, 2001, people whose 

appearance can be construed as ‘Middle Eastern’, for instance, have fallen under 

increased suspicion without cause (Harris 2002; Risse and Zeckhauser 2004). Urban 

explorers are aware of some of these challenges: 
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Subtle or overt biases against dark-skinned people run pretty deep in many places, 
and biases against Middle Eastern-looking people are in the midst of an unfortunate 
renaissance. While no one should abandon the idea of going exploring based solely 
on their skin colour or ethnicity, people with darker complexions should be aware 
that they face longer odds of going through doors unnoticed. This is sad but 
undeniably true (Ninjalicious 2005: 19). 

Suggesting that no one should avoid exploring based solely on their skin colour is naive 

given the elevated danger and violence socially and politically marked people face, and 

Ninjalicious’ warning to ‘Be careful’ is unsatisfactory. Others are also complacently aware 

of their good fortune. Adam, arrested after taking pictures in an abandoned steel plant 

writes:  

Life is easy being white, middle-class and well connected...If I had been Middle 
Eastern, Indian, Asian or even Mexican or Black, I’m sure that I would have had a 
much harder time with the police...I wish I’d gotten off because the charges were 
stupid, not because I had a good lawyer, money, and a pale complexion” (Adam 
2003: 32). 

It is apparent some explorers are aware of issues surrounding racialization but this 

awareness, unfortunately, does nothing to change the exclusive nature of their practice. 

5.6.3 Ability, ‘Race’ and Gender - Transgression 

In a previous chapter an explorer described the tactic of using a high-end store’s 

shopping bag to disguise himself as a harmless, moneyed customer. By appearing 

wealthy, so the logic went, one would appear to belong in a particular space and thereby 

be able to move about more freely. For those who are ‘out of place’ because of ability, 

gender or how they are racialized such tactics are unrealistic and perhaps even 

objectionable. People should not be expected to conceal or change themselves to live or 

play and furthermore, to disregard the additional violence they might face within urban 

space is wrong-headed. Simply put, white males have an easier time being in most 

urban space, whether they are exploring or doing something else. 
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In the larger context of transgression, this highlights that people who carry varied 

social and political markings are ‘in place’ at different sites and what might or might not 

be transgressive will vary from person to person (Cresswell 1996). Each person’s 

decision to alter their spatial practice represents different opportunities for the production 

of urban space. One could suggest that a woman who participates in urban exploration 

can encourage greater change than a white man, or that a group of African Americans 

playing tag on Wall Street in New York City can make a common form of play 

significantly more transgressive than if others engaged in the same activity. On the other 

hand, white male explorers have advantages in urban space. Living their lives largely 

unmarked allows them to change their appearance, blending in with different crowds by 

changing their clothes or getting a haircut. Furthermore, this comfort in urban space 

gives them the confidence to push limits when facing possible dangers and violence. 

Transgression is spatially and individually specific because urban space is so uneven. 

So where does this leave urban exploration as a practice? Does it still have an 

ability to transgress socio-spatial norms, particularly of work and consumption, and 

influence the production of space?12 Or, does its white, male demographic place it too 

far inside the mainstream? The simple answer is the practice is transgressive, as no 

matter why they might be confident enough to do what they do, explorers’ actions are 

disapproved of by ‘the powers that be’. When Details magazine from Toronto asked the 

Toronto Transit Commission’s security chief about particulars of an infiltration on his 

system that were posted online he answered, “We don’t find it amusing. We watch with 

 

 

12 Transgression is important to this discussion in influencing the production of space, but equally 
important is action in space. Although, by its very act of playing, urban exploration achieves this, trends 
within the practice related to the internet and photography suggest possible movement away from spatial 
action. To provide the most accurate representation of urban exploration possible, a brief discussion on 
these issues is provided in Appendix A. 
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interest all [the] activities on the website” (in Ninjalicious 2002b: 15). Similarly, Dwaine 

Nichol, the City of Toronto’s manager of security and safety in 2005, feels explorers are 

“trespassing, and while they may believe it’s entirely harmless, we believe otherwise” 

(Potter 1999). He then detailed the $1 million overhaul of security measures the city had 

undertaken as a result, demonstrating at least some concern that certain spaces in city 

hall, normally reserved for storage or mundane office work, had been violated. Urban 

exploration transgresses socio-spatial norms on some level, regardless of who is 

participating. Its transformative power, however, hinges on who is exploring, what 

spaces are accessed and how the public becomes aware of the actions, and as a result 

is highly situational. 

5.6.4 Exclusion via Space not Practice 

Although because of the way it confronts urban space, urban exploration is an 

exclusionary practice, there is no sign of deliberate or active exclusion by urban 

explorers themselves. There are a number of practicing female explorers and although 

most faces are white, many ethnic backgrounds are represented within the practice. 

Additionally, the exploration literature expresses awareness and concern about some of 

these issues; Adam and Ninjalicious’ comments about the challenges faced by racialized 

groups in the city for instance. Tube of the Cave Clan has used an urban exploration 

zine as a venue to condemn “racial rioting” in Australia and to express his relief that he 

belongs “to a group that actively discourages racism (and has booted members on those 

grounds)” (Tube 2005: 2). In his view “racism stems from narrow-mindedness, a trait that 

urban explorers thankfully don’t possess” (Ibid). 
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5.7 Dystopian underbelly 

When promoting their city, urban governments want it to appear lively, safe, clean and 

functional, which at times means ignoring and obscuring certain problems, whether 

social or spatial. “The ideal city, the new utopia, [is] clean and sanitized...” (Kaika and 

Swyngedouw 2000: 134). Such ‘clean’ urban environments require the inner workings of 

cities to be obscured. Systems moving water, electricity, information, etc., a city’s 

“technological networks” that act as the “mediators through which the perpetual process 

of transform[ing] nature into city takes place,” are buried, thus alienating a city’s true form 

and reliance on nature (Ibid: 120). Significantly, this narrative extends beyond a city’s 

physical “dystopian underbelly,” at times drawing ability, ‘race’, gender, etc. into the 

darkness (Ibid: 136). 

As urban explorers probe the ‘dirty’ spaces of the city, their practice presents a 

dual pronged confrontation of urban alienation. First, through it ‘regular’ people can face 

and begin to understand the increasing layers of complexity that obscure the true urban 

structure (Deyo and Leibowitz 2003). Secondly, although urban space and urban 

exploration in turn do not provide equal participation, the practice’s unsettling of urban 

spatial dirt can be metaphorically connected to a city’s social dirt. Through the practice’s 

demographics one sees how challenging the city is difficult for some and less so for 

others. An explorer’s spatial mentality, which wants to see how the city works and what 

is being hidden, once extended into social realms, can reveal ongoing inequality and 

hopefully spark some sort of anti-racist, anti-sexist and anti-ableist conversation. 

5.8 Conclusion 

Urban exploration delves into the layers of structure and meaning that exist in urban, 

abstract space. 
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[A]bstract space is buttressed by non-critical (positive) knowledge, backed up by a 
frightening capacity for violence, and maintained by a bureaucracy which has laid 
hold of the gains of capitalism in the ascendent and turned them to its own profit...” 
(Lefebvre 2003: 52). 

As a result any form of transgressive play must contend with many challenges, 

something reflected in the unequal opportunities for participation within urban 

exploration. Some cannot play because urban space provides an uneven playing field for 

difference, while others will not play because ideas around law, property and violence 

are too firmly rooted in their socio-spatial lives. Fortunately, transgression and play 

provide many unique opportunities for change and fun, sometimes change through fun, 

and not all need to be about risking arrest. Beyond urban exploration, the argument for 

play is largely about connecting with one’s surroundings for free, in an imaginative and 

enjoyable way, thus de-emphasizing work and consumption. Admittedly, urban space’s 

current form makes this easier for some than others; however, by encouraging the space 

for imagination and difference that play provides, there seems to be an opportunity to 

encourage spatial forms to change in positive, and perhaps more inclusive, ways.  
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Chapter 6  

Conclusion 

6.1 Introduction 

This thesis suggests possibilities for a changed experience of the city leading perhaps to 

a changed city. It reveals that the current production of urban space under capitalism, 

focused on the personal capitalist norms of work, consumption, and wealth generation, is 

not static. Play is found to be a non-commercial alternative that can engage the 

production of urban space and fellow urbanites in a project of renewal. In this argument 

the theoretical discussion on how play can change space solidifies around urban 

exploration, a type of play that generates closeness with the city. Simultaneously, urban 

exploration’s demographics reveal the uneven nature of urban space that impedes the 

creation of a better city. Both what is being played and who is playing affects the degree 

of transgression and transformation in space, as well as the severity of sometimes-

violent societal responses, highlighting once again the need for change. 
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6.2 Summary 

The introductory chapter of this thesis advanced five questions: 

(1) How do contemporary capitalist practices of work and consumption relate to the 
triad? 
(2) Does play have a place in the triad? 
(3) Can play, acting in space, counter some of the negative aspects associated 
 with over-emphasis of work and consumption? 
(4) How does urban exploration function as an example of play within Lefebvre’s 
triad? 
(5) How transgressive/transformative is urban exploration within the project of 
producing ‘better’ urban space? 
 

The first three questions were addressed in chapter 2, a literature review establishing 

that the spatial forms of the city are supportive of capitalism and exchange value over 

use value that prioritizes human benefit over monetary gain. Using Henri Lefebvre’s 

spatial triad and his ideas around the production of space, the chapter discussed how 

contemporary urban space normalizes the personal capitalist interactions of work and 

consumption and their attendant social and environmental consequences. The triad also 

revealed how play can unsettle these capitalist norms. Play emerged, alongside the 

festival, as a way of creating new and better urban space through fun and the actions 

and imagination of urban citizens.  

 The literature review is largely theoretical but for change to occur theory must 

take spatial form and urban exploration, as the example of play, provided this. The final 

two questions focus on urban exploration and its ability to move theory into practice. 

Chapter 3 began this process by establishing a methodology for studying urban 

explorers, what they do and what they have to say about their actions in urban space. A 

multi-pronged approach, which included a literature review, online participant 

observation, e-mail interviews and content analysis of various urban explorer 

publications, was used to investigate the practice. Chapter 4 employed some of the 

findings to present urban exploration’s particular brand of play. Urban explorers subvert 
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norms and bring new meaning to many urban spaces, demonstrating the fun available in 

the city and the fluidity of supposed spatial absolutes; a space of work can become one 

of play with nothing but a change of mind. Chapter 5 continued to engage explorers but 

this time to investigate the limitations of the phenomena, which also revealed the 

unevenness of urban space. As many explorers are white, able-bodied males their 

actions demand a level of mobility and acceptance that not all urbanites share. This 

reality exposed how play’s transformative power varies situationally and reemphasizes 

the importance of efforts to flatten urban space. 

6.3 Henri Lefebvre 

Henri Lefebvre’s spatial triad and his writing do not lend themselves to easy citation or 

straightforward use. His discussion and models are often layered and cyclical, dense 

with interrelation and possibilities, in many ways similar to space itself. The spatial triad’s 

loosely specified structure is beneficial though, as it provides a framework around which 

to study many aspects of socio-spatial interaction and investigate routes for possible 

change. More static methods of analysis, used by planners, engineers, etc., while 

providing more ‘absolute’ answers, often fail to account for the kaleidoscopic reality of 

urban space. Given space’s constantly shifting nature, a more fluid tool seems better 

able to consider the context and difference in each spatial situation. This thesis 

contributes to the ongoing process of applying Lefebvian theory to space in action, a 

step that Lefebvre acknowledges as more important to change than any idea.  

6.4 Urban Exploration 

Urban exploration ideally frames the discussion of Lefebvre’s ideas because of the way 

the practice acts in urban space. The different parts of the triad all find expression in 
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urban explorer play and certain ideas, such as those surrounding the dialectic nature of 

space, are exposed as explorers engage space from locations and perspectives far more 

varied than most urbanites. The possibility of transformation is opened when citizens 

discover other ways of being. Through their transgressive acts explorers reveal the 

proximity of such possibilities. 

Urban explorers are passionate about their practice and promote it as a way to 

know and connect with urban space, but there are two issues that arise from this 

promotion. No form of play will be appropriate or desirable for all individuals and some 

forms are exclusionary. While current explorer demographics reflect this, changed 

participation patterns could help to bring new spatial equity, or at least point to the need 

for change. Also, more urban explorers with varied social and political identity would 

increase the transgressive and transformative power of the practice. Current exploration 

practices confront capitalist norms above all, but people of other backgrounds might be 

able to play anti-racist and anti-sexist urban spaces into being, though there are risks for 

such players. 

It is often explorer passion that makes urban exploration a possible route to 

positive urban space. Arguably all that is required for social transformation is more of the 

attitude that explorers demonstrate. It is an attitude of active, rather than passive, 

engagement with the city; something that at the very least encourages people to look 

where they are going, consider what they are doing and to think about the possibility of 

change. Implicit in such an attitude is a Lefebvrian approach to space. Such space 

extends beyond the surface and includes the myriad layers and connections to other 

spaces and times that lie hidden behind the produced space we see. 

Understanding how your space connects to others, both within a city and 

elsewhere, would also greatly extend social space. Spatial dialectics and 
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interconnections demonstrate that all parts of urban space affect any other particular 

space to some degree. It is for this reason that focusing on bettering only your own 

space is inadequate. One of the wonderful things about cities is that they regularly 

provide opportunities for personal encounter and connection that extends beyond pre-

determined or pre-known social networks. Just as space affects space, people affect 

people, and one cannot hope for personal well-being in the city without considering 

fellow urbanites. An explorer-Lefebvrian attitude could bring new perspectives and 

elevate awareness of, for example, people with whom one does not normally interact or 

even consider. And why ever not? Even marginalized or forgotten members of urban 

society have influence on the life of the city. 

6.5 Conclusion 

A project to change urban space need not be revolutionary. What is proposed here is not 

so much revolutionary as a plea for balance. A city is more than work, consumption and 

never-ending pursuit of monetary wealth. It also offers the chance of unexpected 

encounter and lives fully lived, not to mention appreciation and understanding of the 

buildings, tunnels and bridges walked by, on and through everyday. There is time 

enough for play and other non-commercial activities that positively engage urban space, 

but only if urban dwellers are prepared to take control of their lives and realize that work 

and consumption are necessary for survival only to a point. Working for more money and 

consuming willy-nilly simply because these actions are norms of urban space contributes 

to ongoing urban, social and environmental problems. At the same time, commercialized, 

segregated and enclosed play only serves to devalue what the contemporary city has to 

offer. The distinction between work and consumption on the one hand and play and life 
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on the other needs to end, and play must retake its place as a vital component of a fully 

lived urban life. 

 The discussion of play in this thesis mainly emerges around two bodies of 

literature, the writing of Henri Lefebvre and that of urban explorers. Although distinct, 

they say many of the same things: action in space is necessary for change, the city holds 

value for more than capitalism, a building that has outlived its original purpose is not 

useless, etc. Combining the two literatures shows that anyone can be a spatial actor, an 

impetus for change, a driving force. Anyone can go out their door and decide to play, 

enjoy opportunities the city provides and take pleasure in the company of fellow 

urbanites. We cannot allow play to become restricted to hermetically sealed living rooms 

and over-priced hockey tickets, as it is too essential to daily life and daily living. The city 

is a playground that must not be wasted. Tag, you’re it! 
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Appendix A  

Spatial practice/digital practice: 
Urban exploration and action in space 

Introduction 
Urban exploration is a form of play that has a unique way of approaching and engaging 
urban space but recently popularized technologies are influencing how the practice 
encounters that space. In the past decade urban exploration has mushroomed in 
popularity, which long-time explorers attribute to the internet (Doug 2004). Graffiti, 
stickers and newsletters have been replaced as communication venues by more efficient 
and far-reaching technologies. An internet-driven urban exploration community raises 
questions about how the practice’s uses of space can change, become more positive or 
more negative, or fall off altogether. 

Internet 
Urban exploration’s involvement with the internet began in the early 1990s, in 1994 
finding a home on the newsgroup alt.college.tunnels. Various websites and other 
newsgroups began to form over the next decade and as users found one another and 
linked the various sites the community began to communicate more widely. Australia’s 
Cave Clan, the Jinx group from New York and Toronto’s Ninjalicious began to exchange 
pictures, stories and ideas on exploration (Ninjalicious 2005). In November 2002, Avatar-
X launched the Urban Exploration Resource (UER) webpage; accessible via multiple 
websites it quickly became the net’s largest urban exploration forum (Ibid). The sudden 
increase in the number of explorers resulted in a perceived decrease in the quality of 
discussion online. While interesting ideas were still being exchanged, forums became 
prone to “boasting and illiteracy,” satirized in 2003 by a new website, the Secret Urban 
Exploration Ninja Mafia (Ninjalicious 2005: 237). 
 The past two years have witnessed an upsurge in alternative forums, often 
launched in direct response to concerns with UER. Some feel the UER website and its 
owner, Avatar-X, are less interested in exploration and ethics than with recruiting 
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members and generating revenue. In particular, their concern focuses on the ‘location 
database’ within the site, which provides photo albums and access details for various 
explored spaces. Mike Dijital, who runs the private DegGi5 forum feels “UER wants to 
create this Wal-Mart site, abandoned factories on aisle 10 and abandoned hospitals on 
aisle 17 and flashlights for sale on aisle 13” (Greenberg 2006). Where before urban 
exploration was about “exploring a place and exploring yourself,” the internet and, 
according to Dijital and others, UER specifically, have shifted this focus (Ibid). According 
to them, the location database is effectively a checklist of places to be seen, creating 
uncreative and lazy exploration, equivalent to using a guidebook. 

Negative Action 
UER’s location database has also been criticized for the access it provides to those 
looking for pristine spaces to vandalize and smash. Spaces that such people might have 
been unaware of or unable to enter are now presented to them. Jester, from Vancouver’s 
Wraiths, left UER in part because the location database put explored sites at risk. 
 

A good number of sites have gotten burned, figuratively and literally...after 
appearing with so much info on UER....Previously pristine places, smashed within a 
week of being put into the database. Graffiti with the letters ‘UER’ scrawled across 
some places. Others burned to the ground shortly after being shown on UER 
(Greenberg 2006). 

To help deal with his ethical and preservation worries, Jester founded the Wraiths forum, 
recently amalgamating with others to become JustUE. Avatar-X counters some of these 
criticisms by pointing out that his website restricts the most sensitive information to a 
smaller group of ‘confirmed’ members. Additionally, he argues that many critics are more 
motivated by elitism than by concern for preserving locations (Greenberg 2006). 

Setting aside the online debate momentarily, Ninjalicious, while acknowledging 
the risks involved in discussing exploration locales online, also feels the “hobby is about 
the joy of discovery and exploration, not about selfishly collecting locations. There will 
always be new places, and new ways into old places” (2002a: 2). The risks of presenting 
sites online are more than offset by the positive change that can be brought to urban 
space through its exposure. 
 

By sharing information about where and how people can enjoy a little off-limits 
tourism, we can encourage more people to take up the hobby. This is a generous 
thing to do...When practiced in the proper spirit, urban exploration cultivates a deep 
appreciation for history, architecture, and infrastructure, and for the hidden world 
around us. I’m happy to see more people thinking of themselves as explorers, 
because I think the world would be better off if urban exploration were more popular 
(Ibid). 

When framed in this way it is obvious that some in the exploration community feel the 
benefits of sharing locations outweigh the risks of periodic vandalism. Regardless of the 
specifics of the online debates, the discussion reveals the need to be aware that urban 
exploration can have a variety of influences on spatial production, both good and bad. 
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Action Beyond Pictures 
The internet and the advent of digital cameras has also elevated photography’s role 
within urban exploration. The pictures of industrial decay and forgotten spaces, 
sometimes shown in galleries or published in glossy coffee table books, introduce many 
to urban exploration. Given that for some, urban exploration is at least in part about 
recording sites for posterity, photography’s popularity should come as no surprise. While 
some of the photos one finds online are repetitive and blurry, others are stunning, 
whether due to the quality of the picture or, as with Gabriel’s work, because they have 
undergone post-processing to evoke “places that only exist in the imagination.” Bringing 
visual evidence out of obscure, removed urban space enlivens the spaces, along with 
providing new perspectives and realizations of the beauty in urban infrastructure, 
otherwise ignored or cast off. 
  Overemphasizing photography within the practice, however, risks situating 
exploration as little more than an adjunct to photography, as some recent popular 
magazine articles have done (Matthews 2007; Neelson). Team Leader feels 
photographs are just the “tip of the iceberg” when it comes to urban exploration and it is 
more important to “get out...and attempt to push...limits.” More significantly, Michael 
Cook feels that by fixating on photography, explorers risk missing some of the 
possibilities for urban space that urban exploration presents. He believes urban 
explorers have  
 

failed...to extend their published media and discourse beyond scientific descriptions 
of sites and an endless cataloguing of the picturesque....We fail to record narratives 
that might draw meaning and revelation from our photographs, and in our broader 
thinking we fail to draw connections between the things we uncover and other places 
and people, trends and histories in our world (Cook 2006). 

Focusing on aesthetics alone risks limiting and commodifying these newly recovered 
spaces. Explaining his ideas even further Cook feels explorers could evoke stories and 
tie sites to the “pulsing city that surrounds them,” as well as providing input to 
discussions on 
 

...spatial relationships with the city (liminality, role enforcement), patterns of 
settlement and decline, ecosystem destruction, the rearticulation of derelict spaces 
under the rubric of heritage. The perception and meaning of place, of dwelling, of 
being. The economies, spirits and futures of the built environment (Cook 2006). 

Again, one finds overtones of Lefebvrian space here, as the value gained and changes 
realized from acting in space is paramount for both Lefebvre and certain explorers. The 
concern expressed so ably by Cook, however, indicates that some explorers are limiting 
the results of their actions. Furthermore, fixation on image and a specific aesthetic of 
decay indicates that urban exploration and the transgressive spaces it explores might 
already be moving towards Baudrillard’s (1998) signed and symbolised economy. 

Any Action 
There is also a growing concern with the rise of the so-called ‘armchair explorer’, 
someone who would rather look at pictures or explore maps of locations than explore for 
themselves. In 2004 Siologen, then a new explorer, wrote a letter to the Cave Clan’s Il 
Draino zine about his excitement over going draining to see what new things he could 
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find. The editor’s responded, “Ah, the good old days when people wrote passionate 
letters rather than emails saying ‘send me info on drains’” (Il Draino #72: 4). In the Cave 
Clan Magazine Doug expresses similar frustration: “The worst thing about the 
internet...is the fact that it’s created the lazy explorer – ‘I don’t want to explore with 
people—I just want maps’. Bloody armchair explorers...dorks...BLAM!” (Doug 2004: 13). 
Armchair explorers suggest that there is a growing tendency to ‘explore’ without acting in 
space or acting with minimal effect. Lefebvre’s notions on spatial production require a 
person to act in space, and action that occurs through one’s own passion, imagination 
and effort undoubtedly yields better results than following spoon-fed, step-by-step 
instructions. Urban explorers who are only willing to see what has already been seen, or 
avoid space altogether, are rendered impotent in the production of new urban space. 

Conclusion 
These online arguments demonstrate some of the internet’s possible affects on urban 
exploration’s ability to bring about spatial change. According to Mike Dijital, urban 
exploration “has zero to do with the internet. It has zero to do with a camera. It’s about 
getting up, and getting out...And don’t let anyone tell you different” (freakmamma 2007).  
At the same time, however, Dijital operates his own private DegGi5 forum thus implicitly 
recognizing the webs connection to the practice. Although, questions arise as to how 
urban exploration’s digital presence might help or hinder the ways it interacts and affects 
spatial production, at this point the practice and the technology seem inextricably linked. 
Explorers’ actions can continue to engage in spatial production, providing they remember 
the urban is outside their doors. 
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